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“That government of the people, by the peo- 
ple. for the people, shall not perish from the 
earth” is why we are at war today and why 
you should bay a 
LIBERTY BOND 
This is the safest bond on earth. Buy one to- 
day at any bank. Do your duty. Help your 
country. 
BELFAST SAVINGS BANK 
CITY NATIONAL BANK 
[ WALDO TRUST COMPANY. 
Registration Required. 
REGISTER JUNE 5th. 
If you are “a male person between the ages of 21 and 30, both inclusive”—that 
is, if you have reached your 21dl birthday and have not reached your 31 st birthday 
—you must register, unless you area soldier or sailor in the service of the United j 
! States—and these include the National Guard and Naval Reserves. 
You may be exempt from service later, but it is not for you to judge whether 
| youjare entitled to exemption or not. 
Register! The Government will take care of the exemptions in due course. 
You may'be sick, or crippled, or have dependents, but that ddes not excuse you. 
Register! If you are entitled to exemption for any of these reasons, you will 
get it. A man between 21 and 31 may be deaf, dumb, blind and without legs, but he 
must register. 
You may be a clergyman or a conscientious objector to military service on re- 
ligious grounds, and therefore legally exempt, but you must register just the same. 
You may be an employe of the Government or the State, but that does not ex- j 
cuse you frofh registering, even though you come specifically in an exempted class, j 
THE QUESTIONS ASKED. 
When you appear at the place of registration you will be required to answer the 
list of questions given below. These are printed on a card known as a registration 
card<and the answers are entered on that card for future reference. 
REGISTRATION CARD. 
Given Name. Family Name. Age in Years. 
1 —Name in fu l.
2— Home address, number, street, city or town, State. 
3— Date of birth, month, day, ear. 
4— Are you (1) a natural-born citizen, (2) a naturalized citizen, (3) an alien, (4) or have 
you declared your intention (specify which)?. 
t Town. State. Nation. 
6—Where were you bor ?. j 
6— If not a citizen, of what country are you a citizen or subject?. : 
7— What is your present trade, occupation, or offic ?.. 
8— By whom employed?. 
Where employed?. 
9— Have you a father, mother, wife, child under 12, or a sister or brother under 12 solely 
dependent on you for support (specify which)? 
10— Married or single (which)? 
Race (specify which)?. 
11— What military service have you had? Rank. Branch.; YearB 
.Nation or State. 
12— Do you claim exemption from draft (specify grounds)?. 
I affirm that 1 have verified above answers and that they are true.. 
(Signature or mark) 
(If person is of African descent, tear off this corner) 
To the above are added an official description of the registrant, under these heads: 
1—Tall medium or Bhort (specify which)?.Slender, medium or 
stout (which?. 
2 Color of eyes?.: .Color of hsi.'?.Bald?. 
3 —Has person lost an arm. leg, hand, foot or both eyes, or is he otherwise disabled?. 
IF SICK OR AWAY FROM HOME. 
Apply or send to the town or city clerk for a registration card. 
If sick, appoint an agent to fill out your card, including personal description, and 
mail or take it to the Board of Registration in your voting precinct. 
If away from home, fill out your card, and appear before the town or city clerk, j 
in order that he may fill out the personal description thereon. When this is done, j 
mail the card to the Board of Registration in your home voting precinct before the 
day of registration. 
If you reside in a city of more than 30,000 inhabitants, mail your card in care of j 
the Mayor. 
If you do not know the number of your voting precinct, address the card with- 
out the precinct’s number. 
Inclose with the card a stamped envelope in which your registration card—the 
blue card—may be returned to you, 
This is all important, as failure to register may involve a year’s imprisonment. 
The law does not provide for an alternative fine as a penalty. Without the blue card 
you are liable to arrest at any time. 
IF A SAILOR OR STUDENT. 
If you are a sailor, and at sea, you are allowed five days after arriving in port in 
which to secure, fill out and forward your registration card. 
The city or county clerk before whom you appear will require of you an affidavit 
stating the cause of your absence at the time of registration. 
Students in colleges, training camps and similar institutions should register in 
the manner indicated for absentees. 
Inmates of jails and persons at liberty under bail must register, although the law 
holds a felon morally unfit for military service. 
EXEMPTED GROUPS. 
Exemption boards will be named later. If you claim exemption they will hear 
you and pass on your case. If you are not granted exemption, your name will be 
placed among those from which the actual draft will be made. 6 
Remember that the registration of June 5th and the draft are two distinct 
things. The date of the draft has not yet been announced. 
After the registration is completed The Journal will print information relating to 
exemptions. 
_ | 
ss&iut MEMORIAL SUNDAY. 
Memorial Sunday was observed by 
Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., and 
j their allied bodies by attending services 
at[the Universalist church at 10.45 a. m. 
A line'of, march was formed at G. A.^R. 
hall, with 28 Boy Scouts in uniform led 
by Scout^Master Orrin J. Dickey acting 
as escort; A. E. Clark Camp, Sons of 
Veterans under command of Fred A. 
Seward&the Post, with Commander E. S. 
McDonald directing; followed by a large 
number [of Thomas [H. MarshalL Circle, 
Ladies of the G. A. R., the S. of V. Aux- 
iliary and the Emma White Barker Tent, 
D. of V. It was one of the most impres- 
sive marches since the organization of 
the Post. They went directly to the 
church, where seats were reserved for 
themj in the main section. The pulpit 
was draped [with two large flags and cut 
flowers^were arranged on[the altar. Sev- 
eral, of the young ladies of the church 
ushered and a chorus of girls sang "Just 
Before the Battle, Mother”and God “Speed 
Our Republic.” A patriotic selection was 
beautifully rendered by Mrs. Edwin P. 
Frost and Miss Emma Skay. Rev. 
Arthur A. Blair preached a most appro- 
priate sermon on “I came not to bring 
peace, but the sword.” He referred to j 
the various wars in which America had 
participated and in which the Stars and 
Stripes were always victorious. Our 
country has always stood for civic right- 
eousness and does in this present world 
crisis. He paid a glowing tribute to the 
men who wear the little bronze buttons, 
to the Sons of Veterans who are now to 
follow their fathers’ example, and to the 
Boy Scouts who will do their part in the 
coast defence, etc. After the services 
the line of march was re-formed and pro- 
ceeded to their hall, where they disband- 
ed. The veterans expressed their appre- 
ciation of the able and patriotic sermon, 
the appropriate music and the large at- 
tendance of their allied bodies. 
OBITUARY. 
Edward B. Billings was born in Sears- 
port, Me., Jan. 16, 1847, and enlisted 
from that town in November, 1863; was 
mustered into service Dec. 19, 1863, as a 
private in Capt. A. B. Mathews’ Com- 
pany H, 2nd Maine Cavalry, Col. Eph- 
raim W. Woodman commanding. The 
regiment embarked for New Orleans, La., 
in the spring of 1864, and participated in 
Banks’ Red River Expedition against the 
rebel Gen. Dick Taylor. The regiment 
was ordered to duty at different points in 
the La Fourche district, then to Pensacola, 
Fla. On July 13, 1864, he, with 84 other 
members of his regiment hearing that the 
navy was short of men applied for a trans- 
fer and enlisted at Mobile Bay; he was 
placed on the Portsmouth and later on 
the sloop-of-war, Lackawanna, Capt. J. 
B. Marchard, being attached to the 
West Gulf Squadron, under Rear Admiral 
David G. Farragut. He served on the 
latter vessel in the famous battle of Mobile 
Bay, while the Lackawanna was lashed 
to the Seminole in the battle with the 
Confederate ram Tennessee and the gun- 
boats Selma Morgan and Gaines; he was 
assigned to No. 3 gun, a 200-pound rifle 
as first tackle man and second boarder. 
The fight lasted from 6.30 to 8.30 a. m. 
21 of his comrades fell, but he escaped 
injury. Seaman Billings went with the 
wounded to Pensacola, thence to New 
Orleans Returning to the Lackawanna 
he remained until Mobile City fell. He 
was always to be found at his post of 
duty from the time of his enlistment, 
both while serving in the army and in 
the navy, and achieved a gallant record 
for his meritorious service. He was dis- 
charged at Brooklyn, N. Y., July 19, 
1865, by reason of the close of the war. 
He went to Lynn, Mass., in 1868, and 
Nov. 25, 1868, was married to Helen E. 
Gibson, who died July 3, 1894. One 
daughter, Alice G., was born to them. 
She is now' a teacher in the Lynn public 
schools. On Nov. 5, 1902, he married 
Delphine Pendleton Nichols at Malden, 
Mass. He was a member of Gen. Lander 
Post, No. 5, G. A. R. in which he served 
as commander for three years. He was 
also a member of Richard W. Drown 
Lodge, I. O. O. F. His great grandfath- 
er, John Billings served in the Revolution, 
and was killed on sentry duty at Castine. 
His grandfather, John Billings served in 
the war of 1812. He passed away after a 
few weeks illness of chronic Bright’s dis- 
ease May 18th. He leaves a wife, Mrs. 
Delphine P. Billings, one daughter, Miss 
Alice G. Billings, a brother, John F. Bil- 
lings and a sister, Mrs. Lizzie N. Blakely, 
all of Lynn. 
Mr. Edward Hearin, a life-long resi- 
dent of East Knox, passed very suddenly 
into the Beautiful Beyond May 21dt, af- 
ter a few weeks’ illness. He was born in 
Knox August 1, 1827. When a young 
man he went to Cherrylield and there 
met Miss Martha Wilson, who became 
his wife. Five children came to bless 
their union. Two were taken from them 
when quite young. The second son, 
Frank, who w'as a soldier in the Spanish- 
American war, came home at the close of 
that war but went into the West later 
and has not been heard from for several 
years. Lizzie, the eldest daughter, mar- 
ried Albra J. Clary of Waldo and now re- 
sides in Belfast. George L., the youngest 
of the family, married Miss Myrtle Farrar 
of Knox and lives in the old home. 
October 17th, 18ti4, Mr. Hearin enlisted in 
the Civil War and served until the closing 
of the same. He belonged to Company 
G. 20th Maine Regiment. He has lived 
for a short time in several places. A few 
years ago he bought a farm in East Knox 
and has successfully tilled the soil since, 
always having the earliest and best garden 
in town. He took great pride in clearing 
up the farm and was always busy. He 
was kindly cared for in his last illness by 
his faithful and devoted wife, also by his 
daughter and son. A kind and loving 
husband, an affectionate father, he will 
be sadly missed in the old home. His 
familiar form will be missed by many, 
He was a member of the Thomas H. Mar- 
shall Post of Belfast, Maine. He was also 
a member of Rising Sun Grange No. 55, of 
East Knox, and held the office of Chaplain 
in that order for many years. The funer- 
al service was held in the old home last 
Thursday at 2 P. M., Rev. Walter T. Ha- 
thorne of Belfast speaking words of con- 
solation to the berea\ed family. The 
bearers were Fred Kenney, Merton Swett, 
Henry Roberts and O. B. Woodbury. 
The interment was in the family lot in 
Pleasant Hill Cemetery. The floral offer- 
ings were many and beautiful. Among 
them were the following: Pillow, “Hus- 
band,” from the wife; standing wreath 
from the children, Mr. and Mrs. Albra J. 
Clary and Mr. and Mrs. George L. Hearin; 
bouquet of white carnations from Jennie 
Walker Morse; evergreen mound with 
violets and geranium set pieces from the 
Walker girls; spray of pink and white car- 
nations from Mr. and Mrs. Harry S. Hig- 
gins of Watervilie; spray of roses and 
ferns from Mrs. N. E. Clary and daugh- 
ters, Mrs. Matilda Littlefield and Mrs. 
Mildred Neal; bouquet of flowers from 
Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Wentworth of Knox; 
spray of flowers from Jellison & Greer of 
Belfast; silk flag was presented by the 
Brothers of the Grand Army of Belfast, 
WEDDING BELLS. 
Hillman-Barker. a wedding of in- 
terest took place at the Universalist par- 
sonage in Pittsfield, Wednesday evening, 
May 23rd, when Roscoe Hillman and Miss 
Evelyn Barker, both popular young peo- 
ple of Troy, were united in marriage by 
Rev. A. E. Wright, who used the double 
ring service. Mr. and Mrs. Hillman will 
reside in Troy, where Mr. Hillman is a 
prosperous farmer. They will have the 
best wishes df many friends for a happy 
future. 
MEMORIAL SERVICE IN FREEDOM. 
The annual memorial service of Dana 
B. Carter |Post, No. 129, G. A. R., was 
held in the Freedom Congregational 
church last Sunday morning, when the 
building was crowded with worshippers 
to take part in the exercises. The church 
was an inspiring sight, being decorated 
with bunting, flags, red and white flow- 
ers and large ferns, all arranged in a 
most attractive manner. The address 
was given by Rev. William Vaughan of 
East Belfast, and his fine patriotic ad- 
dress kept the attention of the audience 
to the end. The music was furnished by 
the students of Freedom Academy, and 
their fresh, young voices added much to 
the service in the singing of patriotic 
songs. Incidental to the service, the 
new memorial organ recently placed in 
the church was dedicated with solemn 
ceremony. I. P. Griffies, who started the 
movement to procure a new organ, read a 
formal statement of the movement and 
the list of donors, and formally requested 
Rev. Mr. Vaughan to dedicate the instru- 
ment for the service of the church. It 
was truly a beautiful sight, when the 
reverent pastor, with upraised hand, sol- 
emnly dedicated this organ “To the Glory 
of God” and in memory of former mem- 
bers and friends of Freedom Cong’l church 
who have passed on into life eternal—the 
choir and congregation led by the full 
organ broke into the doxology making a 
beautiful ending to a most solemn cere- 
mony The organ was made possible by 
the labors of Miss Winifred Dodge who 
for many years has given her services as 
organist, and by the bountiful donations 
of Mrs. Etta Clark Lowell of Petaluma, 
Cal., Mrs. Charlotte Turner of Topsham, 
Maine, Mrs. Daniel W. Dodge and Harry 
Woods of Freedom, Maine, and many 
others who gave of time and money to I 
help the fund. The day closed with a 
patriotic vesper service at night, when 
the church was again filled and an in- 
spiring service of patriotic music led by 
Mr. Woods, principal of Freedom Acad- 
emy, ended, with the large congregation 
standing and with right hands at atten- \ 
tion recited the salute to the flag and 
pledged allegiance to the same. The 
singing of the Star Spangled Banner end- 
ed the exercises of the day, and closed 
one of the most successful days ever held 
in the religious life of this village. 
THE KNOX-WALDO SCHOOL FES- 
TIVAL. 
Every seat in the Camden Opera House 
was filled last Friday evening, when the 
Knox-Waldo School Music Festival was 
held and the entire program was a success 
from start to finish. There was a chorus 
of 300 voices and an orchestra of 40. A 
large stand was erected on the stage to 
accommodate them and the sight was a 
very pretty one as the curtain rose. The 
festival this year was a greater success 
than that of''1916 and indications now are 
that the one of 1918 will be even better. 
The following program was carried out: 
Orchestra, Overture, Turks in Italy; 
| chorus, When the Foeman Bares His 
Steel, Pirates of Penzance; piano solo, 
Cantique d’ Amour, Reginald Boardman, 
Islesboro; chorus, <a> Bright Are the Stars 
of Heaven; ;b) Hunting Chorus; (c) Chorus 
I of Servants; soprano solo, The Sunshine I of Your Smile, Amanda Wood, Rockland; 
1 chorus, To Thee, O Country; orchestra, 
Yellow Jonquil. 
: Part II—Orchestra, Stars and Stripes 
i Forever; violin solo, Spring Song, Louis 
; hangman, Camden; chorus, Beautiful 
Blue Danube; vocal duet, Blue Bird, Helen 
Wescott and Charlotte Knowlton, Bel- 
fast; chorus, Sextette, Lucia di Mammer- 
moor; soprano solo, Sleep, Little Baby of 
Mine, Emerald E. Boardman, Islesboro; 
; finale, Star Spangled Banner, chorus, or- 
chestra and audience. 
I The chorus was directed by Mr. E. S. 
Pitcher of Belfast and Miss Margaret G. 
| Ruggles of Thomaston and the orchestra 
; by Mrs. Samuel Tibbetts of Camden; and 
much credit is due them for their faithful 
and painstaking coaching and drilling. 
The larger party went from Belfast 
in the morning on the special trip of the 
steamer Islesboro, a number on the after- 
noon trip and others motored. All speak 
in glowing terms of the delightful pro- 
gram and splendid work of the students 
in chorus, orchestra and solos. Miss 
Emerald E. Boardman of Islesboro is es- 
pecially praiseworthy, possessing an un- 
usual voice for a High school girl. Misses 
Helen Wescott and Charlotte Knowlton, 
students of the Belfast High, were en- 
duet. The girls sing very well together. 
The following Belfast students were a 
part of the orchestra: Misses Vera Green- 
law and Helen Wescott, first violins; 
Ethel Dexter and Frank Waterman, sec- ; 
ond violins; Edna Curtis, ’cello; Dean j 
Rnowlton, bass viol; Albert Fogg, clari- | 
net; Avard Craig and Maurice Cobb, cor- , 
nets; Albert Morey, slide trombone; Lil- 
lian Dexter, piano. 
Many of the boys and girls took the 
trolley after the afternoon rehearsal and 
dined in Rockland, returning for the 
evening concert in the Camden Opera J 
House. A large number of teachers and i 
parents of the students accompanied 
them on the trip and all report a most en- 1 
joyable affair. 
MAINE COAST ARTILLERY NOT TO 
LEAVE THE STATE. 
WASHINGTON, May 28. The Coast 
Artillery Corps of the Maine National 
Guard will be assigned to service on the ; 
Maine coast after they have been called 
into the Federal service on July 15, offi- 
cials of the War Department so stated to- 
day in answer to inquiry made by a news- 
paper correspondent. After they have 
been held in camp rendezvous for about 
two weeks they will then be assigned, or 
distributed along the Maine coast, recom- 
mendations for the assignments having 
already been made. 
It is the intention of the War Depart- 
ment to draft all coast artillery of the Na- 
tional Guard into the Federal service 
about the middle of July then to assign 
them to appropriate stations, such stations 
to be within the limits of their respective 
States. The War Department urges that 
pending the calling of the troops into 
camps such training as the facilities of 
each State affords shall be vigorously em- 
ployed to train the newly enrolled men as 
well as men who have already enlisted 
but not yet called out. 
Members of the Eastern Star are much 
pleased with the recent ruling of the 
order made at the grand chapter meetings 
that the various chapters can work for 
the Red Cross movement and give enter- 
tainments to raise funds under its name. 
This was heretofore prohibited. 
PERSONAL. 
Miss Florence Dannee of Boston is the 
guest of Mrs. Harry Sweatt. 
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Carr of Boston are 
at Temple Heights for a short vacation. 
Miss Vera E. Grant of Dexter is the 
guest of her aunt, Mrs. Amos F. Carleton. 
Mrs. Mary McMahan Coombs of Alfred 
is in Belfast visiting relatives and friends. 
Mrs. Louise C. Strecker of Boston is the 
guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Michael 
Collins. 
Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Jones of Provi- 
dence, R. I., are visiting relatives in Bel- 
fast and vicinity. 
Ralph O’Connell of Bangor arrived 
Tuesday to visit his parents, Mr, and Mrs. 
Charles O’Connell. 
Seth B. Wetherbee of Boston was the 
guest over Sunday of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. 
Jones at the Windsor. 
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Scribner of Sears- 
port were guests the past week of their 
daughter, Mrs. A. E. Dutch. 
Mr. and Mrs. Herbert R. Dickey are 
spending a few weeks in Belfast before 
going to Philadelphia for the season. 
Mrs. Norman A. Read left Monday to 
spend the weeK with her parents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Charles Bicknell of Rockland. 
Rev. Arthur E. Wilson returned last 
Friday morning from Boston, where heat- 
tended the anniversary meetings of the 
Unitarian church. 
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Lower returned last 
Friday from the South, where they had 
been the past winter and are now at their 
home on Main street. 
Edward Sibley returned home Friday 
from Chicago, where he had been the 
guest several weeks of his daughter, Mrs. 
Henry H. Hilton and family. 
Madam William H. Hall and daughter, 
Miss Grace H. Hall, who spent the winter 
in Daytona, Fla., have returned home, 
nil Uinrf NT_V_l._1 r» 
-s-- will ujivi utioiuil Ull t'UtCi 
Miss Mary A. Bickford, who spent the 
winter with her niece, Mrs. G. Harvey 
Self of Brooklyn, N. Y., will arrive earlv 
in June to spend the summer at her home 
on Cedar street. 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Smyth arrived 
from Boston last Friday to open their sum- 
mer home on Northport avenue. Mrs. 
Smyth remains for the season, but Mr. 
Smyth returned to Boston Wednesday. 
Miss Maude Gammans, who spent the 
winter in San Antonio, Texas, returned 
home Monday and after a short visit 
with Mrs. Wiiiiam B. Swan will open her 
Church street home for the summer. 
Miss Katherine E. Pillsbury, who has 
been the guest of Mr. and Mrs. William 
K.Keene the past six months,left Wednes- 
day for a few days visit in Boston before 
going to Rutland, Mass., for the summer. 
Frank Palmer Wilson of New York, 
special assistant attorney of the U. S. 
department of justice, who was called to 
Bangor last week on business, was the 
guest several days of his mother, Mrs. J. 
F. Wilson. 
Maurice Slipp has returned home from 
Hartford,Conn..where he spent the winter 
and is visiting his father, G. L. Slipp, be- 
fore going to Bangor where he has a posi- 
tion as demonstrator with the Bangor 
Motor Company. 
Hon. and Mrs. J. P. Taliaferro will ar- 
rive from Jacksonville, Fla., next Mon- 
day'. They will be accompanied by Mrs. 
Thomas Stockton, who has been their 
guest several seasons. Their help have 
been here several days opening the house. 
Charles E. Knowlton left Wednesday- 
morning for Boston after spending six 
months at his home on Miller street He 
was accompanied by his mother. Mrs I. 
A. Knowlton, who will visit in Boston 
several days. Mr. Knowlton will leave 
Saturday to open his bungalow in Rut- 
land, Mass., for the season. 
Hplftiof fripn/lc are PvfonHinn' PAnifrot 11 
lations to Mr. and Mrs. William Newman 
Todd on the arrival at their home on 
William street, Portland, May 28th, of 
an eight-pound daughter, who has been 
named Barbara Mary. Mrs. Todd was 
Miss Mary Helen Bird of Belfast. 
Rev. I. B. Mower of Waterville, secre- 
tary of the United Baptist convention of 
Maine, returned home Thursday from 
Cleveland, where he has been attending 
the Northern Baptist convention. He was 
accompanied on his trip by his daughter, 
Mrs. William Beal, and by his daughter- 
in-law, Mrs. Stanwood Mower. 
Herbert B. Foster of this city has re- 
enlisted in the Coast Artillery, Fifth Com- 
pany of the First Maine Regiment, of 
which he was formerly a member. His 
brother, Dr. Thomas Foster of Portland, 
who returned a few weeks ago from 
France, having seen field service in the 
American Ambulance, going over with 
the Harvard Unit under Ur. Hugh Cabot 
and later re-enlisting, has now enlisted in 
the Medical Reserve Corps. William 
Quimby Foster will leave soon for Platts- 
burg, where he will enter the training 
camp. The young men are nephews of 
Mr. and Mrs. William H. Quimby of Bel- 
fast. 
Mrs. George Gould, who was born in 
Liberty, and who, with her husband was 
the guest of her cousin, Mrs. Charles 
Rhoades in Belfast last summer, while on 
a brief visit te her old home, has recently 
been elected president of the Bozeman, 
Montana, Woman’s Club. The Club which 
is federated, is made up of active depart- 
ments, doing work in social service, 
music, home economics, travel, literature 
and arts and crafts and has a member- 
ship of over one hundred. It is a coin- 
cidence that the newly elected corre- 
sponding secretary of the club, Mrs. P. 
M. Parker, is also a native of Waldo 
county, having been born at Ellingwood’s 
Corner in Winterport. 
PERSONAL. 
Miss Annie Smalley of Lynn, Mass., 
arrived Tuesday to spend a few days with 
relatives. 
Mr. and Mrs. William A. Coombs of 
Camden were in Belfast to spend Memo- 
rial Day with relatives. 
Mrs. Charles Chamberlain and daughter 
Kathleen of Clinton were guests over 
Sunday of Mrs. Basil Linton. 
Mrs. Grace E. Pattershall left Satur- 
day morning for Boston to visit her son, 
Ross H. Pattershal. ind family. 
'Miss Flora E. Blake of Boston is spend- 
ing a few days with her sisters, Misses 
Susie M. and Bertha M. Blake. 
Harlie F. Godfrey returned to Portland 
Monday morning after a short visit with 
his mother, Mrs. Hat ie P. Godfrey. 
Hon. and Mrs. John J. Higgins of 
Somerville, Mass., were guests over Sun- 
day of Mr. and Mrs. Edmund Wilson. 
William Dickey, who has been in Jack- 
sonville, Fla., for several months, .will 
return in a few days to spend the sum- 
mer. 
Mrs. Caroline P. and Miss Anne C. 
Crosby will arrive from Boston the last 
of this week and open their Northport 
avenue residence for the season. 
Mr. and Mrs. George L. Bowman, who 
spent the winter at 136 Newbury street, 
Boston, will return this week and open 
their house on Congress street for the 
summer. 
Rev. and Mrs. D. P. Phelan, who re- 
cently moved from Rockport to Isles- 
boro, were in Belfast Monday calling on 
friends. They plan to spend the summer 
at Bayside. 
The News of Belfast. 
Mrs. Alice G. Mason and Ralph A. 
Peavey have recently bought Dodge tour- 
ing cars of the B. O. Norton Agency. 
John Myrick has moved from the farm 
at Citypoint, where he had been living 
for a number of years, to his home on 
Waldo avenue. 
A nine from the Coe-Mortimer plant 
met the High school boys on the Congress 
street grounds last Saturday afternoon 
and won in a score of 4 to 3. 
Clarence E. Wyman has bought of the 
! Nathan Houston heirs the Whitaker lot 
so-called on Upper High street, adjoining 
his market garden and will cultivate it 
for tulips and t trawberries. He also plans 
to increase his poultry plant. 
At the meeting of Primrose Chapter, 
O. E. S., tomorrow, Friday, evening there 
: will be degree work followed by a miscel- 
laneous program. The entertainment by 
the Davis Stock Co., announced for the 
program, has been postponed until fall on 
account of the committee's activities in 
gardening, etc. 
Chautauqua Week. Ameeting of the 
Guarantors of the Chautauqua Week was 
held last Friday evening, the following 
officers appointed and the permanent or- 
ganization was perfected: President, Rev. 
; Walter T. Hawthorne; vice presidents, 
Mrs. Essie P. Carle and W. B. Woodbury; 
: secretary, Orrin J. Dickey; treasurer, 
Herbert T. Field; chairman of tickets, 
Rev. A. E Wilson; chairman of grounds, 
Lynwood B. Thompson; chairman of the 
Junior Chautauqua, Mrs. Charles M. 
Craig. In July an advertising campaign 
: will be started, the printed matter to be 
furnished by the Chautauqua company. 
A guarantee of TOO course tickco, at 
$2 each, lias be"n made and mu be 
sold to protect the local organizatior, and 
as many more as possible will be sold, it 
is hoped a thousand at least. The first 
day will be known as Patriotic Day, when 
J all Civil and Spanish war veterans and 
\ the Boy Scouts will be special guests and 
j one-half of the gate receipts will be given 
to the local Red Cross. This, of course, 
includes only the single tickets sold at 
the door on this special night. On this 
occasion the speaker will be Congressman 
Shallanberger of Nebraska. It is urged 
that people buy season tickets for the 
I five days’ entertainments, as the' are 
! transferable and the single tickets are 
50 and 75 cents, the course tickets 
but $2. The dates are Aug. 11-15 in- 
clusive, and it will be a rare opportunity 
for people of this vicinity to hear the 
finest speakers in the country. Tiiere 
will be excellent music and programs, 
both educational and entertaining. An- 
other meeting of the committee was held 
at the courthouse Tuesday evening with 
very gratifying reports. It is expected 
that the program will be given on the 
school common on the section faring 
Church street, in this case it will be nec- 
essary to remove the (lag stall A per- 
mit has been applied for. There will be 
another meeting ol the committee next 
Tuesday evening at 7 o’clock, when 
minor details of the big weeks’ program 
will be completed. 
WAR SUMMARY. 
British naval officers speak in high 
praise of the work of the American 
squadron. Brazil expects a declaration 
of war by Germany. On the Franco- 
British front there has been a lull in the 
infantry battle, although the cannonade 
has been heavy. German attacks have 
been of comparatively less force and 
have all been repulsed. The Germans 
have for two weeks been massing troops 
on the western front. Several divisions 
have been transferred from eastern lines. 
The Italians have been engaged with 
the Austrians in a fierce battle which has 
raged for about 10 days. The Italians as- 
sisted by British artillery have smashed 
the Austrian line, have taken 22,000 pris- 
oners and many heavy guns. The city of 
Trieste is their objective point. This city 
is the great naval base of Austria and is 
strongly fortified. 
The Republican Journal. 
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"FUTURES.” 
After the harvest is over and some- 
times earlier, the speculator sends out his 
agents to buy wheat of the farmer and 
the farmer is paid for his wheat. This is 
a legitimate transaction if the farmer is 
paid a fair price. If, however, the opera- 
tors in the “wheat pit” have previously 
juggled prices below where they should 
be, then the farmer is robbed. If this 
wheat should be sold by the purchaser at 
a fair price, to be made into flour, this, 
too, would be a legitimate transaction and 
supply would flow out to meet demand. 
Instead of this the speculator stores the 
wheat in elevators where it can be held 
for an indefinite period. Thousands of 
bushels of the crop of 1915 are still in 
elevators and have been sold again and 
again on a “future” deal. To illustrate 
one of the methods of dealing in “fu- 
tures” let us suppose that in March, for 
instance, believing that wheat will be 
lo ." r in May, Mr. A. sells 10,000 bushels 
at 00 per bushel to Mr. B., who be- 
lie1 1 that wheat will be higher. This 
wh t is to be delivered in May and no 
mon y is paid. It is a memorandum 
transaction. Mr. B. sells the same wheat 
to Mr. C. for June delivery. Mr. C. sells 
to Mr. D. for July delivery and so on 
down the alphabet These transactions 
are all “futures” 
vvnen me time oi aelivery arrives, it 
wheat is quoted at $2.25 per bushel,Mr. B, 
wants his wheat or his profit of 25 cents. 
Mr. A. does not deliver the wheat. He 
pays Mr. B. 25 cents a bushel profit and 
that ends it. If wheat is but $1.75 per 
bushel Mr B has no use for it. He pays 
Mr. A. 25 cents per bushel and in either 
case the wheat remains in the elevator. 
Supply is held back in the aggregate by 
this and similar transactions and up go 
prices. This is the way the game is opened 
but there are as many variations after 
the first moves as are in “Single Corner,” 
the good old game of checkers. Millions 
of bushels are thus bought and sold every 
year by men who never owned a bushel 
of real wheat in their lives. 
Dealing in “futures” is gambling. The 
seller bets on lower prices, and the buyer 
bets on higher prices. They take their 
winnings and they pay their losses. The 
gamblers are not worthy of consideration, 
but the consumers are worthy, not only 
of consideration but of protection. What 
we have said of wheat is also true of corn, 
oats, coflon and many other products. Of 
late, prices have been forced upwards 
mainly by this sort of speculation to such 
a. unbearable extent that the public and 
the press have called upon Congress to 
put these unscrupulous men out of the 
control of food products. Did Congress 
Jo anything? Yes, Congress talked. 
■Some Congressmen said that the specu- 
lators were sharks. Others called them 
skunks. Some said they ought to be 
hung to lamp posts. This startled the 
gamblers. They held a conference and 
promised to be good Then Congress be- 
gan talking about something else. In re- 
cent market reports we notice quotations 
of prices of wheat and other products for 
June, July and August. The old game 
of 'futures” is still going on just the 
same 
We respectfully refer Congress to Jere- 
miah VIII. 22: “Is there no balm in 
Gilead? Is there no physician there?” 
JAPAN. 
Ever since Japan drove the Germans 
out of China by armed force, the two 
nations have been nominally, if not 
actually, at war. There has been no fight- 
ing, but peace has never been established. 
It is assuring to learn from reliable sources 
that the Japanese government is, and has 
been operating quietly but effectually 
against the Germans. Every shipyard 
in Japan is busy turning out steel mer- 
chant ships. Japan has driven German 
influence not only from China but from 
the Ear East. She has sent her destroy- 
ers to assist England in driving the U- 
boats from the sea She has made the 
Pacific safe for the ships of the world. 
She has patrolled the Indian ocean so 
effectively that the Germans have not 
thought it safe to terrorize it. Just at 
present she is rendering invaluable aid in 
keeping Russia in line with her allies. 
She is loaning money to that country and 
has poured into Russia vast supplies of 
munitions and other war material. It is 
believed that if the Germans attempt to 
invade Russia that Japan would oppose 
such a movement with all her military 
strength. Japan is secretive and her 
censorship of military plans is of the 
strictest sort, but we may safely conclude 
that she is the enemy of Germany and 
will send her armies to the front if neces- 
sary. Japan realizes that the safety of 
all nationscan be but a dream, if Prussian- 
ism is triumphant in the war now raging. 
Washington, D. C., May 23. The 
Agricultural Department’s year book for 
1916 has been issued and is now available 
for distribution. Copies may be had by 
writing members of Congress and Sena- 
tors. Those asking for copies should be 
careful to give their correct postoflice ad- 
dress. 
UTJ 
Dr. Aristides, Angero, the Cuban min- 
ister to Berlin, has been recalled. On his 
way home to Cuba, he was interviewed 
in Geneva and said: 
“I bring good news. I have been 14 
years in Berlin and you can easily realize 
that I have been able to thoroughly study 
the character of our enemies. Things are 
going badly on the other side of the 
Rhine. The facade of the imperial edi- 
fice seems solid enough from abroad, but 
in reality there are cracks in it.” 
He also said that there was no prospect 
of immediate improvement in the food 
situation in Germany. The above seems 
to be very direct and reliable news. 
Has any backyard farmer considered 
sowing wheat in his garden? There’s one 
advantage in growing wheat. You don’t 
have to weed it.—Boston Globe. 
It is an advantage that is accompanied 
by a big disadvantage, however, involving 
as it does the after-harvest separation of 
the wheat and the tares.—Biddeford 
Journal. 
“To nim he the glory forever. We bear 
To the Lord of the harvest, our wheat with the 
tare. 
What we lack in our work may He find in our 
will. 
And winnow, in mercy, our pood from the ill.” 
John G. Whittier. 
JAPANESE MILLET. 
A Substitute for Coni Silage. 
The work of one of the large dairymen 
of the State is quite closely watched by 
the writer His success in supplementing 
corn with other plants for silage is mark- 
ed. The following is as this dairyman 
who feeds over 50 cows view's the silage 
situation for one situated near the limit 
of successful corn growing. 
Of the green forages that can be utilized 
for filling silos in place of corn by far the 
best adapted seems to be Japanese millet. 
It has the rankest growth and comes 
nearer taking the place of corn in tonnage 
than anything that can be surely grown 
in the latitude of Maine. The outlook 
for a good corn year is at the present 
time not at all good. There is no possi- 
; biiity of speeding up of corn or of over- 
coming the handicap of the short season 
betw'een frost lines. Something, there- 
fore, that will take the place of corn in 
feeding value and in tonnage is highly de- 
sirable, particularly in the present season. 
The following points may be set down as 
advantages of Japenese millet for a corn 
substitute for silage: 
1. It can be planted much later than 
corn, even as late as the 20th of June, 
when the ground will be in much better 
shape than it can be for the seasonable 
planting of corn. 
2. This later planting gives the farmer 
an opportunity for using a further supply 
of accumulated dressing which would not 
be possible for a corn crop. 
3. It needs no summer cultivation, 
which fact obviously lightens the farmer’s 
work for the summer. 
4. The harvesting of the millet comes 
about September 1&, in a slack time, just 
prior to the corn cutting, and distributes 
the fall work to great advantage. 
The following points in ensiloing are to 
be guarded: 
1. The tramping down of the silage, 
especially on the sides and getting it as 
firm and tight as possible. 
2. To provide as heavy a corn pres- 
sure for the settling of the millet as pos- 
sible. It is a great advantage to have a 
heavy tonnage of corn silage dumped in 
1 on top of the millet in order to get a first 
! class quality of silage from the millet. 
3. Millet should be cut before the stems 
1 harden at all, when they have their maxi- 
mum succulence. 
This dairyman has had considerable ex- 
perience in the raising of millet and in 
siloing both millet and clover and he finds 
that the millet has all the feeding value 
that good second crop has and that stock 
eat it as greedily as they do corn silage. 
He further emphasizes the point that it is 
much more desirable to ensilo the millet 
than to run the risk of making a poor 
quality of hay of the crop, which is very 
likely to be the case in our usual Septem- 
bers. In his ten years experience with 
millet there have been only two or three 
i first quarters of September in which it 
was possible to cure a heavy millet crop, 
the result being, in the usual season, the 
farmer gets a musty and exceedingly poor 
quality of hay from his millet. If instead 
of trying to make a dry forage out of this 
millet it is mowed, raked immediately, 
and dumped into the silo just before the 
corn cutting takes place the farmer has 
distributed his work easily for the season, 
taken advantage of a range of crop pos- 
sibilities and of tonnage values, all of 
which should be kept in mind and appre- 
ciated, especially in the season of 1917, 
when time, labor and land are at maximum 
values. 
Chas. d. Woods. 
Director. 
American Students to Rebuild 
France. 
Washington, May 28. Theconspicu- 
ous part that American universities are 
playing in aiding American arms was 
emphasized by the recent visit of Dr. 
Edmund Janes James, president of the 
University of Illinois, who came to offer 
the Government the facilities of that 
great university and particularly to bear 
to Ambassador Jusserand of France a 
unique offer of help when the days of 
reconstruction come in the devastated 
areas of France and Belgium. 
This was nothing less than the propos- 
al of the University of Illinois to send to 
France complete city-building units of 
expert engineers and to place these corps 
at the disposal of the French Govern- 
ment. 
As outlined by Dr. James, each unit 
would consist of an architect, a land- 
scape gardener, an electrical engineer, a 
highway civil engineer, a municipal and 
sanitary engineer, a chemical engineer, 
and an economist. With such groups in 
charge of details France would be rebuilt 
in model cities and villages, a more de- 
lightful place in which to live than ever 
it was before war came. 
In order to prepare men for service in 
such units the University of Illinois will 
conduct a special training school this 
summer, the courses being supplied from 
its School of Architecture—one of the 
largest in the country—its School of 
Engineering, and its courses in Land- 
scape Gardening and Sanitary, Civil and 
Highway Engineering. The object of 
this school will be to train professional 
men in co-operation between their vari- 
ous specialties required by such city 
planning and rebuilding work as the 
western Allied countries will need as 
rapidly as the enemy is pushed back. 
Some of the most eminent engineers 
and architects of the country are expect- 
ed to enroll in this summer school, which 
will begin, Dr. James said, on July 1st at 
the seat of the university in Urbana- 
Champaign, Illinois. It is believed that 
trained units can be turned out in six 
months’ time. 
The organization of ambulance corps in 
many universities, military training 
schools in others, the encouragement of 
gardening and food economy by others, 
are among the efforts which American 
institutions of learning are making for 
victory. The University of Illinois, Dr. 
James told newspaper correspondents 
here, all the year has been training 2,200 
Freshmen and Sophomores as a brigade; 
it has organized a hospital unit, a signal 
corps, an engineering company and a 
field battery; and this summer it will 
conduct a Junior Military Training Camp 
for High school boys, the instruction be- 
ing given by the cadet officers of the 
university brigade and the military com- 
mandant. 
Sprains and Strains Relieved. 
Sloan’s Liniment quickly takes the pain cut 
of strains, sprains, bruises and all muscle sore- 
ness. A clean, clear liquid easily applied, it 
quickly penetrates without rubbing. Sloan’s 
Liniment does not stain the skin or clog the 
pores like musBy plasters or ointmentB. For 
chronic rheumatic aches and pains, Deuralgia, 
gout and lumbago have this well-known rem- 
edy handy. For the pains of grippe and fol- 
lowing strenuous work, it gives quick relief. 
At all druggists, 25c. 
—---—-- 
A FAREWELL DINNER. 
Waldo County People in California. 
The Tea Cup Inn was the scene of a 
pleasant social event May 11th, when 
Miss Sabina Morey of 159 North Allen 
avenue entertained there with a farewell 
dinner in honor of Miss Zodie M. Wey- 
mouth, who has been visiting at the home 
of Mrs. Edward H. Morse, 65 Virginia 
street, and who returned to her home in 
Belfast, Maine, the next day. 
1 The guests invited to dinner, besides 
Miss Weymouth, were Mrs. Bertha Hatch 
Mears and Miss Abbie O. Stoddard. 
! Later in the evening they returned to 
1 Miss Morey’s home, where other guests 
■ were assembled, and enjoyed a most de- 
I lightful entertainment by Miss Morey’s 
i brother-in-law, Frank P. Blodgett, con- 
j sisting of a stereopticon lecture, showing 
j views of San Diego, Los Angeles and Pa- ! sadena. 
| Mrs. Edward H. Morse gave several 
piano selections, which were much enjoy- 
j ed, and Parker Blodgett played enter- 
i tainingly upon the violin, accompanied by 
j Mrs. Bertha Mears. 
j The rooms were beautifully decorated with a profusion of vari-colored roses and 
| delicious refreshments were served by the ! hostess. A Cecile Brunner rose adorned 
1 each plate, to be kept as souvenirs of the 
happy occasion. 
Guests present at this later affair were 
Mr. and Mrs. Frank E. Rowe, Mr. and 
Mrs. Edward H. Morse, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank P. Blodgett, Mrs. Mears, Miss Wey- 
mouth, Miss Morey and Parker Blodgett. 
—Pasadena Star News. 
I Upright Pianos 
FOR COTTAGES, CAMPS 
OR SUMMER HOMES 
$50, $75, $80, $90, $100 Up 
|! 
These Pianos are good instrume ts that we have 
taken m trade for new Pianos. They represent unusual 
values. Anytime within two years we will allow the 
lull price if you want to change. 
PIANOS TO RENT FOR 
|j REASONABLE TERMS. 
VICTROLAS AND VICTOR RECORDS 
! HENRY F, MlTL£R^rS0I^PIAN^ CO. 
RALPH W. E. HUNT, Mgr. 
25 FOREST AVENUK, PORTLAND. 
Out of Town Buyers Please Write for Details. 
--- lol 
Lift Your Corns 
Off With Fingers 
I ells How To Loosen a l ender Corn or 
Callous so it Lifts ( ut Without Pain. 
You reckless men and women who are pes- 
tered with corns and who have at least once a 
week invited en awful death from lockjaw or 
blood poison are now told by a Cincinnati au- 
thority to use a drue called freezone. which 
the moment, a few drops are spoiled to any 
corn or callo* s the soreness is relieved and 
so in the entire corn or callous, root and all, 
lifts off with the fingers. 
Freezone dries the moment it is applied, 
and simply shrivels the corn or callous without 
i flaming or initating the surrounding tissue 
or akin, ^ small bottle of freezone will c >st 
very little at any of the drug stores, but will 
positively rid one’s feet of every hard or soft 
eorn pr hardened callous. If your druggist 
hasn’t any freezone he can get it at any whole- 
sale drug house for you 
Our Washington Letter. 
Washington, D.C., May 24. These are 
not; halcyon days for the lobbysists here 
in Washington. Never have they been so 
active, and seldom have their efforts 
yielded so meagre results to their em- 
ployers. Congressmen are beginning to 
see the clouds of discontent which are 
rising in the home country and the 
knights of the “pork barrel” are in dis- 
may. But the lobbyist is busy. You will 
find him in the Capitol, on the streets, in 
the hotels, in the bar rooms and in the 
Y. M. C. A. He is suave, polished, adroit 
and can talk volubly on almost any sub- 
ject. He knows the personal history of 
every man whom he hopes to influence. 
He knows his strong points and his weak- 
nesses, and knows who made his nomina- 
tion and election possible. His services 
are for anyone who comes to Washington 
for any sort of graft from the govern- 
ment. He is unscrupulous and sometimes 
resorts to the vilest means to attain his 
ends. There is a wide margin of differ- 
ences between these all round lobbyists 
and another class of men who are often 
called lobbyists. This latter class are 
ous great businesses, such as the rail- 
roads, the insurance companies and the 
bankers. Of course these men look close- 
ly after the interests of their clients, but 
as a rule they are men of the highest 
ability, dignified, candid, and well in- 
formed in legislative procedure. They 
have, perhaps deservedly, great influence 
with congressional committees. Con- 
gress seems to be rather slow in taking 
action on matters of great importance. 
Some of the Congressmen of each party 
are considering things too much from the 
political standpoint. A great many men 
of each party resent what they consider 
to be interference with their perogatives 
by the President. The censorship of news 
which is earnestly desired by the Presi- 
dent is bitterly opposed by many Con- 
gressmen. Mr. Wilson has succeeded in 
silencing his official subordinates, but the 
press has appealed to Congress and ap- 
parently Congress has heard the appeal. 
Whether the nation-wide criticism of 
Secretary Baker and Secretary Daniels 
has yet penetrated the inner conscious- 
ness of the President is not known. 
When Mr. Baker was appointed as Secre- 
retary of War, he is reported to have 
said that he knew nothing whatever about 
military affairs. This frank and abso- 
lutely true statement was followed by a 
censorship of his utterances and very 
little more has been heard from him. It 
is unfortunate, of course, for the country 
to have had as Secretary of War a man 
who knew nothing about the joh, but 
under the “watchful waiting” policy of 
the government before, during and since 
our farce of taking Villa dead or alive, 
Secretary Baker has had ample time to 
learn a good deal about war. Mr. Baker 
is a man having an ample amount of 
brains and I predict that when the history 
of this overseas war is written we shall 
see that Mr. Baker has a favorable men- 
tion. When Mr. Daniels was appointed 
Secretary of the Navy he did not tell us 
that he had no knowledge of naval affairs. 
He left that for us to find out. We have 
discovered it and we have a suspicion 
that instead of learning, he has been for- 
getting almost everything he had hither- 
to known except that he was a Demo- 
crat. 
DO NOT SELL YOUR COWS. 
The above slogan should be promulgated 
in every community in New England, as 
dairying is the foundation of agriculture 
in every State East of the Rocky Moun- 
tains. 
Farmers who are selling their cows will 
finds themselves in the same position as 
an army who destroyed bridges behind 
them and when they wished to return 
they could not do so and were overtaken 
by the enemy. 
With the new season at hand when the 
cows may be turned out to pasture, each 
farmer ought to keep every cow he has 
at the present time and add as many more 
as possible. 
The farmers are being advised by many 
to keep their cows for patriotic reasons, 
but we believe that it is good business on 
their part to keep the cows they now 
have or add to their herd. If holding on 
to their cows is a patriotic movement so 
much the better, and if the farmer is im- 
proving his conditions and being patriotic 
at the same time he is accomplishing more 
than men engaged in other walks of life. 
It would be unwise to sell cows and buy 
commercial fertilizer. It would be more 
in keeping with good business to keep 
more cows and buy less fertilizer. 
Farmers will be a big factor in the 
present war and they can do as much or 
more good by raising food and producing 
dairy products than by shouldering a gun. 
Irs EasTTo Smile 
WHEN YOU’RE FEELING FINE 
It’s only natural to feel grouchy and 
to look on the dark side when your 
digestion is upset. But it’s not necessary 
to drag along through the day that way. 
Just get a bottle of “L. F.” Atwood’s 
Medicine and after a small dose you will 
soon find yourself free from Bilious 
Blueness, and looking on the bright side 
of life again. 
This old dependable remedy, by cor- 
recting digestive troubles, constipation 
or biliousness, has helped to drive off 
many fits of the blues. It has made thou- 
sands of friends for itself in the past 
sixty years. Used discreetly, when need- 
ed, it will make you its friend, and will 
help you to feel well and friendly towards 
others—35c Bottle. “L. F.” Medicine 
Co., Portland, Maine. 
SHt ItLA^tlZS YOU 10 MAKii tfUUK 
Mr 
Photo by American Press Association. M 
Mis. Charles B. Neleamp. chairman of the Ohio D. A. it. and now living in Brooklyn, realizing 1 of pa t riotie women want a flag of their own, but are handicapped by the price, has offered to p.'i | tin In niging the material for a flag to her home how to make one She is seal with some of ft 
THE REASON WHY j 
It’s the Long Blue Chimney! 
The Long Blue Chimney makes the New Perfection the different <■.' 
cook stove. No drudgery ; no uncertainty ; no delay. Food perfectly 
u cooked, when you want it, and without burning up your strength 
| The Long Blue Chimney is as necessary to obtain clean, intense heat from an oil stove as 
ij the glass chimney is to obtain clean, satisfactory light from an oil lamp You can't have 
perfect combustion without it. 
For hot water—the New Perfection Kerosene Water Heater—it provides 
abundant hot water for luundry, kitchen and bath at low cost. Ask your dealer 
for descriptive booklet. 
For best results use SOCONY Kerosene. 
STANDARD OIL COMPANY of NEW YORK 
i 
_ 
PRINCIPAL OFFICES: NEW YORK ALBANY BUFFALO BOSTON 
A 
NEW PERFECTION 
OIL COOK STOVESAND OVENS 
'The Head on the Old Cent. 
« 
How Girl’s Head With Indian Head Dress 
Was Designed. 
[From the Pittsburg Leader.] 
In 1835 the government of the United 
States made an offer of $1000 for the 
most acceptable design to be placed upon 
the new cent coin soon to be issued. Some 
Indian chiefs travelled from the North- 
west to Washington to visit the great 
fath er. Andrew Jackson occupied the 
executive chair and Martin Van Buren 
was Vice President. These Indians jour- 
neyed to Philadelphia to inspect the mint, 
whose chief engraver was James Barton 
Longacre, who invited them to his house, 
where, to celebrate the event, a distin- 
guished company had assembled to wel- 
come them. 
The engraver’s daughter, Sarah, aged 
10, greatly enjoyed the visit of her fath- 
er’s guests, and during the evening, to 
please her, one of the chiefs took his 
feathered helmet and war bonnet and 
placed it on her head. In the company 
was an artist who immediately sketched 
her and handed the picture to her father. 
Mr. Longacre knowing of the competition 
for a likeness to go upon the cent project- 
ed, under the inspiration of the hour, re- 
solved to contend for the prize offered by 
the government. To his delight the of- 
ficials accepted it, and the face of his 
daughter appeared upon this coin, which 
was circulated about the nation for near- 
ly a century. It is said that there were 
more than 100 competitors for the prize. 
Savage and civilized life was thus in- 
termingled in the American face and the 
Indian headgear. The face of Sarah Long- 
acre has gone into more hands, more 
pockets, more homes, more stores, more 
banks, more schools; yes, more churches, 
than any other coin in the United States, 
if not in the world. It is said that the 
dollar once boasted of its superior value 
to the cent, declaring the latter unworthy 
to be in its company. “Ah,” replied the 
cent, “you may be more valuable, but I 
am more pious, for I attend church every 
Sunday, but you are seldom seen there.” 
The Indian chief considered it an honor 
to put his bonnet upon the head of the 
engraver’s daughter, for the headgear 
was an heirloom. 
Heal Skin Eruptions. 
Painful eczema is mere active in spring 
when the bloid is over-heated, the burning, 
itching torture is unbearable, relieve it at orce 
and heal the eruptions with Dr. Hobson’s 
Eczema Ointment. This antiseptic remedy is 
promptly effective in all skin troubles. Pim- 
ples, blackheads, acne, tetter, ring worm, 
scaly blotchy skin, all respond to Dr, Hobson’s 
Eczema Ointment. Get it today at your drug- 
gists, 50c, guaranteed. 
FOLEY KIDNEY PIUS 
*0R BACK.VLf £ K* DREYS AND BLADDER 
Supt. of Schools Starkey on 
Closing of Schools. 
Glenn W. Starkey, State superintend- 
ent of public schools, in a letter recently 
s ent out to school officers throughout the 
State, calls attention to the dangers aris- 
ing from the indiscriminate closing of 
schools to meet the demands of the pres- 
ent war emergency. While he recognizes 
the desire of every one to do everything 
possible to contribute to the general wel- 
fare and to make available every possible 
resource of the State in furthering the 
program necessary to be followed in 
equipping the country for war, yet he be- 
lieves that all schools should be kept in 
session without curtailment of the length 
of the school year. The following pro- 
gram is suggested: 
1. Keep all schools in session. 
2. Release boys of It) years or over 
for enlistment in the Junior Volunteer 
organization for farm work, 
3. Release any boy, in individual cases 
where it appears that a definite chance 
for service awaits him. 
4. Release girls, as individuals, under 
the same conditions. 
5. Encourage home and school gardens. 
Mr. Starkey says further, “We have 
been receiving suggestions from all sides 
that schools should be closed, that the 
child labor law should be made inopera- j 
tive in certain instances and that educa- J 
tional activities in general should be sac- J 
riliced. However, in spite of all argu- 
ments to the contrary put forth by those 
who may have given the ultimate result 
little consideration, it should be our set- 
tled policy to keep the schools running as ] 
usual, releasing boys and girls only when 
a definite .and important task awaits 
them, and then only as individuals. The 
general closing of schools would be a 
grave mistake, the result of which would 
be simply a tremendous increase in our 
street population. England is now suf- 
fering from a great addition to the ranks ! 
of juvenile delinquents because of this 
practice, while France has had no such 
experience with her schools kept as near- j ly intact as possible. 
“The present situation will furnish a 
pretext on the basis of which many re- | 
quests for excusing of children from 
school are likely to be made, but authori- 
ties will do well to consider each request 
carefully before determining what action 
shall be taken. It would be easy to un- 
dermine our whole system of education 
by the indiscriminate releasing of chil- | 
dren from school and future years would I 
be sure to feel the effects of a precedent ! 
thus established even during extraordi- 
nary emergency. Let no one believe it to 
be unpatriotic to keep children in school ; 
unless their absence contributes to the 
accomplishment of an important work 
which would otherwise suffer.” 
“Food Speculators Flayed”—but have 
you seen a skin on any barn door?—Bos- 
ton Herald. 
TIME ISTHE TEST I 
The Testimony of Belfa>t 
the Test. 
The test of time is what t> 
public soon finds out when 
are made, and merit alone w 
of time, 
Belfast people appreciate 
months ago local citizens 
Doan’s Kidney Pills; they do sc 
citizen make the statement \vl 
less convinced that the article 
resented? Below is testin' ■ 
sufferer from kidney ills is 1 
Peter F. Welch, Harbor str. 
the following statement on Ju 
suffered from kidney trouble 
four years ago. The kidney 
irregular in passage, eomet 
and then again scanty. 1 h. 
Kidney Pills ar.d used them, 
did me a world of good a d s 
ever 1 have felt in need of a k 
have used them and they have 
relieve me. 
On November 2, 1916, Mr, W 
still have the same good opi 
Kidney Pills today as when 1 g 
testimony in 1911.” 
Price 60c at all dealers. 1 
for a kidney ren edy—get l'oa 
—the same that Mr. Welch ha- 
recommended, Foster- Milbur 
Buffalo, New York. 
WANTE 
A million feet of 2 in., l*j in. 
delivered at our mill at Fairfie 
M. F. D’AKCY & SON 
61 No. Washington Street 
18 If 
WANT D 
A Night Cook at Jellison 
Restaurant. 
ALBERT E. ANDRE*'8 
REAL ESTATE 
Odd Fellows Block, Bellas', 
WANTED 
A Kitchen Girl at 
Jellison & Greer’s Restaurant 
IIJNIQUE GUN TRACTOR GETS RECRUITS IN PEORIA 
a tor drawing a light gun helped to attract many recruits for ,|,e army in IVoria. ill. 
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Maine Press Association. 
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world of men He knew 
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J the obituary of Charles 
iblished on the first page of 
1 an intimate friend of Mr. 
"l did his work well, but I 
■V tribute not only because 
stood so high among the 
n of Maine, but because he 
d, probably the last writing 
'-iter found in his note book 
a reply to an inquiry about 
Mr. Pilsbury every week 
"c paper he edited so many 
" r bow able his successor 
-' all miss his letters and his 
"" u's on the work I am trying 
miss him at the meetings of 
association, but I shall remem- 
"is kindness to me and for 
"i k he did for his city, for his 
the betterment of society in 
*' E. in Piscataquis Observer. 
iv ""rles A. Pilsbury of the Bel- 
"H [i,i !' ai1 J°urnal has written his 
«!;,-! |p ,r8n<l revised his last proof, 
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continuous newspaper career. 
Wc have had occasion to pay tribute to 
Mr Pilsbury in the past, while he was 
yet in harness, and to the quality of his 
work as well as its worth and meaning to 
Belfast and vicinity. We can only re- 
peat what we have often said of the Bel- 
fast Journal—for a generation it has 
stood as the highest type of weekly news- 
paper and family friend and adviser. 
The death of Charles A. Pilsbury is a 
loss to Maine and particularly to Belfast 
and Waldo county. He was well known 
to all newspaper men of Maine, having 
been president of the Maine Press Asso- 
ciation in the years 1902 and 1903. He 
accomplished a big work in a quiet way. 
—Kennebec Journal. 
Noted Newspaper Man. in the 
death of Charles A. Pilsbbury, editor of 
The Republican Journal of Belfast, jour- 
nalism in Maine says farewell to one of 
its most noted figures, conspicuous in ac- 
tive service here for nearly forty years. 
For twenty years previous to his engaging 
upon The Journal Mr Pilsbury had served 
with distinction upon metropolitan pa- 
pers, a part of the time at the nation's 
capital, and this varied experience widen- 
ed his horizon and richly equipped him 
mentally, so that when he took over the 
editorial charge of a Maine weekly paper 
which had already become famous through 
the striking abilities of its founder, Wil- 
liam H. Simpson, he was admiriably fitted 
to continue its established policies and 
traditions and keep them identified with 
modern progress. He was a cultured 
writer upon many sides, honest and fear- 
less and holding his paper to the highest 
ideals. 
The writer of this brief tribute felt 
himself to be very close to Mr. Pilsbury’s 
friendship, congenial association in the 
newspaper field being deepened by a per- 
sonal contact that in the progress of 
years had ripened into strong reciprocal 
regard. The exchange of many letters 
gave the older journalist opportunity for 
the disclosure of a character that no- 
body could encounter without admiration. 
His sterling honesty and straightforward- 
ness, his advocacy of the best things in 
community, State and National life, were 
dominating qualities that made him a 
citizen to honor and a friend to love. Dy- 
ing in the harness at the age of 78, with 
tiO years of that time honorably spent in 
the field of journalism, Mr. Pilsbury 
passes out of the newspaper life of Maine 
which he adorned, bearing the affection 
and honorable regard of all who knew 
him.—Rockland Courier-Gazette. 
Maine journalism lost one of its leading 
men Tuesday, May 15th, by the death of 
Charles A. Pilsbury of Belfast, editor of 
The Republican Journal. 
In 1879 he bought the Republican Jour- 
nal and went to Belfast as its editor, 
where he hassince remained, making The 
Journal the newsiest weekly paper in 
Maine. He will be missed alike by his 
many subscribers and friends, and by the 
members of the Maine newspaper frater- 
nity.—Rockland Opinion. 
THE BABCOCK TEST. 
That Old, Yet Ever New Question. 
fBy H. M. Tucker, Assistant, Bureau of Ani- 
mal Industry. 
No one process in tne evolution of the 
dairy business has done so much to stand- 
ardize that business as the Babcock test. 
The writer well remembers when cream- 
eries bought cream by the inrh, or space, 
because there was no means of determin- 
ing the butter content, except by churn- 
ing and weighing the butter; and this was 
seldom done, because of the bother of 
keeping the patrons’ cream separate. 
This method put a premium on dishon- 
esty, and a person that was drawing the 
skim-milk from under his cream, twice a 
day. must have had a pretty stifT back- 
bone, not to yield to the temptation of 
leaving a little more skim-milk with the 
cream than was absolutely necessary; 
and it soon developed that the dishonest 
farmer was the most prosperous dairy- 
man. Then the Babcock tester came like 
a “Star in the East” and was heralded 
with joy by every honest milk and cream 
producer in the country. And yet, as I 
have been brought in contact with the 
dairy farmers of New England, as an or- 
ganizer of the N. E. M. P. A., and have 
been in close touch with the dairy inter- 
ests of Maine for many years, I am sorry 
to say that this same Babcock test is the 
cause of more dissatisfaction and argu- 
ment than any other phase of the busi- 
ness. Just why this is so and what the 
best remedy is, is a difficult question to 
solve. 
I think, if every dissatisfied dairyman 
would procure a Babcock tester for him- 
self, learn to run it (which is not difficult I 
and make a systematic study of the varia- 
tions in the test of his cow’s milk, from 
day to day and month to month, in many 
cases, he would find as great a variation 
as that shown by his creamery. He will 
find there are many causes for the varia- 
I 
tions and doubtless he will find eases 
I where the test shows up things that he 
cannot account for. 
Several years ago 1 had a cow on a 
year test and that called for the taking of 
a sample from four consecutive milkings, 
each month. This cow was in th» prime 
of life, in good flesh, never was sick a 
day, never refused anything in the shape 
of food that was placed before her, was 
fed a carefully compounded ration of uni- 
i form quantity, was fed and watered regu- 
! larly, was not a nervous animal. She 
was a free milker and gave a very uni- 
form quantity of milk, and yet there was 
not a month for the whole year when 
there was not a variation of at least 2.5 
per cent in the four samples and, in some 
instances, the samples would range from 
3.5 per cent to slightly over 7 per cent. 
This was, of course, an extreme case 
A cow’s test may vary from year to year, 
because of her physical condition. If she 
is fat, and fed so as to retain that fat to 
considerable extent during the year, she 
will test higher than if she were thin in 
flesh. A change of food or environment 
may temporarily change the butter fat of 
the milk. I know a cow that evidently 
slipped in her stall and threw out her 
stifle, early in the night; she could not 
get up and appeared to be in considerable 
pain. In the morning, when the stifle 
had been put in place and she was on her 
feet, she gave nearly her usual quantity 
of milk: but the sample of that milk, 
taken and tested by a State official, show- 
ed over 11 per cent butter fat, while her 
next milking showed over 10 per cent, 
making over four pounds of butter fat 
this cow produced for the day. Her nor- 
mal test was practically 5 per cent. 
That there is considerable variation, 
in some cases, in the test of milk and 
cream by the creameries and milk con- 
tractors of New England, from month to 
month, is very evident and I am afraid 
there is a growing suspicion on the part 
or prouucers—many going so tar as to de- 
clare that no matter what increase in 
price is agreed upon, that, so long as con- 
tractors and creameries do their own 
sampling and testing, the farmer is pow- 
erless; that the increase in price is offset 
by a decrease in test and, in most cases, 
they have the figures that, to a casual ob- 
server, at least, would bear out their con- 
tentions. If such is the case, the facts 
should most certainly be brought to the 
attention of the N. E. M. P. A. for in- 
vestigation, as that association was or- 
ganized solely to look after the interests 
of New England dairymen. I believe, 
however, that cases of premeditated dis- 
honesty on the part of the creameries in 
Maine are very few. But it may be that 
employees are not always as careful as 
they should be in taking the sample and 
of taking it every time a lot comes in. 
With so much depending on this little 
sample, it is certainly up to the creamery 
manager to see that their men do their 
work faithfully in this matter and that 
they also co-operate with the N. E. M P. 
A. to bring about a better understanding 
with and greater confidence of the pro- 
ducer. Public opinion may be either right 
or wrong, but in either case it must be 
reckoned with and, if wrong, it should be 
set right. The interests of the dairy busi- 
ness can best be served by having the 
confidence of those engaged in it. 
Maine Department of Agriculture,- 
John A. Roberts, Commissioner. 
May 21, 1917, 
A Good Fish Story. 
There’s a story that an automobilist 
running through Damariscotta in the 
night recently complained that the bridge 
over one of the streams was rather sha-ty and very slippery, relates the Bath Times. 
The selectmen denied it and so they went 
back and inspected it. To their surprise 
they found that the automobilist hadn’t 
crossed the bridge at all. He had gotten 
out of the road and had crossed the stream 
on the back of the spring run of ale- 
wives. 
Army Asks Completion of Maine Coast 
Roads. 
The State Highway Commission, thro’ 
Gov. Milliken, has received suggestions 
from the War Department regarding 
roads of first importance to be built in 
| Maine. The department suggests that 
j the roads from Brunswick to Bath, Rock- ! land and Bangor, from Bangor to Ells- 
j worth and Machias, all of which extend ! along the coast, be completed. No work 
j will be started on new locations which 
1 would not fill in gaps between sections 
! already done. 
^f^^QSummer Colds Weaken 
| jj k* SrSlUOWUCM/WONlt^MCUIRlD | They are even more dangerous than winter I colds, for they hang on so long that they be- come chronic catarrh. Heat and dust ag- 
I al .,rnip[rdwcw«M*r gravate them, cause the infected surface to yak^JreSocSTJ spread, and fill the body with systemic cat- 
arrh. Neglect costs health and energy. 
PERUNA EXPELS CATARRH 
It does more—it builds up the weakened system, regulates the diges- tion, removes the inflammation, overcomes the poisons of catarrh and in vigorates all over. Forty-four years of success proves its great value, of which thousands gladly testify. 
Accept the verdict of two generations yourself. Don’t be swaved bv prejudice, when your health is at stake. Take Peruna and get well 
* 
Liquid or tablet form, whichever Is the more convenient. 
The Parana Company, Colun.hu., Ohio 
WHY BE BALD? 
Tells iiow to Stimulate Growth of Thick, 
Lustrous Hair. 
A luxuriant head of hair is God’s birthright 
to every man—rto every woman. If your hair 
is thinning out, splitting, prematurely gray, 
brittle, difficult to comb, full of dandruff, and 
your bead itches like mad, it’s a pretty sure 
sign the hair roots are diseased and quick 
action should be taken Don’t wait, but go to 
A. A. Howes & Co and get a bottle of Parisian 
Sage, the ready efficient hair grower. Don’t 
say "it’s the si me old st<rj I ve heard i be 
fore,” but try a bottle at their risk. They 
guarantee it to stop falling hair and itching 
sc-Ip and remove all dandruff or money back 
Parisian Sane is also a woman's favorite ba r 
dressing, btcause it makes her hair solt, 
bright, seem more abundant and easy to dress 
attractively. It’s guaranteed harmless and is 
in* xof naive 
GENERAL PERSHING. 
_ 
Maj. Gen. John Joseph Pershing, named 
| by the President to lead the first division 
I of United States troops to fight on the 
! soil of France, is an American of whom 
all sections of the country may feel proud. 
Here are some pertinent facts about 
him: 
He is from Missouri. 
His first service as an officer was as an 
Indian fighter under Gen. Nelson A. Miles. 
He is a veteran of warfare against the 
Apaches and the Sioux, of the war with 
Spain, of hard bush campaigns against 
the Moros in the Philippines, and of the 
punitive campaign of 1916 in Mexico. 
He is 57 years old and a widower, his 
wife and three young daughters having 
lost their lives in the burning of their 
home at the officers' quarters in the 
Presidio, San Francisco, on Aug. 17, 1915. 
Couldn’t Forget Her Pies. 
It is said of Gen. P rshing that he is 
the idea) West Pointer—a man of iron, a 
great organizer, a fearless fighter, a clever 
diplomat, and beneath it all very much a 
man. 
An anecdote illustrating the latter point 
is told of his return to his home town a 
few years ago. 
The first person he sought out was 
“Aunt” Susan Hewitt, a friend of his 
mother’s, w'hose pies were a memory of 
his boyhood days. 
When the white-haired old lady and 
the stern-faced soldier met, both wept; 
and when, that night, a reception was 
given in honor of the General, he came 
I for “Aunt” Susan to take her to the party 
in a buggy. 
As an administrator Gen. Pershing has 
shown great powers. Like Grant, Sher- 
man and Sheridan, he arrived at military 
efficiency through plodding labor as a 
quartermaster and in other jobs involving 
much labor and attention to detail. 
As a diplomat he showed his merit in 
the trying 11 months his punitive expedi- 
tion spent in Mexico. His orders were 
to put the “soft stop” on the situation 
wherever possible, for the Administra- 
tion, possibly foreseeing that the world 
war would drag in the United States, was 
bent on pacifying the Mexicans, not 
rousing them. 
Distasteful as such a course was to a 
soldier, Pershing followed it in the logi- 
cal way. He brought the benighted Mexi- 
cans whom he met out of the cloud of 
suspicion that covered them and made 
them understand that the intentions of 
the United States toward the Mexican 
people were not hostile. 
Leading dates in the life of Gen. Persh- j 
ing are as follows: 
1860, Oct. 13fh, born at Laclede, Linn 
County, Mo., his father being a section 
boss on a railroad. 
1877, taught in country schools in his 
native State. 
1880, was graduated from the Kirkville 
Normal school. 
1886, was graduated from the U. S. 
Military Academy at West Point, where 
he had attained the school rank of lsft 
j cadet captain; assigned as a 2nd lieutenant 
to the 6th Cavalry and fought against the 
Apaches in New Mexico. 
1887, to September, 1890, on duty at 
Fort Stanton, N. M. 
1890, to Feb. 9, 1891, on duty in the 
Sioux campaign at the Pine Ridge Agency, 
South Dakota. 
1891 to 1895, professor of military tac- 
I tics and science at the University of Ne- 
braska, Lincoln, Neb, 
1892, Oct. 20th, to 1895, Oct. 1st, first 
lieutenant of cavalry. 
189,5, Oct. 11th, to 1896, Oct. 6th, sta- 
tioned at Fort Assiniboine, Mont., and 
employed in administrative control of 
Cree Indians. 
1897, on temporary duty at Army Head- 
quarters, Washington. 
1897, June 15th, to 1898, May 2nd, in- 
structor in tactics at West Point. 
1898, on duty with his regiment in the 
! Cuban campaign as quartermaster and 
acting adjutant; chief ordnance officer, 
United States Volunteers, on duty at 
Army Headquarters. 
1899, Assistant Adjutant General, Unit- 
ed States Volunteers. 
1900, in charge of Division of Customs 
and Insular Alfairs, War Department; No- 
vember, sent to the Philippines. 
1 
Promoted Over 862 Seniors. 
1901—Adjutant general of the Depart- 
ment of Mindanao and Jolo, in the field, 
campaign against insurrectionists; made 
captain in the lift Cavalry, and began ac- 
tive service against the Moros. 
1903—Returned to the United States, 
after pacifying the Moros of Mindanao; 
served on the general staff. 
1905—Jan. 26th, married at Washington 
Miss Frances H. Warren, daughter of 
Senator L. E. Warren of Wyoming. 
1905-1906—Military attache to the Unit- 
ed States legation atTokio, and with Gen. 
Kuroki’s army in the Manchuria cam- 
paign, as a neutral observer; Sept. 20, 
1906, made a brigadier general by Presi- 
dent Roosevelt, who in recognition for his 
service in the Philippines “jumped” him 
over 862 officers who were his seniors; re- 
turned to the Philippines as commander 
of the department of Mindanao. 
1909—on sick leave in the United States 
for several months. 
1913— Returned from the Philippines, 
having disarmed and pacified the Moros 
in the islands, putting down three upris- 
ings; stationed at the Presidio, San Fran- 
cisco. 
1914— ordered to the Mexican border on 
guard duty; April 28th, took command of 
the Border Division; December, made a 
Major General. 
1916— March 13th arrived at Columbus, 
N. M., to command punitive expedition 
sent into Mexico to seek Villa. 
1917— Feb. 21&, appointed to succeed 
the late Maj. Gen. Frederick Funston as 
commander of the Southern Department; 
May 18th; ordered to command a division 
of Regulars in an expedition to France in 
the war against the Imperial German 
Government.—Boston Globe. 
Clear Your bkin in Spiing. 
Spring bouse cleaning means cleaning inside 
and outside. Dull pimply skin is an aftermath 
of winter inactivity. FluBh your intestines 
with a mild laxative and clean out the accumu- 
lated wastes, easy to take, they do not gripe. 
Dr. King’s New Life Pills will clear your com- 
plexion and brighten your eye. Try Dr. King’s 
New Life Pills tonight and throw off the slug- 
ish winter shell. At druggists, 26c. 
DEAN’S RHEUMATIC PILLS for Rheuma- 
tism and Neuralgia. Entirely vegetable. Safe. 
SORGHUM DAYS AGAIN. 
[From the Kansas City Star.] 
Kansas is babbitting the old sorghum 
mill and getting ready to snap its fingers 
at the increased price of sugar. Time was 
when every little farming community had 
its sorghum grinder and big pan for boil- 
ing down the juice into “larrup,” but 
sorghum making has become almost a 
lost art the last quarter of a century. 
The report for 1916 showed only 394,000 
gallons of sorghum molasses produced in 
the State. In 1889, when the industry 
was going at about its best, the State 
turned out 5,331,689 gallons. 
There may be some among us who be- 
lieve that even 394,000 gallons of sorg- 
hum molasses is enough, but a true Kan- 
san has no such illusions. Back in the 
days when granulated sugar was a luxury 
and fruit was limited to dried apples, apri- 
cots and prunes, sorghum molasses was 
in truth a lifesaver. 
And, so far as the boys on the farm 
were concerned, there was fun connected 
with the production of molasses, too. 
Along early in the fall, when the seeds on 
the long stocks of cane were black and 
the juice was sweet as sugar, came mo- 
lasses time. With flat sticks the boots 
were stripped from the cane. Then the 
stocks were chopped down and the seeds 
cut off and saved until the threshing ma- 
chine should pull in. The work was en- 
tered into with zest, for it betokened 
speedy and material reward in a fresh 
mess of molasses and also because it 
meant a trip to the sorghum mill and an 
inspection of its wonderful machinery. 
Stripped and topped, the stalks were 
corded upon a wagon and hauled to the 
mill, which separated the succulent juice 
from the pith of the stalks and ran it into 
buckets to be carried and emptied into 
the steaming pan, where it bubbled and 
sputtered and exuded its sweetness upon 
the autumn air until it had been reduced 
to the desired thickness. Sometimes the 
fire of dried stalks, pith and “surface 
coal” under the pan would get too hot or 
the boys would become remiss in their 
stirring and the sugary mass would be j 
scorched, but everybody was good natured | at sorghum time and the “old man” i 
usually would not be harsh. 
Then would come the job of drawing 
off the molasses into jugs and jars and 
the trip back home in the rattling old 
1 umbel' wagon with the winter’s supply 
of sorghum safely aboard. 
There may be some incongruity about 
sorghum time in these days of motor cars 
and picture shows and other incidentals 
of an effete civilization, but sorghum mo- 
lasses still will be found of great value in 
the saving of sugar, and there is scarcely 
a limit to the amount of it Kansas and its 
neighbors can produce. 
ANY WASTE OF BREAD 
IS INEXCUSABLE. 
A single slice of bread seems an unim- 
portant thing. In many households, one 
or more slices of bread daily are thrown 
away and not used for human food. Some- 
times stale quarter—or half—loaves are 
thrown out. 
Yet one good-sized slice of bread—such 
as a child likes to cut—weighs an ounce. 
It cont ains almost 3-4 of an ounce of flour. 
If every one of the country’s 20,000,000 
homes wastes on the average only one 
such slice of bread a day, the country is 
throwing away daily over 14,000,000 
ounces of flour—over 875,000 pounds, or 
enough flour for over a million 1-pound 
loaves a day. For a full year at this 
rale there would be a waste of over 319,- 
000,000 pounds of flour—1,500.000 barrels 
of flour—enough to make 365,000,0000 
loaves. 
As it takes 4 1-2 bushels of wheat to 
make a barrel of ordinary flour, this 
waste would represent the flour from over 
7,000,000 bushels of wheat. 
Fourteen and nine-tenths bushels of 
wheat on the average are raised per acre. 
It would take the fruit of some 470,000 
acres just to provide a single slice of 
bread to be wasted daily in every home. 
To produce this much flour calls for an 
army of farmers, railway men, flour-mill 
people. To get the flour to the consumer 
calls for many freight cars and the use of 
many tons of coal. 
But, some one says, a full slice of bread 
is not wasted in every home. Very well 
—make it a daily slice for every four or 
every 10 or every 30 homes—make it a 
weekly or monthly slice in every home— 
or make the wasted slice thinner. The 
waste of flour involved is still appalling 
—altogether too great to be tclerated 
when wheat is scarce. 
Any waste of bread is inexcusable when 
there are so many ways of using stale 
bread to cook delicious dishes. 
THE CHIEF CHARM 
OF LOVELY WOMAN 
Soft, Clear, Smooth Skin Comes With 
The Use Of “FRUIT-A-TIVES”. 
I — I 
NORAH WATSON 
86 Drayton Ave., Toronto. 
Nov. 10th, 1015. 
A beautiful complexion is a handsome 
woman’s chief glory and the envy of her 
less fortunate rivals. Yet a soft, clear 
skin—glowing with health—is only the 
natural result ofpure Blood. 
“I was troubled for a considerable 
time with a very unpleasant, disfiguring 
Jiash, which covered my face and for 
which I used applications and remedies 
without relief. After using Fruit-a- 
tives” for one week, the rash is com- 
pletely gone. I am deeply thankful for 
the relief and in the future, I will not be 
without “Fruit-a-tives”. 
NORAH WATSON. 
50c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size, 25c. 
At dealers or sent by Fruit-a-tives 
Limited, Ogdensburg, New York. 
WANTED 
A capable girl or woman for general 
housework. No washing or ironing. In- 
quire at 
NO. 4 CHURCH STREET. 
Tel. 25 tf!9 
3 
I Black Tread 
—Red Side* 
The first-hand, cash, saving in buying 
one Diamond Tire is evident. 
Add to that the longer and better ser- 
vice for the money. 
Naturally, four Diamonds multiply 
that saving and service for you by four. 
Enormous production — great 
manufacturing economies — studi- 
ous bettering of product—low sel- 
ling cost—these combine to your 
benefit 
You may need but one tire 
'low. Get a Diamond Squee- 
gee Tread. Keep on until you 
are driving on four Diamonds 
—and saving on each. _ 
Every Diamond Tire must de- 
liver full value in service. If ever SjV 
a Diamond Tire fails, a cheerful, 
willing adjustment will be 
promptly made. 
Diamond --“Tires 
A. H. PATTERSON 
Mi!in St., Belfast, Me. 
Illllllllllllllllllllllllinillllll!l!lll!lllll!ll!!l!l!lll!!l""".. ... 
KENT’S HILL BOYS FOR FARM WORK 
Kent's Hill, Me. Hon. Horace H. 
Shaw, for years president of t.he Maine 
Wesleyan Seminary, Wednesday made 
an appeal and an announcement at chap- 
el that is far-reaching in its significance 
both to the students and the nation. He 
gave details of a scheme under which the 
seminary farm, claimed to be the most 
fertile and best-equipped school farm in 
Maine, is to triple its acreage. He made 
an appeal for boys and girls to work in 
the fields during the next few weeks, 
planting and cultivating, in order to 
make possible a large crop in the fall. 
“Captain” Shaw as he is popularly 
known, is a great favorite of the student 
body and is always given a good hearing 
whenever he visits the Hill, but his talk 
at this time was fundamentally a busi- j 
ness proposition and was well received j 
by the boys and girls. He took a census 
of those who had had farm experience at 
h ome and found over half the students so 
equipped. He afterwards appealed to the 
others to place themselves at his disposal 
as workers and practically every boy and 
every [girl, too, volunteered to serve. 
The plan is immediately to place three 
times the usual acreage under cultivation 
and pay these boys and girls for their 
time in the field, using them Saturdays 
and during their free periods of the other 
week days. 
The present crisis has proved beyond a 
doubt the advisability of running a good 
farm in connection with an institution of 
learning like the seminary. 
The co-operation of students in culti- 
vating the new acres will enable the 
school to continue with its. low prices of 
■S3.50 for table board. The work will be 
personally directed by Mr. Shaw himself. 
The co-operation of the department of 
agriculture of the school under the guid- 
ance of Prof. Hawkes has also been se- 
cured. A large yield is expected if weath- 
er conditions are favorable. 
Ohiictrsft Cry 
FOR FLETCf.cR'S 
PASTOR IA 
WANTED 
American Married Men 
between ages of 25 and 40 years, with 
family, to learn the trade of Making 
Automobile I ires. High grade, clean 
work—open shop. Factory attractive- 
ly located. Fine living conditions in 
beautiful section of New tngland, Hart- 
ford and vicinity Good wages paid 
whiie learning Everything done to 
make attractive to those who are look- 
ing for steady work. Good pay—where 
personal effort is recognized and re- 
warded. Write at once to Employment 
Dept., 
THE HARTFORD RUBBER WORKS CO. 
Hartford, conn. iwi9 
CLUBBING RATES 
The following clubbing offers are only foi 
subscriptions to I he Journal paid one year 
in advance: 
The Journal and Farm and Home, $2.00 
The Journal and McCall’s Magazine, 2.25 
The Journal and W Oman’s Magazine, 2 25 
The publications included in our 
clubbing offer may be sent to dif- 
ferent addresses. 
Send in your subscription now. 
REPUBLICAN JOURNAL PUB. C< 
Belfast, Maine. 
I)R. W. C. LIBBY, 
DENTIST, 
37 Main Sheet, Eel/aat, Me 
WANTED^ 
SECOND HAND GOODS of every descrip- tion. Furniture, bedding, csrpets, stoves, 
etc. Antique furniture a specialty. If you 
have any thing to sell drop me a postcard and 
you will receive a prompt call. 
WALTER H. COOMBS. 
Tel. 249-3 64 Main Street, Belfast 
FOR PERSONAL HYGIENE 
Dissolved in water for douches stops 
pelvic catarrh, ulceration and inflam- 
mation. Recommended by Lydia E. 
Pinkham Med. Co, for ten years. 
A healing wonder for nasal catarrh, 
sore throat and sore eyes. Economical. 
Has extraordinary cleansing and eemiicidal power. 
c_i_ r__.11 j_. i.. 
THE 
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Sheriffs Sale 
STATE OF MAINE. 
COUNTY OF WALDO, S. S. 
Taken this 17th day of May, A. D. 1917, on 
execution dated May 15th, A. D. 1917, is.-ued 
on a judgment rendered by the t'upreme 
Judicial Court for the County of Waldo, at a 
term thereof begun and held at Belfast, with- 
in and for said County of Waldo, on the 3rd 
Tuesday of April, A. D. 1917, on the 9th d; y of 
the term, being the 3rd day of May, A. I>. 1*917, 
in favor of O C. Roberts of Jactcson, in said 
County of Waldo, collector of taxes for the 
said town of Jackson tor the year 1916. and 
against S. C. Bachelder of said Jackson, and 
particularly against the real estate owned by 
the said S C. Bachelder on the first lay of 
April, A. L), 1916, situated in said town of 
Jackson, and described and bounded as full ws; 
Ford farm, bounded south by the road; east 
by land of Mary Fattee; south and west hy 
land of Harry Work; for the sum of three dol- 
lars and seventy-five cents, debt or damage, 
and ten dollars and ninety cents, costs of suit, 
and will be sold at public auction, at the ffiee 
of F. W. Brown, Jr., in Brooks, in said County 
of Waldo, on Saturday, the 23rd day or J me, 
A. D 19i7, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, so 
much of the above described real est.ite aswlil 
e sufficient to pay the amount due on said 
execution with all necessary charges f said 
sale. FRANK A. LIiTLEHELL), 
3wl2 Deputy Sheriff 
Sheriff’s Sale 
STATE OF MAINE. 
COUNTY OF WALDO, S. S 
Taken this 17th day of May, A, D. 1917. on 
execution dated May 15th, A. D. 1917, issued 
on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Ju- 
dicial Court for the County of Waldo, at a 
term thereof begun and held at Belfast, with- 
in and for said County of Waldo, on the 3rd 
Tuesday of April, A. D. 1917, on the 9th day 
of the term, being the 3rd day of May, A. I). 
1917, in favor of O C. Roberts of Jackson, in 
said County of Waldo, collector of taxes for 
said town of Jackson for the year 1916. and 
against S, C. Bachelder of said Jackson, and 
particularly against the real estate owned by 
the said S. C. Bachelder on the first dsy of 
April, A. D. 1916, situated in said Jackson and 
described and bounded as follows: House, 
stable and lot in village, bounded northerly by 
land of U. H. Cook; west and southerly by 
land of Mary Edwards, and east by the road, 
for the sum of five dollars, debt or damage, 
and ten dollars aFH ninety cents, costs of suit, 
and will be sold at public auction at the < ffiee 
of F W. Brown, Jr in Brooks, in said County 
of Waldo, on Saturday, the 23rd day of June, 
A. D. 1917, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, so 
much of the above described real estate as will 
be sufficient to pay the amount due on said ex- 
ecution with all necessary charges of said sale. 
FRANK A. LITTLEFIELD, 
3w21 Deputy Sheriff. 
The Republican Journal- 
BELFAST,/THURSDAY, MAY 31, 1917. 
PUBLlSHEDjEVERY THURSDAY BY j 
TnjjR:p-iViicatiJJournal Pub. Co 
advertising Terms. For one square, one 
inch length in column, 25 cents for one week 
and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion. 
Subscription Terms In advance. $2.00 a 
year; $100 for six months; 60 cents for three 
months. 
COAL. 
On the 21({t day of this month the 
federal trade commission made a report 
to Congress, charging producers and 
brokers with making exorbitant profits 
on coal, and also blaming the railroads 
for inadequate transportation facilities. 
An extract from this report reads as fol- 
lows: “At a time like the present, ex- 
cessive profits should not be extorted 
from the public by producers or distribu- 
tors of any prime necessities of life.” 
The clause, “at the present time, dis- 
credits the whole report. Extortion of 
exorbitant prices on any of the prime 
necessities of life should never be per- 
mitted under any circumstances. The 
practice should be stopped now and stop- 
ped for all time. It is the duty of Con- 
gress to do this by enactment of laws 
which will be as effective as a machine 
cun. 
The commission also reports further: 
that “lack of transportation will prob- 
ably be remedied by means being taken 
by ihe interstate commerce commission 
and the council of federal defense.” The 
supreme court of the U. S. has handed 
down a decision upholding the power of 
the interstate commerce commission to 
compel railroads to furnish a reasonably 
adequate supply of coal cars to handle 
seasonable demands for interstate con- 
sumers. “Probably” this commission 
knows this. “Probably” they know, too, 
that two weeks ago there were 4200 cars 
of coal side tracked between the mines 
and New England. We want to make 
some little excuse for the interstate com- 
merce commission, so we will say that 
the commissioners are “probably” asleep. 
Our manufacturers need bituminous coal 
right now, and we, the common people 
will need a lot of anthracite before the 
Mayflowers bloom again. The interstate 
commerce commission ought to wake up 
and do their duty or resign. 
ONIONS. 
Eighty-eight corporations and individ- 
uals have recently been indicted, charged 
with combining in restraint of trade and 
conspiring to monopolize the onion trade. 
In other words they are charged with 
having “cornered the market.” There is 
an alliance known as the National Onion 
Association, composed of large dealers in 
onions. The headquarters of the associa- 
tion is in Kenton, Ohio. The onion pro- 
ducing districts were divided into units 
and each unit wras assigned to an agent 
of the association. Each division was 
canvassed, and the most of the onions 
grown were bought by the agents during 
the late summer and autumn of last year. 
The onions were stored in warehouses and 
then everything was ready for a “raid 
on the public.” The price paid the farm- 
ers %vas about two cents a pound. In mid 
winter when the consumers wanted 
onions there was only one source from 
which they could be obtained, and the 
price went up to 10 and then to 15 cents 
per pound. At this writing onions are 
selling at 8 cents a pound in Belfast mar- 
kets. The retailers are not to blame. 
We are and have been in the toils of the 
onion association. Extortion of exorbi- 
tant prices is no new thing and is not con- 
fined to onions. The same game has 
often been played with butter, eggs, wheat, 
cotton, corn and meats. Too many pro- 
fit takers stand between the the producer 
and the consumer. The present happens 
to be a most favorable time for combina- 
tions to force artificial prices for neces- 
sities. Congressman Gallivan of Massa- 
chusetts recently said in debate that 
“there are more crooks at large than are 
in the jails.” The public already knows 
the iniquity of what is being done. What 
is needed and demanded is decisive action 
which will put a stop to this extortion. 
"TO SAVE OUR HIDE.” 
Great efforts are being made to raise 
the money for the Liberty Loan. In 
some sections subscriptions are neither 
large nor spontaneous. New England’s 
share is $300,000,000. We are not able to 
state what is expected from Maine, but 
we should remember that our motto is 
“Dirigo. Maine will do her bit, and 
probably more than that, but we must get 
busy. The real necessity for the Liberty 
Loan is stated very concisely in the fol- 
lowing extract from a letter recently 
written to the editor of the New York 
Tribune: 
Most of us think that because the Ger- 
man has not attacked our shores he can- 
not do so. Many of us think the war is 
Britain’s war and ought to be allowed to 
go on until Britain is wiped off the map. 
Let the press spread the rock-bottom 
truth that we are in the war to save our 
own hide, which will suffer horribly if 
Germany is allowed to win, and there 
will be less difficulty in raising men and 
money. “Kept us out of war,” “Peace 
without victory,” “Humanity,’ “Freedom 
of small nations” and all that sort of 
thing have all had their day. Now let’s 
get down to business. If Germany wins 
we are gone. Tell the people that every 
day and rub it into them. If you get us 
good and scared we will come across with 
the money. 
A VAIN QUEST. 
Part of the Wilson tariff commission 
has been ordered to Europe to study con- 
ditions there in their relation to our tariff. 
They will return some time with a fine 
line of ‘bunk.’. 
There is not an industry today on that 
distracted continent in which normal 
conditions prevail. At this time there is 
nothing to be learned about tariff condi- 
tions that will do the United States any 
good. Europe asks for American soldiers 
and we send them an industrial commit- 
tee that couldn’t tell a cotton loom from 
an Aeolian harp. If the Germans should 
find them wandering about, and intern 
them it would be a blessing to industrial 
America. 
A few days ago several of our United 
States senators met and partook of a 
specially prepared dinner. The bread 
which was served, was made of flour 
of which 15 percent was made from cot- 
ton seed. It is said that bread so made 
l is twice as nutritious as that made from 
flour alone. This bread of course has 
great energizing power, and we suggest 
that it be called the “Roosevelt loaf.” 
Our congressmen are urged to consume 
large quantities of this bread. Strength 
is what you need, gentlemen. Our week- 
ly wages will not be able to purchase suf- 
ficient food to keep us alive, unless you 
develop stamina enough to deal effectively 
with the fellows who are forcing up 
prices. 
— 
Maine has been called upon to recruit 
to war strength its Militia now in Federal 
service, and this duty is not affected by 
the Military Draft. Only if volunteers 
are not forthcoming, will the draft for 
the Militia be resorted to. The 2d Maine 
Infantry is 700 short of this war strength, 
and feels a natural pride in filling its 
ranks with volunteers in advance of the 
draft. Volunteer enlistments now, of 
men between 21 and 30 years of age in- 
clusive, will be credited to Maine’s quota 
under the draft. 
The Boston and Maine Railroad has 
made a sweeping reduction in the num- 
ber of its passenger trains. The reduc- 
tion is to take effect June 25fh. 391 
trains are to be discontinued. The same 
thing is also being done on other systems 
of railroads. This is a war necessity. 
The traveling public will be inconven- 
ienced, but the railroads can run more 
freight trains and better serve in the 
m ovement of troops and supplies for the 
army and for the public. 
The Genera! Staff advised the President 
not to allow Col. Roosevelt to go to 
Europe. The President followed this ad- 
vice. Some months ago the General 
Staff advised the President that the need 
for preparedness was urgent. That advice 
was unheeded. Verily there are some 
who “readily believe what they wish to 
believe.” 
When Pres. Wilson got rid of Mr. Wil- 
liam Jennings Bryan and put Secretary 
Lansing in his place he made a good 
swap. If he could exchange several 
others of his cabinet for good, bright 
school boys on a 50-50 basis, the Presi- 
dent’s shrewdness in “dicker” would be 
recognized as being equal to that of David 
Harum. 
Thomaston has just had its only launch- 
ing for 17 years, but it has had Dr. Crock- 
ett all tkp time.—Boston Herald. 
During the last 17 years Dr. Crockett 
has launched a good deal of very pictur- 
esque language. 
1 
Surely this is the worst sort of homoriftc- 
abilitudmarian-magnif ican bandan shual- 
ity-rummymarsh bumfusticated weather 
—the adjective is a Russian descriptive. 
The English language is utterly inade- 
j quate to express how bad the weather 
I has been. 
----- 
| Roland S. Morris, ex-chairman of the 
! Pennsylvania Democratic Committee, has 
been named by the President as Ambas- 
! sador to Japan. In the midst of war we 
are in politics. 
The President seems determined to 
force Congress to exact a strict censor- 
ship bill. Didn’t we once hear something 
about “pitiless publicity.” 
FREEDOM ACADEMY COMMENCE- 
MENT. 
The Commencement Exercises of Free- 
dom Academy will open with the Bac- 
calaureate Sermon in the Freedom Con- 
| gregational Church on Sunday, June 3,and 
will continue during the first four days of 
that week. With the evening entertain- 
ments, base ball games every day, the 
Alumni dinner Wednesday, etc., there 
will not be a dull moment during the week. 
Indications point to the presence of an 
uuusually large number of alumni and 
there will be a splendid opportunity to 
renew old friendships. 
The Vesper Service on the evening of 
Baccalaureate Sunday promises to be a 
meeting full of interest and enthusiasm. 
The quality of the Junior Class speakers 
assures the success of the Junior Prize 
! Speaking Monday evening, and the Com- 
i mencement Concert on Tuesday evening, 
of which Miss Killmer of Boston, Harpist, 
1 will be a leading feature, will long be re- 
membered for its excellence. The speak- 
ers at the Alumni dinner Wednesday noon 
will include many of the best known 
graduates of the school and prominent 
men, who will be present as guests. In 
the Graduation Exercises Wednesday 
evening, Freedom Academy will say fare- 
well to one of the best classes that ever 
left it. The Senior Ball on Thursday 
evening will conclude the festivities of 
the week, 
Taken altogether, the 1917 Commence- 
ment of Freedom Academy promises to be 
a fitting ending to a successful year. 
The N. E. Tel. <S Tel. Co’s Loyalty. 
President Spalding of the New England 
Telephone & Telegraph Company an- 
nounces that that corporation will make 
arrangements by which any or all of its 
15,000 employees may subscribe for Liber- 
ty Loan bonds and pay for the same in 
weekly or monthly instalments, over a 
period of 50 weeks or 10 months. Em- 
ployees can make payments at the rate 
of $1.00 per week or $5.00 per month, or 
multiples thereof, at their option. The 
company not only will make no charge 
I for the clerical work incidental to the 
handling of the bonds, but the employee 
will receive interest at the rate of 3 1-2 
per cents per annum on their instalment 
payments. There are over 15,000 em- 
ployees of the New England Telephone & 
Telegraph Company, and it is expected 
that this generous plan will be received 
with great enthusiasm. It serves two 
very valuable purposes. By this system 
of instalment payments, the bonds are 
brought within the reach of practically 
every employee, and certainly within the 
reach of many who could not afford to 
pay for them outright. In the second 
place, it enables employees to pay for 
these bonds out of future economies, rather 
than by taking their money out of savings 
banks or other depositaries, and thus re- 
ducing by that much the available capital 
necessary for local business purposes. 
THE NEWS OF THE GRANGES. 
The regular meeting of Morning Light 
grange, Monroe, on Saturday evening 
May 26fh, was fairly well attended, and 
an interesting program was presented by 
the lecturer, as follows: Song by the 
choir; reading, Lewis Ritchie; reading, H. 
A. Cooper; talk on Memorial—What it 
I Means to the Old Soldier, I. F. Cook; 
I What it Means to LTs, W. S. Parker; read- 
| ings, Grace Ritchie, F, I. Cronkhite, and 
! Chester Eastman; question box, which 
produced much animated discussion, as 
usual. j 
—
The Sweet Corn Crop in Maine. 
There are several reasons why the 
farmers in Maine should plant a large 
acreage of sweet corn this season. The 
Federal Government is extremely desir- 
ous of having the canneries of the coun- 
try run at capacity in 1917 in order to 
provide a large supply of food for the 
coming winter. It is urging canners all 
over the country to increase their prod- 
ucts for this reason. 
In the State of Maine there are a hun- 
dred or more packing plants engaged in 
the canning of sweet corn. These can- 
neries employ at good wages several 
thousand men and women in the different 
localities. The canned sweet corn is sold 
in all the States of the Union as well as 
in England, France and other foreign 
countries. The crop is a staple crop which 
can be sold year in and year out at the 
canneries. It pays the farmer a better 
net return than any vegetable he can 
raise. In addition to the cash price paid 
for the corn in the fall,the fodder secured 
from an acre of sweet corn is equal in 
value to two tons of hay for stock feed- 
ing. Furthermore, the sweet corn fodder 
is much better in quality for stock feed- 
ing than yellow corn fodder either in the 
fall or when taken from the silos. The 
loads of husks and cobs which the farm- 
ers draw from the canneries during the 
packing season are of great value for 
feeding purposes. 
If any corn packing plant should be 
closed this season on account of a lack of 
acreage it would be a great financial loss 
not only to the community, where the 
plant is located but to the whole state. 
Corn packers in Maine pay out to the 
farmers and laborers many hundred 
thousand dollars each year in cash and at 
this time a cut-down in this amount 
would be a serious loss to the State and 
to a very important industry. 
The West is planting a very large acre- 
age of field corn and spring wheat and 
with government regulation of food 
prices it would appear that yellow corn 
and wheat would be much cheaper in the 
fall than at the present time. 
It would seem to be good policy for the 
farmers to avoid any form of hysteria 
and stick to their usual crops so far as 
possible during the war, planting a larger 
acreage in those cases where it can be 
properly handled. Each person during 
war times can best serve the government 
by managing his own business in the 
usual and best manner possible. Changes 
to new and untried crops are apt to prove 
disastrous. 
STATE OF TRADE. 
Retail Trade Benefited by Better Weather — 
Industrial Plants Continue Busy. 
BOSTON.—Warm and pleasant weather 
has had good effect all around. The retail 
movement has been stimulated and over- 
the-counter sales of seasonable merchan- 
dise have been the heaviest in most lines 
so far this season. Building operations 
have made good progress, the crops have 
been helped and garden activities are 
widespread. 
In wholesale dry goods, more business 
is reported in most departments, but there 
is still noticeable conservatism, and it is 
remarked that buyers show no disposition 
to depart from the cautious attitude 
adopted some weeks ago. Values are firm 
for cotton and wool goods and show an 
upward trend. 
Industrial activity in all cotton and 
woolen mills is only interfered with by 
isolated labor difficulties and delay in get- 
ting raw materials. Full capacity in 
woolen mills is general, the war being re- 
sponsible for the bulk of the business now 
coming forward. Idleness in many sec- 
tions of the shoe manufacturing trade is 
expected to give place to better conditions 
with a larger distributive movement of 
footwear. Business in iron, lumber and 
all branchesjof the building material trades 
is interfered with by the difficulty of ar- 
ranging for deliveries. Lumber dealers 
are disappointed at the non-arrival of 
heavier Government orders. 
Flour is materially lower as far as mill 
quotations are concerned, but there is a 
very unsettled feeling and trade is very 
dull. In fresh meat, the most striking 
price change has been in lamb, which is 
materially higher. Pork provisions are 
unchanged and poultry rather easy. Po- 
tatoes are ruling stronger with dwindling 
stocks. Receipts of butter show steady 
increase and, with buyers very cautious, 
the market does not respond to the firmer 
tone at outside points. Cheese is dull. 
Eggs are rapidly going into cold storage 
and offerings on the open market are not 
as large a,s receipts indicate they should 
be.—Dun’s Review. 
DIAMOND CUT 
BUNKER HILL 
COFFEE 
AND 
Double Arrow 
FOMOSA OOLONG 
TEA 
Morning, Noon and 
Night. 
Nothing Like Them. 
The Taste Tickles. 
DELANO, POTTER.« CO., BOSTON. 
MEDICINES, LIKE MEN, 
HAVEJHARACTER 
From their fine outward appear- 
ance, through the various elements 
of strength that go to make up the 
standing of a remedy, including the 
final and absolute test—does it 
“make good”?—does it cure?— 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla and Peptiron 
Pills conclusively prove every day 
that they are medicines of the high- 
est character. 
Hood’s Sarsaparilla originated in 
a physician’s successful prescription. 
Peptiron Pills, named from pepsin 
and iron, include also nux and other 
valuable tonics. 
For scrofula, eczema, humors, 
boils, pimples and other eruptions — 
for loss of appetite, indigestion an? 
dyspepsia—for kidney and liver 
troubles—for loss of appetite, that 
tired feeling—for brain-fag, nerve 
exhaustion, anemia and poor, thiu 
blood—Hood's Sarsaparilla and 
Peptiron Pills make the ideal course 
of medicine, the former to be taken 
before meals, the latter after. 
The following poem was found among the recent clippings of our lamented editor. 
TO MY SUCCESSOR » 
Here’s a toast I want to drink to the fellow I’ll never know 
To a fellow whose going to take my place when it’s time for me to go. 
I’ve wondered what kind of a chap he’ll be and I wish I could take his hand 
Just to whisper “I wish you well, old man,” in a way that he’d understand. 
I’d like to give him a cheering word that I’ve longed at times to hear; 
I d like to give him the warm hand clasp whenever a friend seems near. 
I got my knowledge by sheer hard work and I wish I could pass it on 
To the fellow who’ll come to take my place some day when I’m gone. 
Will he see all the mistakes I’ve made and note all the battles lost? 
Will he ever guess of the tears they caused or the heart aches which they cost? 
Will he gaze through the failures and fruitless toil to the underlying plan 
And catch a glimpse of the real intent and the heart of the vanquished man? 
I dare to hope he will pause some day as he toils as I have wrought 
And gain some strength for his weary task from the battles which I have fought. 
But I’ve only the task itself to leave with the cares for him to face, 
And never a cheering word may speak to the follow who’ll take my place. 
Then here’s to your health, old chap—I drink as a bridegroom to his bride; 
I leave an unfinished task for you, but God knows how I tried. 
I’ve dreamed my dreams as all men do, but never a one came true, 
And my prayer today is that all the dreams may be realized by you. 
And we’ll meet some day in the great unknown—out in the realm of space; 
You’ll know my clasp as I take your hand and gaze in your tired face. 
Then all your failures will be success in the light of the new found dawn, 
So I’m drinking your health, old chap, who’ll take my place when I’m gone. 
OUR LUNGS ABE DELICATE 
Overwork, lack of fresh air, mental strain or any sickness 
disturbs their functions. Stubborn coughs tear and wear 
the sensitive lung tissues. 
Htin mm 
should be taken promptly for hard coughs, unyielding colds, 
or when strength is lowered from any cause. Its high 
nutritive value creates resistive force to ward off sick- 
ness. The rich cod liver oil improves the quality 
of the blood to relieve the cold and the glycerine is 
soothing and haaling to the lung tissues. 
Refuse Alcoholic Substitutes Which Exclude the Oil. u.s 
/ 
House-Cleaning is More] 
Simple than Sweeping 
Perpetual house-cleaning with less actual labor, time and 
trouble than have been involved formerly in your sweep- 
| ing operation. 
Think of the satisfaction of living in a house that is 
ALWAYS spotlessly clean. 
That's wiat you can count on with the 
Electric Suction Cleaner 
Your rugs, carpets and floors are ALWAYS free from 
dust. 
No aching back or tired muscles. 
| Sweeping becomes the simplest part of your housework. 
This Cleaner Will Do the Work For 
Less than a Penny a Day 
Penobscot Bay Electric Compam ! 
i___ 
BROOKS. 
Mrs. Lester Shibles is visiting her 
mother at Glen Cove. 
Rev. W. E. Streeter delivered a very 
pleasing Memorial sermon Sunday. 
Mrs. .Vesta Davis Higgins, who spent 
the winter in Washington, D. C., has re- 
turned home. 
Miss Blanche Webb had her throat op- 
erated on last Saturday. The work, was 
done by our local physicians. 
The “Government Detective,” will be 
1 presented at Union Hall, Friday evening, 
June 1st, by the Senior Class of Brooks 
High school. They presented the same 
play at Knox Station last Friday to a 
! well pleased audience. 
Dr. B. L.. Bryant of Bangor was called 
! here one day last week to attend Mrs. A. 
i C. Norwood, who has been very ill at the 
home of her son, Seth W. Norwood. She 
i was taken to her home at Southwest 
| Harbor Friday morning, accompanied by 
her son, Robie Norwood and family, and 
Dr. J. D. Phillips of Southwest Harbor. 
The members of the Boys’ Agricultural 
! Club of Brooks held a banquet at Crock- 
ett’s hall last Friday evening. Among 
| the speakers were Prof. R. P. Mitchell, 
State leader of the Boys’ Agricultural 
! Clubs, Mr. Crossman, assistant State 
leader, Dr. N. R. Cook, S. W. Norwood, 
Esq., Rev. W. E. Streeter, F. H. Quimby, 
and L. H. Shibles, principal of the High 
] school. This was the first banquet held 
[ by the Boys’ Agricultural Clubs in the 
State. 
Ryder-Cross. Saturday, May 26th, 
at high noon, Rexford Hilliard Ryder 
! was united in marriage to Inez Ethel 
Cross. The ceremony was performed by 
the Rev. W. E. Streeter in the recently 
: purchased home of the groom. The im- 
mediate relatives of the family were the 
only guests, among them an honored 
guest, the groom’s grandmother. The 
full Episcopal ring service was used. 
After the ceremony the company sat 
down to a bountiful wedding breakfast. 
Mr. Ryder is the son of George H. and 
! Annie Stephens Ryder, one of Brooks 
most enterprising farmers. The groom 
brought his bride into his own home, 
where the ceremony was performed. The 
bride is the daughter of Freeman and 
Birdie Kenney Cross. Mr. Cross is also 
one of Waldo’s prosperous farmers. May 
a long life and happy home be the lot of 
this most estimable couple is the wish of 
all who know them. 
Catarrh Cannot Be Cured 
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot 
reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a local 
disease, greatly influenced by constitutional 
conditions, and in order to cure it you must 
take an internal remedy. Hill’s Catarrh Cure 
is taken internally and acts thru the blood on 
the mucous surfaces of the ystem. Hall’s 
Catarrh Cure was prescribed by one of the best 
physicians in this country for years. It is com- 
posed of some of the best tonics known, com- 
bined with some of the best blood purifiers 
The perfect combination of the ingredients in 
Hall’s Catarrh (Jure is what produces such 
wonderful results in catarrhal conditions. Send 
for testimonials, free. 
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props Toledo, O. 
All’s Druggists. 75c. 
Hall’s Family Pills for constipation. 
MORRILL 
Herman Merriam has recently purchased 
an auto—a Buick. 
Dr. T. N. Pearson is having his stand of 
buildings painted white by Thomas and 
Shaw. 
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Paul of Belfast 
spent the week-end with his parents, Mr. 
and Mrs. Delbert Paul. 
Rev. and Mrs. Fred Morgan and family 
of Wollaston, Mass., will arrive in town 
June 5th for the summer. > 
Hiram Ladd of Belfast has moved on the 
Nash place, and will open the blacksmith 
shop there and do blacksmithing. 
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Overlock and chil- 
dren, of South Freedom, were Sunday 
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Bowen. 
Sixteen members of Honesty grange by 
invitation passed the evening of May 23rd 
with Victor Grange, Searsmont, and re- 
ported a very enjoyable evening. 
WIN l'ERPORT. 
Mrs. W. H. Lord was in Portland sev- 
eral days last week. 
C. S. Curtis came from Castine for the 
week-end here. 
Mrs. F. C. Knowles entertained the C. 
H. M. Club Friday afternoon. 
Geo. Higgins of Boston was the guest 
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cyrus Hig- 
gins recently. 
Mr. and Mrs. William Atwood and son 
were at the home of Mr. and Mrs Joshua 
Treat, Jr., Sunday 
Sumner C. Fisher, who is employed as 
fireman on the B. & A. was at his home 
here Thursday. 
Friends of Mrs Eunice Campbell will 
be interested to know that she is much 
improved in health. 
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Clements and Mrs. 
E. H. Clements were at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. C. C. Clements Saturday at 
West Winterport. 
Mrs. John Bolan, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. 
Tibbe ts and Mr and Mrs. R. L. Clem- 
ents were at a meeting of the P. H. C. A 
at Monroe, Saturday. 
Harry Knowles, who has employment in 
Pittsfield, has been ill at the home of his 
sister with measles and congestion of the 
lungs. 
Mrs. M. H. Haley moved to Prospect 
Thursday. She has rented her house at 
the Lower Village to parties from New 
Jersey who will arrive about June 1st. 
Surveyors were here last week survey- 
ing a branch line from the B. & A. to the 
river. Should negotiations for the pro- 
posed shipyard at the waterfront be suc- 
cessful, it would be necessary to have 
railroad facilities for the shipment of steel 
for the building of the ships. 
Joseph Plourde of Monroe, agent for 
Ford cars, was in town last week. He 
has three carloads ordered, but owing to 
congestion in freight traffic they have 
been delayed. 
Joshua Treat, Jr., chairman of the sup- 
ply and provision committee of Public 
Safety, received the forty bushels of 
wheat last week, for distribution It was 
handled and weighed by C. E. Bartlett at 
the B. & A. station. 
The patriotic entertainment, band con- 
cert and ball Friday evening at Union 
Hall was a success. The hall was hand- 
somely decorated in the national colors, 
with several historical pictures artistical- 
ly arranged also a profusion of American I 
Flags. The affair was arranged by Mrs. 
L. M. WharlT and Miss Louise Smith, and 
a tidy sum was realized which has been 
presented to the Winterport Band. 
Capt. S. M. McDonough has been here 
with his family a few days and returned 
to New York City the first of the week 
Herbert Hall is home from Dark Har- 
bor where he is employed, while here he 
will plant his garden. 
TKOY. 
Otis Danforth is ill with pneumonia. 
Henry Fernald of Pittsfield spent Sun 
day with his father, who has been ill a 
long time. 
Miss Sadie Gowen, our missionary re- 
cently returned from India, spoke at a 
meeting in Pittsfield Sunday evening. 
L. J. Sanderson and family of Belfast 
spent Sunday at their old home in Troy. 
Old friends and neighbors were pleased 
to meet Mrs. Sanderson and daughter at 
Sabbath school Sunday morning. 
Roscoe C. Hillman and Miss Evelyn 
Barker were married in Pittsfield, May 1 
23rd, Rev. A. E. Wright performing the 
ceremony. They will reside at her old 
home, the Barker place. A host of friends 
extend congratulations, with earnest 
wishes that the best of life’s blessings 
may be theirs. 
Never was there a more discouraging 
season for farmers! The tenth of May 
used to be the time for planting corn. 
Too cold for anything to grow. No apple 
blossoms or white lilacs for Memorial day 
this year. The words R~, i 
pleasant as May” were i. \ 
propriate than now. 
SANDYPOINT 
Mrs. F. F Perkins s; 
Bangor. 
G. W. Mansur of Bang, 
at the Point. 
Capt. Ralph Curtis of i 
Sunday in tou-n. 
Several from here have 
the sardine factory at Si... 
Waldo Pooler and familv 
Brewer spent the week-. 
rows. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ba 
den were guests of H M 
Sunday 
Mrs. Fred Shute is in S 
few days’ visit with In ■ 
Sawyer. 
Mrs. John Littlefield « 
Jellison Saturday for a v 
Mrs. Converse Grant 
Charles Shackford and 
arrived here Sunday in the 
days’ visit with relatives 
Mrs Josephine Stowers 
in Massachusetts several 
home recently and opened 
HALLDALE 
R. A Ludwig of Libert\ 
of J. E. Flail last week 
Arthur V. Otis who ha- 
work returned home May ! 
Farmers are far hehir, 
spring work owing to the 
er. 
R. S. Thurston, F A V 
M. Clement have lately 
autos. 
C. A. FFall sold over f. 
lars worth of livestock ■ 
last week. 
Bert Ladd, who has b. 
Bath since November, is 
ents and friends here 
Mr. S. Greenblast, wil- 
ing with J. E. Hall, ret m 
in Waterville May 26th 
Mr. Davis preached h. 
forenoon. He held a ser- 
ney schooihouse in Freed, 
noon. 
MAlNh rlcAV I AK 
AUGUSTA, Me., May 
Milliken tonight telcn 
States Senator Frederick 
ington to secure permit-- 
War Department for tin- 
a heavy artillery regu. 
There is a healthy sei 
State, it is said, for tl 
such a regiment, and tl 
especially strong in Portia 
Captain Arthur T. Ha 
land is making plans for i1 
the regiment as soon as 
granted by the War Dei 
tain Balentyne is a retire 
United States Coast Artili- 
FRANK P. Wll 
Formerly of Belfast, Her- 
Customs Case as Spiv 
Frank Palmer Wilson s 
attorney of the l S.depar 
who prosecutes the oust 
opened in the United S's1 
here today, before Judge 
Belfast boy, graduate of 
Maine College of Law < la 
He was born in Bellas 
and Mrs. Jetferson F W; 
tors being among the lire 
prietors of the city <1 
from the Belfast High s. ; 
upon the law asa calling a 
at Maine after reading law 
in the office of Judged' 
of Belfast, After gradua 
age of 23 he passed the M, 
examinations with high 
admitted to the Waldo 1 < 
practiced in Belfast fo 
Since that time he has I 
the bar in New York an 
animations in a number 
and lacks but one of having 
diplomas. 
About 10 years ago he de' 
in New York, where he i" 
few years, later receiving 
ment of Deputy Police d 
New York, under Commiss 
resigning his office at the s 1 
chief. 
He received the appoint' 
Department of Justice a bom 
ago and with rapid promote' 
a very responsible position 
torney of Appraisements a 
His work takes him to ah I 
United States. He comes t, H 
Providence and Boston and h s 
here.—Bangor Daily News, M»> 
• 
In these days of immoder- 
■ ate prices it is refreshing 
■ to know smart boots may 
m he had at a price well short 
of extravagance. 
m La France Shoes enable the 
* style-loving, value-seeking 
0 woman to follow the dic- 
* tates of good taste without 
■ turning a deaf ear to the 
* insistent whisperings of 
■ a careful purse. ■ No. M173 
m ® Tuxedo Kid 
9t ■ Cloth top. 
* The Dmsmare Store J-- -- ■ 
m ■ 
s» ■ 
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News of Belfast 
I ’: Southworth and Ida S. 
I ,-ently bought Buick 
if learning to run them. I 
1 u Relley and children 
| R Dunton residence ftvefaK'- I j will occupy it,while 
I are at their Battery 
I Maria B. Blake of Bos- 
F Coombs undertaking 
|! shipped last Thursday 
i former home, West 
| Montgomery of Bucksport 
I Graves of Dorchester, 
Belfast several days 
the household effects 
L,. fjn y, house. 
iers. The following 
ncalled for in the Bei- 
n' the week ending May 
;iazel J Arno. Gentle- 
on, Frank Rossi, 
o y Electric Co. install- 
inotor in the Math- 
Jay. The mill has re- 
al small motors for 
Those using power 
icily more economical 
oft coal at the exorbitant 
". ii.irged 
of the Baptist Sunday 
nit social in their ves- 
Mrs. Gerald W How- 
! Dutch, Miss ldella D. 
Benner and Rev. J. Wil- 
harge. The evening 
lines, music and a num- 
U' M. and Eva O. Tib- 
Ij 
d Wednesday evening, 
onor of Miss Velma S. 
ne bride. After a short 
ireshments were served 
lable, with a centerpiece 
!the 
flowers were pre- 
ji-st of honor, who found 
tulip a dainty handker- 
>wes returned last Thurs- 
Portland, where he en- 
enth Maine Coast Ar- 
Dickson. The Eleventh 
stationed at Fort Mc- 
arbor, in the early sum 
So uth worth, Howard 
Darby and Roybert G. 
enlisted in the Tenth 
> \ rtillery under Capt. Slo- 
toy is now in Brunswick 
men will join it early in 
Ham, warden of the Maine 
1 bomastcn, has stated 
108 inmates of the prison 
ars, subject to the pro- 
ve draft. These men on 
■ will appear before Henry 
< lerk of the prison, who 
the peace, and sign the 
: apers. Mr. Ham also said 
about 25 prisoners on 
a these may enroll wher- 
be on registration day, 
Civil War drama entitled 
is to be presented by 
’’uig people next week, 
■turday evenings, June 8th 
ast have worked hard to 
; aHves to interpret the roles 
and a splendid perform- 
Each act calls for special 
of the scenes “The Dun- 
orner of the Plantation” 
! r'gly effective. The other 
riors. Tickets are selling 
the seating capacity of 
he sold. Representatives 
are selling the tickets; 
1 ng will be sold at the door 
the play. Tickets are 
Adams jewelry store. 
It is expected that Mrs. A. A. Blair, if 
able, will leave next Monday for Man- 
chester N. H., where she will spend the 
summer. 
Mrs. Florence Libbey Keene, assisted 
by Miss Inez G. Chaples, entertained the 
Young Ladies’ Sewing Club last Thurs- 
day evening in honor of Louise A. Den- 
nett, a member whose marriage to Harry 
Pierce of Hall’s Corner will take place 
early in the summer. The bride-to-be 
was the recipient of a wheelbarrow load 
of useful and dainty gifts brought in and 
distributed by little Clyde Pease, a cousin 
of the hostess. The evening was spent 
socially. Ice cream and cake were served. 
The pupils of the Brick school observed 
Arbor day last Friday by planting gar- 
dens on their play ground under the di- 
rection of their teachers, Miss Ethel S. 
Savery and Mrs. Arthur Hamilton. An 
attractive rockery was made of the loose 
rocks which the pupils picked up after 
the ground was plowed. This will be de- 
voted to flowers and the remainder of 
the common was planted with beans, po- 
tatoes, etc. The pupils are very enthu- 
siastic over their work and have pledged 
their assistance in pulling weeds and cul- 
tivating. 
A general fire alarm was rung in from 
box 25 last Thursday at 10.15 p. m. for a 
fire in the grocery store of Prescott D. H. 
Carter, 53 Main street. The fire depart- 
ment responded at once and in a few min- 
utes had ihe fire under control. The ori- 
gin of the fire was in the cellar of the 
rear of the store. The building is owned 
by Mrs. Spencer W. Mathews and was 
damaged about $500, which is covered by 
insurance. The damage to the Carter 
stock was estimated at about $700. The 
Dutch Brothers grocery store and Fred 
Timm’s shoe stocks were also injured to 
the extent of several hundred dollars, 
mostly by smoke and water. 
J. W. Blaisdell of Bangor and North- 
port has bought the Edward Sibley house 
on High street, one of the most beautiful 
of Belfast’s many old Colonial residences. 
They have given up their apartments in 
the Bangor house at Bangor and will 
make this their permanent home. They 
will renovate the house and beautify the 
grounds which are very extensive. The 
porch will be broadened and the pillars re- 
set. Additions will be built on both sides 
of the house and the dining room mater- 
ially enlarged. New servant quarters 
will be added with private bath rooms, 
etc. Mr. and Mrs. Blaisdell spent the 
summer season at their attractive cottage 
at Bayside and are prominent members 
of the Country Club. Mr. Blaisdell furn- 
ished the club dinning room last season. 
The past winter they spent in New York, 
where Mr. Blaisdell has business interests. 
The work of tearing down the build- 
ngs on the Pejepscot Paper Co’s, lot 
near the foot of Main street has been 
completed for the present and the debris 
is nearly all cleared away. The con- 
struction work is in charge of J. A. 
Greenleaf of Auburn, with Messrs. Frank 
Bell and A. T. Ac horn, foreman and assist- 
ant foreman. The derricks are in posi- 
tion for handling the trestle work, 24 feet 
wide,that will fun from the Cooper wharf 
to the company’s wharf to accommodate 
the extension of the railroad track. The 
hard pine timbers for the massive con- 
veyors will be set into their wharf and 
run to the tracks. The tug boat recently 
bought by the company and which was 
being towed from Eastport to Rockland 
to be repaired, previous to being used by 
the company at its branch plant at Har- 
rington, was sunk off Petit Manan Point 
recently. The cause of the accident was 
the parting of the hawser, due to the 
heavy seas caused by rough weather off 
the Point. Capt. John Hewitt, who was 
to have assumed command of the tug 
boat after she had been repa’red, was 
rescued from her but lost all of his per- 
sonal effects. The tug was partially in- 
sured. The company will buy,another 
tug boat to take the place of the one 
which was lost. 
J Judge Mauri« w. Lord of the Belfast 
municipal court is driving a new Over- 
land roadster. 
H. C. Buzzell, Esq., met with an acci- 
dent last Sunday in cranking his car, breaking his right arm near the wrist. 
Maicolm Vaughan, the young son of Rev. and Mrs. William Vaughan, recent- 
y enlisted ,n the navy and is at present in Boston, but will soon go to Norfolk for 
training. 
Mrs. Ada E. Wildes returned home 
Monday from Brooklyn, N. Y„ Boston and Lynn, Mass., and Waterville and is 
now at the Wayside Tea House, which she will open early in June for the season. 
Mr and Mrs. Louis K. Hirsh arrived 
Tuesday from Mobile, Ala., where they 
spent the winter. They visited New York 
and Akron, Ohio, enroute. They have 
opened their bungalow near Little River 
for the season. 
The next meeting of Waldo County Pomona Grange was appointed with 
Mystic Grange, Belmont, June 5th, but as 
the hall will be used for the Army Regis- 
tration that day the Grange meeting is 
postponed to Tuesday, June 12£h. 
The Minnetoska Club enjoyed an out- 
ing at the Battery last Saturday as guests 
of Miss Lillian Davis. Much of the time 
was spent out of doors gathering flowers 
and with games. They hiked down, but 
were grateful for the auto ride back with 
Mr. Davis. 
Emma White Barker Tent Afternoon 
Club met last Friday afternoon with Mrs. 
Altana E. Dutch. There were eighteen 
present. The afternoon was spent-social- 
1^, and with sewing. A delicious picnic 
supper was served at 6 p. m., when 
the hostess was assisted by Misses Nellie 
Ramsdell and Louise McDonough. 
Governor Milliken’s recommendation 
that Arbor Day, May 25fh, be observed 
“in the planting and cultivation of food 
crops as a patriotic duty in the present 
crisis” was carried out to the letter by 
men, women and children, The Journal 
distributed several hundred packages of 
Washington seeds and booklets on mak- 
ing small gardens. 
John Cochran Chapter, D. A. R., will 
hold their last meeting of the season Mon- 
day, June 4fli, with Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost 
at her cottage in East Belfast, if |p!eas- 
ant. If stormy the meeting will be held 
with Mrs. Cora J. Bowker, Congress 
street. The program will open with 
chorus singing America, followed by a 
paper on American Women in the Music- 
al World, by Miss Mildred E. Mitchell. 
A Program of Music by American Wom- 
en Composers will be given under the di- 
rection of Mrs. Emma B Pitcher. 
The Boy Scouts are planning to change 
their night of meeting, but it will be held 
this, Thursday, evening as usual. Parr 
of the program will be reports of the Cam- 
den trip. There will be stories and talk 
and a committee will be appointed for the 
proposed field day. Last Thursday even- 
ing, there was an interesting period of 
story telling and the meeting was very 
largely attended. Sunday the Scouts 
acted as an escort for the Grand Army 
members of Thomas H. Marshall Post, 
with the allied organizations and there 
were 28 of the members in line. Pictures 
of the Troop were taken in front of Me- 
morial Hall by William M. Greenlaw. 
The B. H. S class of 1917 have practi- 
cally completed their program for gradu- 
ation week. Sunday, June 10th, they 
will attend services at the Universalist 
church, when Rev. Arthur A. Blair will 
deliver the Bacculaureate sermon. Mon- 
day, if pleasant, they will have a class 
ride to Camden; Tuesday evening they 
will have a theatre party; Wednesday, the 
banquet will take place in the Baptist 
vestry at 6 p. m., when a toastmaster 
will be chosen from the B. H. S. alumni. 
The history, prophecy and will, will be 
read and gifts presented at this time. 
The class ball will also be held Wednes- 
day evening, the hall and music to be an- 
nounced later. Thursday the graduating 
exercises will take place, whenProf. Wil- 
mot Mitchell of Bowdoin College will give 
the address. 
Twenty-four of the Boy Scouts made 
the trip to Camden and Rockport last 
Saturday under the direction of Scout 
Master Orrin J. Dickey. They went 
from here to Camden on the Maine Trans- 
portation cars, and from Camden to Rock- 
port their expenses were paid by a public 
spirited Camden man. The party climbed 
to the top of Mt. Battie, where they took 
their lunch and enjoyed the scenery. 
Later they went to the Rockport quarries 
and on their way home, with the permission 
of the superintendent, went down into 
the lime rock basin near the car line and 
came up on the carrier, a feat they great- 
ly enjoyed. They returned home on the 
last trip of the car, enthusiastic in praise 
of Mr. Dickey’s kindness, who in turn 
was satisfied in making the boys happy. 
The School Committee. The May 
meeting of the school committee was 
held in the Superintendent’s office last 
Monday evening with a full attendance. 
It was voted to charge $36 tuition for 
out-of-town pupils who attended the 
High school. The repairs at the McLel- 
lan school building caused by the recent 
fire, was left with the school committee 
of Ward Three—R. D. Shute and F. A. 
Greer, and Supt. Wm. B. Woodbury to 
obtain bids and report at the next meet- 
ing. The general necessary repairs on 
the school buildings was left with the 
superintendent. It was voted to pay for 
the programs for the High school gradua- 
tion and to contribute $35^for the pur- 
pose of hiring a hall for the graduation 
exercises. The contracts for transporta- 
tion of the pupils was left with Mr. Wood- 
bury if he could do so at the amounts in 
the estimated appropriation. If not able 
to do this he was instructed to report at 
the next meeting. The resignation of 
Wm. T. Faulkner, principal of the High 
school, was read and accepted. jJ,There 
was no provision made for a teacher in 
the Sub-Primary grade at the McLellan 
school. The remaining teachers]were all 
re-elected at the same salaries as for the 
past year. 
Rev. A. A. Blair left Wednesday morn*. I 
ing for Livermore Falls, where he deliver- I 
ed the Memorial Day address. He will 
return Thursday noon. 
Memorial Day was generally observed 
in the public schools Tuesday with pa- 
triotic hynms, quotations, etc. At the 
McLellan school the period after the after- 
noon recess was devoted entirely to the 
day. 
Peter W. Murphy, who has been em- 
ployed for several years in the trimming 
department of the Leonard & Barrows 
shoe factory, left Tuesday for short visits 
in Lewiston and Somerville, Mass., and 
expects to locate permanently in Bridge- 
water, Mass., on Government shoe con- 
tract work. 
The next regular meeting of the Waldo 
County Veterans’ Association will be 
held in Morrill Thursday, June 7th, if 
pleasant; if not the next fair day. The 
veterans are expecting a large and enthu- 
siastic meeting, as June is a beautiful 
month and Morrill one of the most 
hospitable villages in the county. Let all 
make an effort to attend.—A Stinson, 
secretary. 
Hospital Notes. Miss Mima M. Valen- 
tine, superintendent, was in Augusta 
yesterday, Wednesday, on business for 
the Hospital ...Mrs. Carrie Stevens of 
Belfast, a surgical patient, returned home 
last Monday.Frank Blye of Sears Isle, 
a medical patient, returned home Sundy. 
.Miss Angie Esancy, a medical patient, 
who has been at the hospital six weeks, 
went to Burkettville Tuesday, where she 
will visit friends. 
The Woman’s Club has closed the rooms 
at 66 Church street, and the next meet- 
ing will be held at a time and place to be 
designated by the president. At the meet- 
ing of May 7th the executive board was 
authorized to make an inventory of the 
club furnishings and to appraise and sell 
the same. One small, square showcase 
and some cooking utensils, etc., still re- 
1 main to be sold. Mr. C. B. Eaton of “the 
j Emporium” has offered to take the rugs 
and fancy work, basketry, etc., to sell on 
| the same terms heretofore given by the 
| club. The policy of the club for the sum- 
mer will be outlined at the next meeting, 
which will probably be held on the second 
Monday in -June. 
South Belfast. Miss Ella Coleord 
entertained a party of school friends last 
Monday evening in observance of her 
13th birthday. A pleasant evening was 
spent with social chat and games and the ; 
hostess was presented with many dainty 
gifts. Banana ice cream and cake were 
served.After the usual spring reccj^ 
j the Indies’ Aid of West Northport were 
I pleasantly 
entertained at the home of Mrs. 
! M. I. Stevens Tuesday, May 22nd. It was 
j voted to assist the Red Cross society and 
the president appointed a committee to 
see the Red Cross Auxiliary about work. 
; The ladies were busy with the usual sew- 
j ing, and patriotic songs were sung by the members. The hostess served hot cocoa, 
cake and cookies. The next meeting will 
be with Mrs. Charles Meader. 
CONCERNING ARMY REGISTRATION. 
Messrs. Cushman, Heating and Vickery 
of the County Registration Board have 
mailed to the ward and town registrars 
the cards and certificates to be used June 
5fh, when the registration will take place 
at the regular polling places in Belfast 
and in the towns of Waldo county from 7 
a. m. to 9 p. m. The registrars of the city 
and county are to report in person by 
noon June 6th to the Board, who will be 
in session at the Clerk of Courts office 
for that purpose. The Board also has 
registration cards for all non-residents 
who wish to send them to their home 
city or town by June 5£h, and will give 
personal instruction if necessary to those 
asking for the cards. No person of the 
age to register will be looked up for reg- 
istering, but if they fail in this duty the 
penalty is a straight jail sentence. Sheriff 
Cushman has supplied a card to Lewis S. 
Auspland of Belfast, who is#at present 
in Frederickton, N. B., who will take his 
oath before the American consul there. 
The only safe thing is to register June 
6th. 
The Old Peabody Pew, Hate Douglass 
Wiggin’s very bright playlet, was given 
last Monday evening in the Universalist 
auditorium under the auspices of the 
Social Aid, with Mrs. S. A. Parker coach. 
The story was gracefully and very clearly 
presented by Mrs. Giles G. Abbott, who 
had practically committed the full text. 
A number of the front pews were rib- 
boned off and the pulpit platform con- 
verted into a cosy room for a special ses- 
sion of The Dorcas Society, the live wire 
of the Old Tory Hill Church in Edge- 
wood. The program opened with a reci- 
tation—“The Silly Little Maiden,” by 
Miss Doris Wilson. The ringing of the 
church bell announced the arrival of the 
ladies, all dressed in the most antique 
style, wearing silk gowns and beautiful 
shawls. The history of the church for 
150 years, its recent repairs, the minis- 
j ters and their wives for several decades 
; were discussed in a most natural fashion 
and not altogether antiquated with the 
| dress customs. The interest centered 
around Miss Nancy Wentworth, the so- 
ciety’s youngest member, who had wait- 
ed silently ten years for her romance 
with Justin Peabody, the soul surviving 
claimant of the old Peabody pew, who 
had gone west to become wealthy before 
claiming her as his bride. These parts 
were well taken by Miss Alice Rosswell 
and Fuller Wentworth. The rest of the 
cast was very well chosen, as follows: 
Mrs. Barter, the minister’s wife, Mrs. 
Sarah F. Knight; Mrs. Burbank, presi- 
dent of the Dorcas Society, Mrs. J. K. 
Dennett; Mrs. Miller, wife of Deacon Mil- 
ler the Sexton, Mrs. Frank I. Wilson; 
Mrs. Sargent, the village historian, Mrs. 
Frank H. Mayo; Widow Buzzell, willing 
to take a second risk, Mrs. George A. 
Leavitt; Miss Lobelia Brewster, no lover 
of men, Mrs. Eugene L. Cook; Mrs. Maria 
Sharp, quick of speech and sound of 
heart, Mrs. Geo. W. Ward well. The 
program closed with a vocal solo, “Sil- 
oam,” by Mrs. E. P. Frost. The Star 
Spangled Banner was sung by the audi- 
ence before dispersing. 
:t> » f j f 
Dancing with pictures at the Opera. 
House every Wednesday and Saturday 
evenings. 
Walter Young is driving a new Oak- 
land touring car on his stage route be- 
tween Belfast and Liberty. 
Mrs. William H. Quimbv returned home 
Saturday from Portland, where she had 
been for medical treatment and is greatly 
improved. On the way home she spent a 
delightful week with Mrs. W. H. Miller 
of Lewiston. Mrs. Quimby brought home 
I several souvenirs which her nephew, Dr. 
Thomas Foster, brought home from 
France and they are on exhibition at the 
Old Corner Drug Store. They include 
pictures of the Red Cross wards, etc., a 
helmet taken from the head of a dead 
German soldier, a tobacco pouch in the 
form of a French helmet and a French 
medal for bravery. Call at the store and 
see them. 
Elmer M. Knowlton, a carpenter em- 
ployed at the Pejepscot’s company’s plant 
in this city, cut his right foot last Tues- 
day afternoon with an adz, severing an 
artery. He attempted to walk to Dr. F. 
C. Small's office, but fell to the walk near 
the Coliseum block and was assisted the 
rest of the way. He bled profusely and 
fell unconscious in the doctor’s hall. He 
was taken to the Waldo County Hospital, 
where he is doing well. 
New advertisements. Read the 
advt. of B. O. Norton of Dodge Bros, 
motor car. The high quality of this car 
has become so well known that public 
opinion has established a standard for 
everything bearing the Dodge Bros. name. 
.The Penobscot Bay Electric Co. tells 
you how to make house-cleaning more 
simple than by sweeping.The LaFrance 
shoes enable the style-loving woman to 
follow the dictates of good taste at a 
price which is not extravagant. For sale 
only at the Dinsmore Store.A Cadillac 
motor truck for sale. Apply to Elon 
B. Gilchrest.See appointments of Dr. 
E, H. Boyington of Winterport.The 
Liberty Loan committee ask you to buy a 
Liberty Bond and help the United States 
in its cause of human freedom and indi- 
vidual liberty.On and after June 1st 
The Maine Transportation Co. will make 
three trips daily to Camden and return. 
See advt. for time of arrivals and depart- 
ure of auto.A capable girl or woman 
wanted at No. 14 High street to do gener- 
al housework.A cottage at the Battery 
for sale! Address N. J. Pottle, Boys 
School, Providence, R. I.Mrs. Mary 
Norton and family publish a card of 
thanks.A nursemaid and maid for gen- 
eral work, are wanted by Mrs. Mitchell, 
129 Main street. * 
MEMORIAL Day. The dull skies, fre- 
quent showers, low temperature, the 
thinning ranks of the G. A. R., and pres- 
ent day war conditions made the Memo- 
rial Day of 1917 one of the saddest ig its 
history. Committees from the various 
G. A. R. bodies visited Grove cemetery 
and others in the out-lying districts in 
the morning to mark all the graves of 
fallen members with flags and sprays of 
green. The Boy Scouts and children 
of the G. A. R. societies went to the 
lower bridge to scatter flowers on the 
water in memory of the sailors. At 1 
p. m., the line of march under the 
direction of Orrin J. Dickey, was formed 
on Church street in front of Memorial 
hall in the following order: Marshal, J. 
Harvey Stinson, aid, Albert K. Fogg; 
police platoon; A. E. Clark Camp, S. of 
V.; Tarratine Tribe of Red Men; Boy 
Scouts; Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. 
K., and allied bodies; City Government; 
Belfast Board of Trade and Fire Depart- 
ment. Through some misunderstanding 
the carriage for Thomas H. Marshall 
Circle, Ladies of the G. A. R., did not 
come in time and after twenty minutes’ 
wait the line of march was taken up in 
the order previously announced. The 
exercises at Grove Cemetery were at the 
G. A. R., lot, where the flag was floating 
at half mast from the staff and the mound 
to the unknown dead was covered with 
green, and the graves of Post members 
marked with small flags. The line was 
reformed and marched to the hall, where 
it was disbanded to goto the Opera House 
for the address by Mayor Edgar F. Han- 
j son and the regular exercises. The 
Journal goes to press too early to report 
1 the hall program. 
George L. Slipp has bought of the Wal- 
do Trust Co. the trotting park, stables, 
etc., which adjoins his farm on Belmont 
avenue and will cultivate it. 
Charles O’Connell has bought the Jelli- 
son & Greer restaurant and will take 
possession tomorrow, June 1st. He will 
close his present restaurant or sell if he 
finds a customer. He will retain Miss 
Annabel Curtis, his waitress, and will 
employ all the help at the Jellison & 
Greer restaurant. 
I. L. Wilband of Thomaston, master 
shipbuilder, was in Belfast last Monday 
in consultation with O. E. Frost in regard 
to the plans and specifications for the 
government freighters to be built in the 
near future. These plans are on exhibi- 
tion at the Waldo Trust Co’s rooms. 
The government has eliminated having 
these vessels built on the percentage 
plan and they will be placed under con- 
tract. 
Colonial Theater. “The Price She 
Paid,” one of the most popular novels 
| ever written with the supreme favorite, 
j Clara Kimball Young, will be the seven 
i reel feature offered Thursday, matinee'and 
■ evening, at the Colonial. All seats 15c, 
! children under tv elve 10c. This photo- 
! drama is of the life of a beautiful young 
: society woman, usid to luxurious sur- 
roundings who finding herself almost 
without resources, determines to become 
j an opera singer. The difficulties she en- 
j counters and how she finally reaches in- 
dependence and freedom, i* a fascinating 
story. Friday, matinee and evening, the 
exquisite Marie Doro is offered in one of 
the most pleasing of features, “Heart’s 
Desire,” Saturday, matinee and evening, 
Edmund Breese in a Metro Wonderplay, 
filmed in our own Maine woods, “The 
Weakness of Strength,” Monday, mati- 
nee and evening, the illustrious artist, 
Margaret Illington in a powerful feature, 
“Sacrifice,” Tuesday, matinee and even- 
ing, Clara Kimball Young in “The Deep 
Purple,” Wednesday, matinee and even- 
ing, Carlyle Blackwell in “The Social 
Leper.” 
Cottage for Sale 
AT THE BATTERY. BELFAST, MAINE. 
Five rooms and large piazza; city water 
and flush closet, 
N J. POTTLE, 
22 Boys's School, Howard, R. I. 
FRUIT JARS 
WE HAVE RECEIVED 50 GROSS 
Genuine Lightning,” “Empire” 
and “Economy” Fruit Jars. 
The above three kind of jars are the best on the mar- 
K,,b being hand-moulded; and there is no danger from ir°ken glass. 
There is every likelihood of there being a shortage in 
'ars- Hadn’t you better buy yours NOW, at 
CARLE & JONES9 
I The United States of America i 
| A GoYernmentofthe People,By the People and for the People i 5 IS AT DEATH-GRIPS WITH GERMANY, 2 
1 A 6overnme»t of the Kaiser, by the Kaiser aid for the Kaiser, 2 
A the strongest and most ruthless AUTOCRACY the world has ever known. • 
% In the Cause of Human Freedom and Individual Liberty • 
# Money is the first sinew of war and the LIBERTY LOAN is the strongest bond in the 2 V world. w? 
2 fure >0u acti"g f°/ Tthf- POTION and HONOR of your home? or for the Kaiser 2 W and the suppression of Individual Liberty? 9 
# If you can buy a Liberty Bond, however small, even $53.00, and do not do it at rmw X t y°u are PASSIVELY, if not ACTIVELY assisting the Kaiser in ’his ruthless and mu der X 9 ous endeavor. iu  W 
1 Think It Over and Act at Once; Buy a Liberty Bond! 2 
X If you cannot pay for the bond now the Banks will finance your patriotism at 3 1-2 2 
£ Selfishness and personal interest must be sacrificed. 
0 
£ Z What is done right now in contributing to this Liberty Loan mav he f • X to GERMANY of what is to be done and perhaps be the beginning^ the end of th « off 2 
x tempted barbarous conquest. U1 s at" X 
J ACT AT ONCE. S 
{For 
the Protection of your HOME, your MOTHERS, your SISTERS, • 
your LIVES and your COUNTRY. C 
{ THE LIBERTY LOAN COMMITTEE OF BELFAST | 
Belfast & Moosehead 
Lake R. R. Co. 
Clerk's Office, t 
I Belfast, May 23. 1917. f 
1 mitti.',7eJ^Lh,’reby gl,en ,hat the annual nnrl H ‘ tt?18£0fPorBth.n will he held at the L°urt ouse m Beltast, WEDNESDAY, JULY 
purposes,^ viz° C OC^ *■ *»* the following 
DirVc7oTa,Treaa«erCLUdPTnru8hteeeaPOrt“0f ^ 2nd—Tc elect three Directors 
1 J° aCtua? any other bu«*>eas that may 
j legally come before said meeting. 
| 3w21 W. H QUIMBY, Clerk. 
FLAGS 
FKOM 
lc. to $15.00 
AT 
| Carle & Jones’ 
Wall Papers 
8 cents, 10 cents,12* 
cents to 50 cenls 
AT 
Carle & Jones’ 
A MAID 
For General Work Wanted 
at sea shore cottage. Also a nurse 
maid. For positions apply to 
22tf MRS. MITCHELL. 
1 129 Main Street, Belfast. 
For Sale 
4 Cadillac Motor Truck in good 
condition. Apply to 
ELON B. GILGHREST. 
! Colonial Theatre 1C OSYN I 
j____ I comfortable 
i Evaati'i'„e|and Thjrsday 
CLARA KIMBALL YOUNG in 
“The Price She Paid” 
A Splendid Seven Reel Picturization of the Great American Nove, Presenting this Tremendously Popular Star in Her Supreme Achievement. 
Friday—Matinee, Evening x« r- 8 Saturday—Matinee, Evening 
MARIE DORO in Trv 
g 
EDMUND BREESF in 
“HEART’S DESIRE” 
^ m 
__METRO WONDER PLAY 
| Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Matinee, Evening Matinee, Evening Matinee, Evening I 
Margaret Ilhngton Clara Young in Carlyle Blackwell 
in “Sacrifice” "The Deep Purple” In World Feature 
Belfast-Camden Auto Service 
“The American Line.’1 
ON AND AFTER JUNE 1, 1917> 
LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel, arrive- 
O on a m 19m niui 
ARRIVE IN CAMDEN about 8 00 a. .. 12 . | 3.00. p. m. 9.00 a. m 1.00 p. m., 4.00 p m LEAVE CAMDEN, Hay View Hotel, ARRIVE IN BELFAST About 9.30 a.m., 1.30 p.m., 4.30 p.m. I 10.30 a. m., 2.30 p. m., 5.30 p. m. 
Connections made at Camden with electric cira to and from Rockland- »t Ra,r o gor and Watery,lie, via Maine Central Railroad; boat to Castine and Iel^boro T Belfast, for spectal trips to any point desired. Careful dr,vers and firsDclasa servfee 
THE MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY 
Telephone J-1*|'8 0RRIN J. DICKEY. Manager, Pythian Block, Belfast- ^Maine 
u>, 
America and Great Britain. 
Many people do not realize that hitherto 
all the active political relations between 
Great Britain and America have been 
hostile relations, writes William Archer, 
in the Westminster Gazette. Twice the 
two Nations have been at war, and there 
■are not a few Americans who are fond of 
boasting that in both of these conflicts 
they “whipped” us. 
Our normal level relations have no 
doubt been amicable enough; but when- 
ever the level has been broken it has been 
by incidents which left a certain legacy 
of ill-feeling. 
The general attitude of Britain during 
the great Civil War was anything but j 
sympathetic. Once we were on the verge 
of a rupture over the case of Mason and 
Slidell. The affair of the Alabama was 
exceedingly disagreeable; the Venezuelan 
squabble led us, not perhaps to the brink 
of hostilities, but some way in that direc- 
tion. 
The incident of Manila Bay is perhaps 
the only international episode of any note 
that has definitely tended to draw the two 
Nations together. 
Of course this does not mean that there 
has not been real friendship between them. 
There has never been a moment when 
thousands of Englishmen and thousands 
of Americans have not felt the warmest 
regard for each other. Perhaps it may 
even be said that the reciprocal feeling of 
the majority of both peoples has been a 
sort of vaguely critical and suspicious 
kindliness. 
Shoulder to Shoulder. 
But there have always been certain 
classes in America that cherished old 
rancors against England, and these were 
not a little encouraged by the general tone 
of common school education. 
No one can read the American news- 
papers of today without realizing that, 
except among a cultured minority in the 
Eastern States, pro-Ally sympathies are 
centered rather upon France and Belgium 
than upon England, and that in the Middle 
West and West the feeling of the masses 
toward the Allies in general, and England 
in particular, is at best one of indifference. 
Whatever may happen, this is not going 
to change all at once. We are not going 
to fall on each other’s neck and swear 
eternal friendship. 
Nevertheless, a great new fact has come 
into existence. In the most momentous 
crisis in the history of the world the whole 
JLIlgilSIl spear.illg IdUC Ifc at ia»u aiauumg 
shoulder to shoulder. 
Nothing but criminal unwisdom or ma- 
lignant ill fortune can cancel or turn to 
evil the beneficent results that ought to 
flow from this wonderful and almost un- 
hoped-for achievement of German politi- 
cal genius. 
Never again can it be said that “all ac- 
tive political relations between Great 
Britain and America have been hostile re- 
lations.” That remark is expunged from 
the page of history. 
And now it is up to us—why should we 
not talk American?— to make the best of 
this new situation. Hitherto—take us all 
round—we have been culpably and stupid- 
ly inappreciative of America. 
The time has been, no doubt, when 
there was a great deal of rawness in 
American life, which lent itself to cari- 
cature, and when, on the other hand, 
many Americans displayed at once great 
self-assertiveness and morbid resentful- 
ness of our criticism. 
But the Civil War may fairly' be said to 
have made an end to all that—or at least 
the beginning of an end. Since then half 
a century has passed, and now we ha\'e 
not the smallest rational excuse for care- 
lessness or captiousness in our judgments 
of America. 
The Romance of Pittsburg. 
To anyone with a spark of imagination 
the United States is the most fascinating 
country in the world. Its past is roman- 
tic, its present marvelous, its future in- 
conceivable. 
Let me give one instance of the romance 
of the past that clings to so many places 
in America. 
I will not speak of Lexington or Con- 
cord: I will not speak of Mt Vernon or 
Charleston; 1 will speak of the place in all 
America which most people in England, 
perhaps, think of as the very antithesis of 
romance—I mean Pittsburg. 
It is called “Hell with the lid off,’’and I 
don’t say' it does not merit that term of 
endearment; but to stand on the big bluff 
over against the city and look down upon 
the confluence of the Allegheny and the 
Monongahela (most beautiful of words!) 
is to experience a strange and complex 
emotion. 
For the two rivers, each as great as the 
Rhine or the Rhone, unite to form the 
magnificent Ohio. And the Ohio rolls on 
into the still mightier Mississippi ;and down 
these gigantic waterway's the iirst French 
adventurers paddled thousands of leagues 
through the boundless,sinister wilderness, 
and Martin Chuzzlewit and Mark Tap- 
ley sought the city of Eden; and Huckle- 
berry Finn and Jim went drifting through 
an Oydssey which I, for one, believe to be 
as surely immortal as any story in this 
world. 
A few miles up the Monogahela is the 
spot where Gen. Braddock, with George 
Washington and George Warrington in 
his train, fell into the fatal ambush. 
And there, at the very tip of the tongue 
of land between the two rivers, nestl- 
ing in the shadow of the skyscrapers like 
a beehive under St Peter’s is the little 
octagonal block house, pierced for muske- 
try, which was once Fort Duquesne, and 
after that Fort Pitt, and from which the 
city takes its name. 
Of the titanic, lurid picturesqueness of 
the scene I shall not attempt to speak. 
I have merely tried to suggest a few of 
the historic and literary associations 
which cluster around the spot itself, and 
the vast river system to which it is, as it 
were, the northeastern gateway. How 
any one can find America prosaic or un- 
interesting passes my comprehension. 
Genius and Daring. 
As for its present, as summed up and 
typified in New York, what is there in 
the world to compare with it? The view 
of the mountainous city, towering be- 
tween its noble estuaries, is by far the 
most impressive testimony that can any- 
where be found to the genius and daring 
of man. Beautiful? I don’t know. 
There is an immense amount of beautiful 
architecture to be seen in New York and 
xiUMPHREYS" 
Humphreys* Homeopathic Remedies are 
designed to meet the needs of families 
or invalids, something that mother, father, 
nurse or invalid can take or give to meet 
the need of the moment. Have been in use 
for over Sixty Years. 
No. for Prio# 
1 Fevers, Congestions, Inflammations. 2ft 
9 Worms, Worm Fever. 2ft 
3 Colic, Crying and Wakefulness of Infants.2ft 
4 Diarrhea, of Children and Adults. .2ft 
T Coughs, Colds, Bronchitis. 2ft 
8 Toothache, Faceache, Neuralgia .2ft 
9 Headache, Sick Headache, Vertigo.2ft 
lO Dyspepsia. Indigestion, Weak Stomach.2ft 
13 Croup. Hoarse Cough, Laryngitis .25 
14 Eczema. Eruptions. 25 
15 Rheumatism, Lumbago.2ft 
16 Fever and Ague. Malaria .9ft 
17 Piles, Blind or Bleeding. External, Internal.2ft 
19 Catarrh, Influenza, Cold In Head.2ft 
90 Whooping Cough. 2ft 
31 Asthma, Oppressed, Difficult Breathing.25 
27 Disorders of the Kidneys.2ft 
30 Urinary Incontinence.2ft 
34 Bore Throat. Quinsy .2ft 
77 Grift* Grippe, La Grippe..25 
Bold by druggists, or sent on receipt of price. 
Medical Book mailed free. 
HUMPHREYS’ HOMEO. MEDICINE CO., Coras* 
WUUam aad Aaa Streets, New York. 
all through the Eastern States, but the 
whole impression of New York is more 
than beautiful—it is exciting, thrilling, 
inspiring. 
To land in New York on a cloudless day 
(and they are many) of Spring or Autumn 
is to realize why America is bound to lead 
the world. It is because there is some as 
yet unidentified element in the pure, keen 
air, which, passing into the blood, tingles 
through the whole system in the form of 
energy and capacity. 
My point, then, is this: Let us realize 
what an enormous advantage we possess 
in our community of language, of histori- 
cal and intellectual traditions, and of 
politicat" and moral ideals, with this Na- 
tion of marvelous achievements and still 
more marvelous potentialities. 
If these ideals are to survive and flour- 
ish, it is of the utmost importance that 
America and Great Britain should grow 
together, instead of growing apart. 
Let England Take Heed. 
The community of speech, while it is 
a priceless bond, is also a source of dan- 
ger. Careless, carping, supercilious talk, 
narrow-minded comment, uncivil jesting, 
whether with pen or pencil, rankles 
doubly when it is brought home to us in 
our own language. 
This is an admonition to both sides, but 
mainly to England. We are the older peo- 
ple and ought to show the finer considera- 
tion. In this respect our sins are many— 
sins, mainly, of ignorance and thought- 
lessness. 
nui in spue oi everyrning we are, ana 
have been any time this century, drawing 
together in a remarkable way. Note how 
half the most successful pieces on the 
London stage are of American origin, and 
are often most acceptable when played by 
American actors. Note how the book- 
stalls are piled with the writings of an 
author so redolent of the soil as “O. 
Henry.” 
Think how the cinema is familiarizing 
even the street Arab and the factory girl 
with the surface aspects of American life. 
We have now a unique opportunity to 
draw closer all the countless'ties which 
unite us with our “gigantic daughter of 
the West.” 
Let us have done with carelessness, 
ignorance, supercilious patronage, flippant j criticism and make the best of this great I 
boon which the Germans have so kindly 
forced upon us. 
RAPS AT FOOD SPECULATORS. 
PLYMOUTH, May 18. At, a largely at- 
tended meeting of ihe Plymouth Chamber 
of Commerce last night the principal 
guest and speaker was .John J. Martin of 
Boston, president of the Exchange Trust 
Company. In the course of an address 
Mr. Martin said: 
“Compared with the modern food specu- 
lator Benedict Arnold was a patriot.” 
Continuing, he remarked: “The temper 
of the American people has been strained 
to a breaking point, and unless sudden and 
drastic steps are taken at Washington, the 
present Congress will find that its constit- 
uency has not been blind to official disin- 
terest in this vital problem. The people 
of America are tired of words. They 
want action. They must have action. It 
is only the American’s inherent respect 
for the law he has made that keeps him 
from exercising lynch law upon these un- 
speakable scoundrels, who are coining un- 
earned millions out of the hunger-walls of 
starving children and the tears of ill- 
nourished mothers who are wondering 
why it is and what it is all about. The 
people are striving as best they can to 
fight the savage and ruthless attacks of 
this traitor—the food speculator. We are 
planting seeds in the hope that nature will 
smne upon our enorus. »»nuc wc me 
planting seeds let us plant in jail a few of 
these exploiters of the poor; let us secure 
legislation enabling us to punish these men 
who are revelling in an affluence made 
possible by treasonable acts. 
“There is, however, a smooth road out 
of the mire of despond in which the work- 
ingman finds himself. It is a practical as 
well as a theoretical fact that the people 
rule. For masses do rule. Congressmen 
are their servants. If suffering because 
of the high price of necessaries, do not be 
content to talk about it; sit down and 
write to your congressman and your sena- 
tor. Tell them that the time has come 
for instant action, and unless instant ac- 
tion is forthcoming there will be new 
faces in Washington after the next elec- 
tion. What would be simpler or more 
efficacious?’ 
HUGE CROPS PROMISED. 
Tremendous Acreage to be Devoted to 
Beans and Potatoes this Year. 
From one of the large agricultural 
bureaus in the State it is learned that 
tremendous acreages are in preparation 
in all sections of the State, and with fair 
weather during the growing months the 
products of Maine will exceed all former 
years by a great amount, providing the 
conditions during the summer are normal. 
Among the acreages that will show a 
very large increase will be that planted 
to beans. Many farmers who have never 
sown beans before will this year raise 
their own product. It is stated that 
many of the* farmers have contracted 
with some of the canners at a stated 
price,and should there be an over produc- 
tion they will be protected by the price 
agreed upon which is sufficient to guar- 
antee more than a fair profit. 
The corn acreages will also show an in- 
crease over last year in practically all 
sections of the State. 
The potato situation is apparently the 
most promising of any. Farming clubs 
for the purpose of growing potatoes on a 
co-operative plan have been formed in all 
sections and much interest is being 
shown. In many places the people in- 
vesting in the clubs guarantee to take all 
of their share in bushels at a stated price, 
and in turn the promoters guarantee that 
there will be no assessment over and 
above the price stated, which is much 
lower than the prices now demanded.— 
Courier-Gazette. 
Children Uij 
FOR FLETCHER’S 
CASTOR I A 
THE WINNING WAY. 
If you put a little lovin’ into all the work you do, 
And a little bit of gladness, and a little bit of you, 
And a little bit of sweetness, and a little bit of song, 
Not a day will seem too toilsome; not a day will seem too long; 
And your work will be attractive, and the world will stop to look, 
And the world will see a sweetness, like the tinklin’ of a brook, 
In the finished job; and then the world will turn to look at you 
With a world’s appreciation of the thing you’ve found to do. 
Just a little bit of lovin’, and a little bit of song, 
And some pride to sort of make it straight and true and clean and strong; 
And the work that you’re a-doin’, pretty near before you know, 
Will have set the world a-talkin’, and the little winds that blow 
Will bring echoes of it to you, and you'll see that you have done 
More than you had dreamed or hoped for when the task was first begun 
And you’ll find the bit of lovin’ you have put into the same 
Has come back to you in lovin’, and come back to you in fame. 
—Houston Post. 
OUR SEED TIME. 
The grass is springing and the bursting leaf 
Proclaims the seed time here. 
We sow, and dream of golden sheaf, 
When autumn’s yellowing leaf is sere. 
We sow—and pray that e’er we reap 
Our Nation’s bravest, called to arms, 
May fling our banner o’er the deep, 
And still war’s wild alarms. 
We sow—and dream of victory and peace, 
And of a harvest safe and sure. 
Did others, thus, dream war would cease? 
Must we endure what they endure? 
While springs the grass and bursts the leaf, 
And sings the bird, and drones the bee, 
We feel the burden of their grief, 
Who mourn their dead beyond the sea. 
Yet smile—because we will not weep; 
And strive—because we still must live; 
And sow—because we hope to reap; 
And give the best we have to give. 
We give to those across the sea, 
Our bravest into war’s alarms. 
We give, dear God, our humble hearts to thee— 
Beneath us all, thy everlasting arms. 
_—R. T. Newell. 
SONG OF THE SOIL. 
BY KATHRYN A. TURNEY. 
1 am the mother of men that toil, 
The ancient Mother of all the soil, 
The strength that ye boast, ye have drawn from my breast; 
'Tis to my arms that ye creep for your rest; 
The man to his mother full tribute shall bring, 
Then hush ye and hearken the song that I sing. 
I hold in my great heart the seed and the root, 
I give to my children the blossom and fruit; 
In my veins lie the silver, the copper, the gold: 
I bleed, yea 1 bleed, yet I nothing withhold; 
I smile when thy blade rends my bosom in twain, 
And cover my wounds with a mantle of grain. 
I give you the bread that ye lift to your lips; 
I feed your proud mills and your far-sailing ships; 
I am loved of the sun and the wind and the rain; 
Then hush ye, my children! No longer complain; 
To each shall be given the guerdon of toil, 
For I am the Mother of Men, the Soil! 
[A prize poem copied from a California paper and reprinted in the Kennebec 
Journal.] I 
Waterville’s New Flour Mill. 
Although pernaps nor more than a 
dozen people in the city realized it, Fri- 
day was an epoch-making day for the 
city of Waterville, for in the afternoon 
the first flour was ground in the new 
Batchelder Flour Mills, which have been 
under construction for some months on 
Sanger avenue. This is the first flour 
mill to be started in the central part of 
the State and the first strictly up-to-date 
mill to be opened in Maine. That it means 
a great deal to the people is shown by the 
fact that many hundred acres of wheat 
will be planted in the State this year and 
that many of the farmers of Maine will 
have flour from their own wheat next 
year instead of sending their money to 
the West to buy it. 
The mill is built and owned by the 
Batchelder Flour Mill Co., and its capacity 
is 40 barrels of flour a day, which means 
the grinding up of 200 bushels of wheat. 
Not only is the flour produced but at the 
same time from the by-products of the 
flour there is a good amount of feed for 
The mill machinery was built by the 
Anglo-American Mill Co. of Owensboro, 
Ky., and has been installed under the di- 
rection of G. I. Sipe of that city. It is 
I thoroughly modern in every particular 
and will produce as high a grade of flour 
as that which is made in the larger West- 
ern mills. The entire arrangement of the 
mill is of the best. The wheat comes to 
the door of the mill in cars and is dumped 
from the car into a bin and from that, is 
taker', in conveyors to the big bins on the 
I side of the mill, which are built to con- 
tain many thousands of bushels. The ar- 
rangement for this is very simple, the 
grain going up a chute and being directed 
I into whichever bin it is desired to fill by 
1 
a distributor controlled from the first 
floor. When it is ready to use it is again 
taken from the bottom of the bins and up 
to the top of the mill, where it is first 
put through a milling separator, which 
cleans all the foreign stuff from the 
wheat, while it passed through four sep- 
arate sieves. It then goes down to the 
floor below, where it is passed through 
a 
pouble scourer and all dirt is here ground 
off. It goes from that to a tempering con- 
veyor which conveys it to bins where it 
remains for 24 hours, the tempering 
loosening all the outside fuzz and it then 
goes into another double scourer which 
takes off all the outside fuzz and sends it 
along to the stock hoppers perfectly clean. 
From the stock hoppers it is taken as I 
needed to the rolls, then goes down to the j 
first floor, where it is ground and the : 
flour and bran separated. The whole 
again goes to the top floor and the flour 
comes down one chute and the bran an- 
other and the flour is packed in bags or 
barrels. The whole process is absolutely 
automatic and at no time from the mo- 
ment the wheat starts from the bins until 
the ground flour has been packed in the 
barrels does it touch human hands. Every 
arrangemement is made for absolute 
cleanliness of the mill and everything in 
it so that the persons who purchase the 
flour there can be assured of the very 
best. 
It is planned to not only grind the reg- 
ular white flour but also graham, whole 
wheat and bran flour. All will be pack- 
ed under the trade mark, Fort Halifax 
Brand, It is the plan of the company to 
do a wholesale and retail business. As 
long as it is necessary to depend on 
Western wheat there will probably be no 
difference in price from that brought from 
the West,but after the native wheat com- 
mences to come in a reduction is looked 
for. The company also plans to grind a 
farmer's wheat if he asks that his own 
wheat be made into flour, or to make an 
exchange with them when he brings 
wheat to the mill and to buy his surplus 
and pay him cash. 
Friday was a very busy day at the mill 
as not only was the crew getting ready 
for the lirst run, but another crew was 
equally busy shipping out wheat to vari- 
ous sections of the State, there having 
been a tremendous demand for it. Every 
day there is a call from some section for 
a number of bushels and every effort is 
being made to supply the demand prompt- 
ly. “There is plenty of wheat,” said Mr. 
Batchelder, “it is simply a question of 
getting it here and getting it distributed 
and we are doing our best and expect to 
supply all who want it.” 
■SOLDIERS OF THE SOIL” RALLY ROUND FLAG 
,-: .. ..»_, 
Photo u.\ American Press Association. 
Boy scouts of New York city, armed with hoe and spade, watching to see Old Glory raised on high before 
tackling the soil and doing their bit for the flag. 
CANNED NEWS. 
The Government at Washington has 
begun to issue a daily newspaper entitled 
the Official Bulletin, to print news and 
announcements of all the departments re- 
lating to war preparations. 
Perhaps this publication will fill a real 
need, although the necessity for a Court 
Circular is not wholly apparent. What is 
chiefly required in Washington is a little 
friendlier co-operation between the heads 
of certain departments and the represen- 
tatives of the regular newspaper and news 
associations. The newspapers will print 
all the Government’s news and announce- 
ments free of charge if the Government 
will do its part. 
An official newspaper is discounted by 
the fact that it is official. Its canned an- 
nouncements are under constant suspicion, 
because they represent the bureaucrat’s 
notion of what is news. Suspicion in 
such cases is strengthened by the action 
of department heads like Secretary Lan- 
sing, who has undertaken to clamp down 
the lid on the State Department and pre- 
vent the publication of any information 
that has not received his official approval. 
It is even more essential in time of war 
that the Government should work har- 
moniously and sympathetically with the 
newspapers than with the railroads and 
factories. The World is quite unable to 
understand the new spirit of suppression 
that has shown itself in Washington. 
Whoever is responsible for it needs the 
immediate attention of the president of 
the United States.—New York World 
(Dem.) 
MEN WANTED—Y <> BRING OR MAIL 
their Safety Fazor Piedes to me to be sharp* 
ened better than new. Single edge, such as 
Gems, 25c. Gillttt<s. 55c; Duiham Duplex 
50c. per dozen. C. E 72 Main street 
Belfast. Me 
Probate Notices. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of 
May, A. D 1917 
ADELLE C. TURNER, guardian of Hervey 
W. Robbins, Sadie M. Robbing, George W. Rob- 
bins, Adelle M. Robbins and Louise E. Rob- 
bins. minor children of Elnatha W. Robbins, 
late of Belfast, in said pounty of W'a do, de- 
ceased, having presented a petition praying 
that she may be licensed to sell and convey at 
< rivate sale, in accordance with an advantage- 
ous offer, the right to erect, operate and main- 
tain lines of telephone and telegraph upon and 
over certain real estate situated in said Bel- 
fast, of which said wards own two undivided 
third parts, bounded and described as follows, 
viz: On the bacit road leading from Belfast to 
Searsport, bounded northerly by the said road, 
easterly by land of Leroy D. Littlefield, south- 
erly by land of C. Y. Cottrell, westerly by land 
of A. N. Snow and others, being further de 
scribed as the lormer homestead of the late 
Elnatha Robbins. 
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of 
this order to be published three weeks suc- 
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news- 
paper published at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Pr>*bate Court, to be held at Belfast, 
within and for said County, on the 12th day of 
June, A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why 
the prayer of said petitioner should not be 
granted. HARRY E. BANGS, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas. E Johnson, Register. 
At a Probate Court, beta at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the second 
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1917. 
A certain instrument, purporting to be the 
last will and testament of Susan A. Rivers, 
late of Searsmont, in said County of Waldo, 
deceased, having been presented for probate, 
with a petition praying that said will be proved 
and allowed and that letters testamentary issue 
to Abbie M. Ordway and Lillian M. Miller, the 
executors named therein. 
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons 
i .terested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in The 
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at 
Belfast, in Baid County, that they may appear at 
a Probate Court, to be hold at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of 
June next, at ten of the clock before n jon, 
and show cause, if any they have, why the 
same should not be approved, approved and 
allowed. HARRY E. BANGS, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
21 Chas. E. Johnson, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 
for the Countv of Waldo, on the 8th day of 
May, A. D 1917 
FREDERICK KNOWLTON of Brantford, j 
Canada, heir at law of Placentia Knowlton, 1 
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, de- 
ceased, having presented a petition praying 
'.hat Charles E. Rhoades of Belfast, in said 
County of Waldo, or some other suitable per- 
son, may be appointed administrator of the 
estate of said deceased 
O.dered, That the said petitioner give notice 
to >11 persons interested by causing a copy of 
this order to be published three weeks suc- 
cessively in The Republican Journal, a news- 
paper published at Belfast, that they may ap- 
pear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, 
within and for said County, on the 12th day of 
June, A. D, 1917, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why 
the prayer of said petitioner should not be 
granted. HARRY E BANG», Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas E. Johnson, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the second 
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1917. 
A certain instrument, purpciting to be the 
last will and testament of Jeremiah O. Hayes, 
late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, de- 
ceased, having been presented for probate 
with petition praying that said will be proved 
and allowed,and that letters testamentary issue \ 
to Flora M. Hayes, the executrix named therein 
without bond, as provided in said will 
Ordered, Inat notice be given to ail persons 
interested by causing a copy of this order to 
be published three weeks successively in The 
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at 
Belfast, that they may appear at a Probate 
Court, to be held at Belfast, within and for 
add County, on the second Tuesday of June 
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show 
cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be proved, approved and allowed and the 
petition granted. 
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas. E. Johnson, Register. 
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at 
Belfast, in vacation, on the 17th day of May, 
1917, Nellie F. Ryder, executrix of the estate 
of Winslow A. Ryder, late of Monroe, in said 
County, deceased, having presented her first 
and final accoun: of administration of said 
estate for allowance. 
Ordered, That notice thereof be given three 
weeks successively, in Th Repulican Journal, 
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said Coun- 
ty, that all persons interested may attend at a 
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 
12th day of June next, nd show cause, if a' y 
they have, why the said account should not be 
allowed. HARRY E, BANGS, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas E, Johnson, Register. 
ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE. The sub- 
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been 
duly appointed tdministrator of the estate of 
LAURA A. DOWNES, late of Winterport, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs, All persons having 
demands against the estate of said deceased 
are desired to present the same for settlement, 
and all indebted thereto are requested to make 
payment immediately. 
FRANK E. DOWNES. 
Winterport, Me., May 8, 1917—21 
ADMINISTRATRIX’S NOTICE. The sub- 
scriber hereby gives notice that she has been 
duly appointed administratrix of the estate of 
FRED L. KNOWLTON, late of Belfast, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having 
demands against the estate of said deceased 
are desired to present the same for settlement, 
and all indebted thereto are requested to make 
payment immediately. 
ANNA T. KNOWLTON. 
Belfast, Maine, May 8,1917, 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the second 
Tuesday of May, A. D. 1917. 
A certain instrument, purporting to be the 
last will and testament of Jefferson F. Wil- 
son, late of Belfast, in said County of Waldo, 
deceased, having been presented for probate 
with petition praying that said wili be allow- 
ed and that letters testamentary issue to Liz- 
zie F, Wilson, the executrix named therein. 
Ordered, That not'ce be given to all persons 
interested by causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively in The Re- 
publican Journal, a newspaper published at Bel- 
fast, in said County, that they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within and 
for said County, on the second Tuesday of June 
next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show 
cause, if any they have, why the same should 
not be proved, spproved and allowed and peti- 
tion granted. 
HARRY E BANGS, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas. E. Johnson. Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the second 
Tuesday of May, A D. 1917 
A certain instrument, purporting to be the 
last will and testament of Chesley Matthews, 
late of Searsport, in said County of Waldo, de- 
ceased, having been presented for probate 
with petition pray ing that said will be allowed 
and that letters testamentary issue to Maria J. 
Field, the executrix named therein. 
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons 
interested by causing a copy of this order to be 
published three weeks successively in The 
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at 
Belfast, in 6aid County, that they may appear 
at a Probate Court to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the second Tuesday of 
June next, at t*,n of the clock before noon and 
show cause, if any they have, why the same 
should not be proved, approved and allowed 
and petition granted 
nflKKi rSAINUb, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest:; 
Chas. E. Johnson, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the second 
Tuesday of May A, D. 1917. 
A certain instrument, purporting to be the 
last will and testament and c< dicil of Velzora 
A. Mitchell, late of Belfast, in said County of 
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for 
-probate with petition praying that said wili 
and codicil be allowed and that letters testa- 
mentary issue to Joseph W. Symends, Henry 
Dwight Clark and Hattie A. Bickford, the 
executors named therein. 
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons 
interested by causing a coj y of this order to 
be published thiee weeks successively in The 
Republican Journal, a newspaper published at 
Belfast, in said County, that they may appear 
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, with 
in and for said County, on the second Tues- 
day of June next, at ten of the clock before 
noon, and show cause,if any they have, why the 
same should not be proved, approved and al- 
lowed and petition granted. 
Harry E BANGS, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas, E. Johnson, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within a~d 
for the County of Waldo, on the 8th day of 
May, A. D. 19.7. 
RHODNAli A. HASWELL of Monroe, 
widower of Betsey A. Haswell, late of Monroe, 
in said County of Waldo, deceased, having pre- 
sented a petition praying that he may be ap- 
pointed administrator of the estate of said de- 
ceased. 
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of 
this order to be published three weeks succes- 
sively in The Republican Journal, a newspaper 
published at Belfast, that they may appear at 
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the 12th day of June, 
A. D. 1917, at ten of the clock before noon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer 
of said petitioner should not be granted. 
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas. E. Johnson, Register. 
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and 
for the County of Waldo, on the 8ih day of 
May, A. D. 1917.; 
GERTRUDE M. CILLEY, widow of Lawns- 
ton C. Cilley, late of Brooks, in said County of 
Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition 
praying that an allowance may be made to her 
out of the personal estate of said deceased. 
Ordered, that the said petitioner give notice 
to all persons interested by causing a copy of 
this order to be published three weeks succes- 
sively in the Republican J >urnal, a newspaper 
published at Belfast, that they may appear at 
a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, within 
and for said County, on the 12th day of June, 
A, D. 1917, at ten of the clock before neon, and 
show cause, if any they have, why the prayer 
of said petitioner should not be granted. 
HARRY E BANGS, Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas. E. Johnson, Register. 
WALDO SS. in Court of Probate, held at 
Belfast, on the 8th day of May 1917. Fran- 
cella Moody, administratrix, with the will an- 
nexed, of the estate of Charles A, Moody, late 
of Lincolnville, in said County, deceased, hav- 
ing presented her first and final account of ad- 
ministration of said estate for allowance. 
Ordered, that notice '.hereof be given, three 
weeks successively in The Republican Journal, 
a newspaper published in Belfast.fcin said Coun- 
ty. that all persons interested may attend at a 
Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on the 12th 
day of June next, and show c .use, if any they 
have, why the said account should not be al- 
lowed, 
HARRY E. BANGS. Judge. 
A true copy. Attest: 
Chas E Johnson, Register. 
WALDO SS. In Court of Probate, held at 
Belfast, on the 8th day of May, .917 B. O. 
Norton, administrator on the estate of John A. 
Tweedie, late of Thorndike, in said County, de- 
ceased, having presented his first and final ac- 
count of administration of said estate for al- 
lowance 
Ordered, that notice thereof be given, three 
weeks successively, in The Republican Journal, 
a newspaper published in Belfast, in said 
County, that all persons interested may attend 
at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast, on 
the 12th day of June next, and show cause, if 
any they have, why the said account should 
not be allowed. 
HARRY E. BANGS, Judge, 
A true copy. Attest: 
~ Chas. E. Johnson, Register. 
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The sub- 
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been 
duly appointed administrator, with the will an- 
nexed, of the estate of 
IRENE V. POLAND, late of Searsmont, 
in the county of Waldo, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having 
demands against the estate of said deceased 
are desired to present the same for settle- 
ment, and all indebted thereto are requested 
to make payment immediately. 
OSCAR A. GOOGINS. 
Searsmont, Me., May 8,1917—21 
| At a Probate Court held a for the Countv of W 
M y. A. D. 19i? |V | EDGAR B. THAI EL Hdi ft estate of Eroman R N ® 
; said County of Wa ! sented a petition pray 
! Probate may determine vt '<i;tt^^ft 
| balance of the estate of 
| his hands for distribut. 
shares therein and ordei 
i accordingly. 
| Ordered, that the sain jft to all persons interested .; ;«i^^ft this order to be publish* 
sively in the Republics! 
published at Belfast, t'. ";t,t,^ft 
a Probate Court, to be 
and for said County, on 
A D J 917, at ten of th> < 
show cause, if any they I 
of said petitioner ehouie l|^Hp 
HARRY- *? 
A true copy. Attest Jf 
(HAS 
___ 
■«* 
WALDO SS. In Court "^K Belfast, on the 8th day » 
der H. Nichols, ext cut.i, 
etta T. Nickels, late of SI 
ty, deceased, having ; w 
count of administrati 
allowance, 
Ordered, that notice \h m 
weeks successively in 1 
a newspaper published 
ty, that all persons inter. 
Probate Court, to be he 1; K 
day of June next, and j® 
have, why the said acco m, 
lowed. HARRY X 
A true copy. Attest W 
Chas. E .1 ■ 
WALDO SS. In Court 
Belfast, on the 8th day j 
H. Patch, administrat r. 
estate of John W. Davis \ said County, deceased 
first account of admim \ 
for allowance, \ 
Ordered, that notice th. ■ 
weeks successively in Th» j 
a newspaper published m 
ty, that all persons inte" 
Probate Court, to be held } 
day of June next, and sin * 
have, why the said ac i 
lowed. 
HARRY 
A true copy. Atttst 
Chas L. 
WALDO SS. In Court ] 
Belfast, on the 8th day \ 
A. Curtis, executor of th- 5 
H. Curtis, late of Winter f 
deceased, having present 
account of administr^ti. 
allowance. ] 
Ordered, that notice th 
week* successively, in r 
nal, a newspaper publish* 
County, that all persons 
j at a Probate Court, t< ! the 12th day of June 
| any they have, why tt 
not be allowed. 
HARRY 
A true copy. Attest. j 
Chas. Y 
1 WALDO SS. In Cour 
i Belfast, on the 8th day 
j Prentiss, administratrix 
j B. Bennett, late of Tr< 
; ceased, having present.. ! 
i administration of said e* 
Ordered, that notice 
weeks successively, in 
nal, a newspaper publish*- ; 
County, that all person- 
tend at a Probate Court 
on the 12th day of June 
any they have, why th 
i not be allowed. 
HARRY 
A true c )py. Attest 
Chas. K 
ADMINISTRATOR'S 
scriber hereby gives r.u | 
duly appointed admini.str 
JOHN R. SPARROW j 
in the County of Wald-. 
bonds as the law directs. 1 
demands against the esi; 
are desired to present th« 
and all indebted thereto a 
payment immediately. 
Freedom, Me., May h, 1 
EXECUTOR'S NOT U 
hereby gives notice that 
pointed executor of the 
ment of 
CHARLES H. FOSTER, 
j in the County of Waldo, 
! bonds as the law directs 
| demands against the estut 
are desired to present the 
and all indebted thereto ar- 
payment immediately. 
JAM !• 
Pittsfield, Me., May b. 1' 
EXECUTORS’ NOTICE 
hereby give notice that 
appointed executor in tt 
the last will and testamur 
GEORGE PHILLER, Iat- 
in the County of Philadelphi 
sons having demands agair 
deceased are desired to prt 
tlement and all indebted u 
to make payment iromedi;-. 
ed agent, John R. Duntor 
WILL! A 
Philadelphia, April 10, 101 
ADMINISTRATOR’S M 
acriber hereby gives not 
duly appointed administrn 
annexed, of the estate of 
CHARLES E. CAMPBELL. 
in the County of Waldo, dec 
bonds as the law directs, 
demands against the estat 
are desired to present the-;- 
and all indebted thereto are 
payment immediately. FJ 
SUMNr I 
Winterport, Me., April 10. 
EXECUTRIX’S NOTH I 
hereby gives notice that she 
pointed executrix of the la- 
ment of 
JOHN O. JOHNSON, la- 
in the County of Waldo, dee* 
having demands against the 
ceased are desired to present 
tlement, anu all indebted ther- 
to make paymenUmmediau 
Liberty, Me., April 10. 191’ 11 
for Infants and Children. B|f 
The Kind Ton Have Always Bought has borne un> £; 
ture of Chas. H. Fletcher, and has been made nnX'^ personal -supervision for over 30 years. Allow n))r|*i® ! to deceive you in this. Counterfeits, i,,ns '"'a — 
“Just-as-good” are but Experiments, and endiuiger^ iB health of Children—Experience against Experiment 
The Kind Yon Have Always Bought m 
Bears the Signature of 
1 
■ 
In Use For Over 30 Years, 1 
T H g CINTAUW COMRANV. NKW VOWK O T ^L' 
^——Bfa- 1 
yfoOD FOR SOLDIERS IS PREPARED ii^ THIS —:— —■ 
If- .Trz^on.----—mm ,,n 1,1 th* f0'^ f?r the f'anadia“ *"I(11pra ia the trenches Is prepared was reoentlv dem- I !" fl"' ille benel1t tlf l>,lr imriv lftl-'als 't ^ w»l<l to superior to anything we have. 1 
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His Seavey, for a few 
r was called to Monroe 
V- ... '■ '•!.'I the funeral of her sis- 
r 
"‘II Plummer. 
s lh rbert Knowlton visited 
mother, Mrs. Went- 
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'^uurer, Ulj 
t ^ FIETCHER’S Astoria 
... imnniniiii^^ 
a spring tonic | No particular disease, but your system lacks tone. Your work drags. Urdinaiy tasks become hard. You find yourself tired, low-spirited, unable to keep your mind on anything, unable to get sound sleep at night Debility is robbing you of your power. i| 
Dr. Williams Pink Pills 
for Pale People 
build up the blood. The blood goes to every part of the body 
f™. inaprovement in its condition quickly improves the general health. The digestion is toned up, the nerves strengthened, the 
aching muscles made strong and you sleep like a child. 
Building Up the Blood 
□ Address: Dr. \X^illiams Medicine Co.t Schenectady, N. Y. i j 
SWANVILLE CErJTER. 
Raymond Marden has purchased a new 
Overland automobile. 
Mrs. Lottie Pendleton has returned to 
work for Watson Robertson. 
Otis Patterson is having his buildings 
painted and put in line condition. 
Eden Littlefield and a friend from Au- 
gusta were at Toddy pond May 20th. 
Mrs. Ann Webb has been quite ill with ! 
a heavy cold but is gaining slowly. 
Mrs. Hannah Morrill is just about the 
same, confined to the bed yet fairly com- j 
fortable. 
The good weather of last week made 
the farmers wear a smile and they got to 
work in earnest. 
Elmer Thompson, who has been in Bel- 
fast to work for several months, is at 
home to help his father, Ed. Thompson, 
through the planting season. 
A small rubbish fire at Dr. F. C. Small’s 
cottage recently got beyond control and 
burned up to the sills of the cottage and 
ran up to the top of the mountain before 
help got there to extinguish it. A narrow 
escape from a serious fire. 
Comet Grange held an interesting meet- 
ing Mondaynight,May21st,withan average 
attendance. A fine program was present- 
ed and a pound party was given by the 
members, each one furnishing a pound 
of something good to eat, altogether it 
was an enjoyable meeting. 
Wm. Clement was 87 years of age May 
llth. His two nieces, Mrs. H. P. White 
and Mrs. E. A. Robertson, spent the day 
with him and in the evening a number of 
friends gave him a little surprise party 
and served ice cream and cake. He was 
also well remembered by cards, letters 
and some presents. He is an interesting 
old gentlemen. His intellect is clear and 
he is quite active, attending the Grange 
each meeting and,as he is a veteran,takes 
a great interest in the war of today. 
FREEDOM. ; 
— 
Winnifred Dodge is visiting friends in 
Bath. j 
Mrs. Jennie Boulter is \isiting Mrs. 1 
Almatia Wescott. 
Mr. Fred Thurston has bought the Far- 
well mill in Unity. 
Mrs. J. H. Sayward’s mother is visit- 
ing her for a few weeks. i 
Charles Bellows is gaining very fast 
since returning from the hospital. 
Miss Lena Plummer has gone to Boston, 
Mass., where she is to train for a nurse. 
Miss Annie Bryant is dressmaking for 
Mrs. D. W. Dodge and daughter Winni- 
fred. j 
Mrs. Anson Knowlton, who has been 
living in Palermo the past winter, has 
returned to her home in the village. 
Mr. Fred Rich, Flora Farnum and Roy 
Sparrow visited Mr. Sparrow’s parents, ; 
Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Sparrow, May 20th. I 
Miss Edith Lawrence has notified her 
customers that she has given up dress- | 
making and will live with her mother on 1 
the farm in Montville. 
Memorial services of Dana B. Carter 
Post, was held in the village church 
Sunday morning, May 27th, at 10.30 
o’clock. The address was given by Rev. 
Wm. Vaughan of Belfast. Singing by 
Freedom Academy choir. 
EAST SEARSMuNT 
Mrs. Albert Marriner and two children 
spent a day in Camden and Rockland re- 
cently. 
Mrs. Robert Ingersoll and two children 
of Camden were recent guests of Hattie 
Marriner. 
Arthur Mahoney and Horace Harmon 
of Lincolnville were recent guests of his 
brother, Arad Mahoney. 
Raymond Bucklin has left his position 
at the Mahoney Ranch and moved his 
family to Thomaston to live with his 
mother. 
There has been but little planting done 
in this section owing to the bad weather, 
but the past few pleasant days have 
brought the farmers out in full force and 
it begins to seem like spring and spring 
work. 
A. F. Heald has bought four full blood- 
ed Jersey heifers from the Lawriston 
farms at Cornish, Me., also a Jersey bull 
from the farm at Orono. They have 
some 20 cows now and intend to build up 
a registered herd. 
SOUTH MOKTVILLE. 
Norman Davis and Franklin Adams 
went to Freedom last week. 
C. S. Adams bought a pair of work 
horses last week of Otis Robbins of Sears- 
mont. 
Austin Wentworth went to Belfast last 
week and bought a new Ford car of B. O. 
Norton. 
C.S. Adams and wife went to Camden 
last week to see his sister, Mrs. O. P. 
Fuller and family. 
Mrs. O. W. Ripley and Mrs. Geo. 
Sprague went to Portland last week to at- 
tend the Grand Chapter O. E. S. 
The boys corn and potato club met with 
C. M. Howes Saturday evening, May 19fh,to 
receive instructions how to plant. Some 
new members have been added this year. 
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Conant of Camden 
are visiting her sister, Mrs. Elden Pease. 
Clayborn Stickney and wife of Liberty 
visited her brother Elden Pease one day 
last week. 
TRANSFERS IN REAL ESTATE. 
The following transfers of real estate 
were recorded in Waldo County Registry 
of Deeds for the week ending May 25, 
1917: 
Lemuel L. Ames, Stockton Springs, to 
Manter Moody, Prospect; land in Stock- 
Ion Springs. 
The Waldo Trust Company, Belfast, to 
George L. Slipp, do.; land and buildings 
in Belfast. 
Clifton Wescott, South Penobscot, to 
Eugenia Rowling, Islesboro; land and 
buildings in Islesboro. 
Lillian E. Crimmin, Winterport, to 
Lucy Delano, do.; land in Winterport. 
Lucy Delano, Winterport, to Olive S. 
Nickerson, Hampden; land and buildings 
in Winterport. 
Emery L. Hussey, Waldo, to David W. 
Smith, do.; land in Waldo. 
Clyde B. Holmes, Belfast, to Hobart 
W. Blodgett, Morrill; land in Morrill. 
Robert L. Grant, Monroe, to Joseph C. 
Plourd, do.; land and buildings in Mon- 
roe. 
William S. Killman, Prospect, to Ever- 
ett Dockham, do.; land in Prospect. 
Zelinda H. Hawkes, Portland, to Harry 
H. Grinnell, Appleton; land and build- 
ings in Montville. 
Rose G. Seavey, Frankfort, to Lemuel 
J. Lord, do.; land and buildings in Frank- 
fort. 
T. N. Pearson, Morrill, to Ruth E. 
Dow, do.; land and buildings in Morrill. 
Jacob W. Bowen, Belfast, to Edward 
H. Annis, Jr., Swan\ille; land and build- 
ings in Swanville. 
Samuel E. Rendell, et al., Stockton 
Springs, to Percy L. Hupper, do.; land 
and buildings in Stockton Springs. 
Jeremiah Webb, Knox, to Marshall 
Webb, do., land and building in Knox. 
Charles A. Boynton, Belfast, to Hattie 
L. Boynton, Searsmont; land in Sears- 
mont. 
William W. Lord, Boston, Mass., to 
Howard P. Kempton, do.; land in Lin- 
colnville. 
Herbert L. Seekins, et al., Belfast, to 
Everett L. Hamilton, do.; land and build- 
ings in Belfast. 
Bangor After Auto Racers. 
Plain clothes men were stationed on 
Sunday in lower Main street, where there 
is a fine stretch of macadam roadway, 
and in Hammond street, where there is a 
mile stretch of concrete, for the purpose 
of securing evidence against offenders 
against the automobile speed laws. They 
secured the numbers from many ma- 
chines and reported them at headquarters 
for prosecution. The State has not yet 
published the official list of automobile 
registrations, so there will be a delay in 
securing the names of the car owners. 
Information has been received that the 
lists will be published soon. The regis- 
tration lists are important to the Bangor 
police department, as well as others in the 
State and it cannot be understood why 
they have not been issued, as registration 
begins Jan. 1st and Monday was the 21st 
day of May. 
Help Wanted. 
FEMALE. 
RIG PAY and steady work for girls and 
women in large rubber shoe factory. Experi 
enced girls earn $10 and $18 a week. Inex- 
perienced ones paid a worth while salary and 
given free board and room while learning, 
which takeB ab<>ut a mon h. Live town, near 
1 >rge cities Good theatre; fine working con- 
ditions. Company furnishes hall for dancing, 
athletic field, free insurance and medical at- 
tention. Fine chance for a family: work tor 
all. Good homes at very low rer ts Don’t di 
cide now. Write today for illustrated booklet 
—“A Good Job at Beacon Fal's.” Address 
EMPLOYMENT DEPT., 
Beacon Fails Rubber Shoe Co., 
BEACON FALLS, CONN. 
3w22p 
BELFAST FREE LIBRAki. 
NEW BOOKS. MAY 1917. 
SOCIOLOGY * 
Bradford, Ernest Smith. 
Commission government in 
American cities. 1911 352 B 72 
Miner, Maude Emma. 
Slavery of prostitution, 1916 176.5 M 6 
USEFUL ARTS 
*Wheeler, Charles Gardner. 
Woodworking for beginners. 
1900 694 W 56-2 
LITERATURE 
*Flaubert, Gustave. 
Salammbo. 1916 843 F 61 
Neilson, William Allan. 
The chief Elizabethan dra- 
matists. 1911 822.3 N 24 
DESCRIPTION AND TRAVEL 
Anderson, Isabel Weld. 
The spell of the Hawaiian Is- 
lands and the Philippines. 
1916 T 969 An 
Franck, Harry Alverson. 
Tramping through Mexico, 
, Guatemala and Honduras. 
1916 T 72 F 85 
Gerculd, Katharine. 
Hawaii; scenes and impres- 
sions. 1916 T 969 G 3 
Harding, Gardner Ludwig. 
Present-day China. 1916 T 51 H 22 
Migeon, Gaston. 
In Japan: pilgrimages to the 
shrines of art. 1909. T 52 M 58 
BIOGRAPHY. 
McManis, John T. 
Ella Flagg Young and a half- 
century of the Chicago 
schools. 1916. B-Y 8 
Oswald, John Clyde. 
Benjamin Franklin, printer. 
1917 B-F|,’85-9 
‘Robinson, Henry Crabb. 
Diary, reminiscences and cor- 
respondence. B 2 R 56 
Smith, Charles Alphonso. 
O. Henry biography 1916. B-P 832 
HISTORY. 
Gibbons, Herbert Adams. 
The new map of Africa. 
<1900-1916)1916. 960 G 35 
Loon, Hendrik Willem van. 
The golden book of the Dutch 
navigators. 1916. 919.2 L 8-3 
Nevins, Winfield S. 
Witchcraft in Salem village. 
1916. 974.45 N 41 
Orvis, Julia Swift. 
A brief history of Poland. 
1916. 943.8 Or 
Raper, Charles Lee. 
North Carolina; a study in 
English colonial govern- 
ment, 1904. 975.6 R 18 
EUROPEAN WAR 1914 
“Bang, J. P. 
Hurrah and Hallelujah. The 
teachings of Germany’s 
poets, prophets, professors 
and preachers. 1917. 940.91 B 22 
Beith, Ian Hay. 
Getting together. 1917. 940.91 B 41 
“Cosmos. 
The basis of a durable peace. 
1917. 940.91 C 82 
“Hankey, Donald. 
A student in arms. 1917 940.91 H 19 
“Headlam, J. W. 
The issue. 1917 940.91 H 35 
“Midshipman’s log. 
From Dartmouth to the Dar- 
danelles. 1916 940.91 X-2 
Swope, Herbert Bayard. 
Inside the German empire in 
the third year of the war. 
1917 940.91 Sw 7 
FICTION 
Bennett, Arnold. 
The lion’s share. 1916 B 431-7 
Biggers, Earl Derr. 
The agony column. 1916 B 48-2 
Hall, Holworthy. 
What he least expected. 1917 H 141-3 
Lardner, Ring W. 
Gullible’s travels, etc. 1917 L 32 
Lowe, Corinne. 
Confessions of a social secre- 
tary. 1916 L 951 
Mundy, Talbott. 
King of the Khyber Rifles. 
1916 M 915-2 
Norris, Kathleen. 
The story of Julia Page. 1915 N 783-7 
*Rolland, Romain. 
Jean-Christophe in Paris. 
1911 R 647-2 
Snaith, John Collins. 
The sailor. 1917 _ Sn-4 
White, Edward Lucas. 
El supremo; a romance of the 
great dictator of Paraguay. 
1916 W 583 
JUVENILE BOORS. 
Darling, Esther Birdsall. 
Baldy of Nome. 1916. J-D 251 
Grover, Eulalie Osgood. 
The Sunbonnet Babies’ book. 
1902. J-G 913 
Hunt, Clara Whitehill. 
About Harriet. 1916. 919 
*Presented. 
CASTORIA 
For Infants and Children 
In Use For Over 30 Years 
Always bears 
Signature of 
OBITUARY. 
Commander Edward B. Billings of Gen- 
eral Lander Post, No. 5, Grand Army of the Republic of Lynn, Mass., a native of 
Searsport, died suddenly at his home, 40 High Rock street, May 18th, shortly after 9 o’clock, after several weeks’ illness 
of chronic Brights disease. Comma der 
Billings was born in Searsport on Jan. 16, 1847, and from that town he enlisted in 
November, 1863 in Company H. Second 
Maine Cavalry, under Captain A. B. Math- 
ews. Company H, and a part of Company 
G, were transported in the U. S. S. Cas- 
sandra to New Orleans in the early part of 1864 and Private Billings took an active 
part in the Red River campaign. While there Private Billings heard that the navy 
was short of seaman and he with about 
50 other privates in his regiment applied 
for a transfer, and it was granted. He 
then went to Mobile Bay and signed up on 
board the Portsmouth, later being trans- 
ferred to the U. S. sloop-of-war, Lacka- 
wanna. On that vessel which was lashed 
to the sloop-of-war Seminole he partici- 
pated in the memorial battle of Mobile 
Bay, the two ships fighting the rebel ram 
Tennessee and the gunboats Selma, Gaines and Morgan. From the Lackawan- 
na Seaman Billings went as nurse with 
wounded sailors to Pensacola and back to 
New Orleans. He received his discharge 
from the Brooklyn Navy Yard on July 29, 
1865 and has made his home in Lynn since 
that time. By trade he was a plumber 
and for the past few years he had been in- 
spector of plumbing for the town of Na- 
hant. He had been commander of Gen- 
eral Lander Post, No. 5, G. A. R., of Lynn 
for the past three years. He is survived 
by a widow, Mrs. Delphine P. Billings, one 
daughter, Miss Alice G. Billings, one 
brother, John Billings, and a sister, Mrs. 
Lizzie Blakely, all of Lynn. 
PR CE OF MILK TO BE INCREASED. 
At a meeting of the executive commit- 
tee of the New England Milk Producers’ 
Association at the office of the associa- 
tion, No. 26 Broad Street, Boston, May 
22nd, it was unanimously decided that a 
committee at once take up with the dis- 
tributors in the principal cities of New 
England the matter of a revision of prices 
to be paid for milk. The meeting was 
the outgrowth of the mass meetings held 
throughout New England Monday, May 
7th, when there was a unanimous senti- 
ment expressed among the producers that 
conditions had become intolerable and 
that something must be done looking 
toward their relief. 
The executive committee is composed of 
one member from each State, beside the 
president, Frank W. Clark of Williston, Vt., and the secretary, Richard Pattee, 
of Laconia, N. H. Each member under- 
stands the situation in his State and real- 
ized the importance of immediate action. 
It was shown that, during the past 60 
days the number of dairy cows in New 
England had decreased from 10 to 15 per ; 
cent and that, after the pasturage period ; 
of June and July, this decrease will be 
even more marked unless quick relief is 
at hand. 
— _i 
FOUR WEEKS 
INJOSPITAL 
No Relief—Mrs. Brown Fin- 
ally Cured by Lydia E. 
Pinkham’s Vegetable 
Compound. 
Cleveland, Ohio.—“For years I suf- 
fered so sometimes it seemed as though 
I could not stand 
it any longer. It 
was all in my lower 
organs. At times I 
could hardly walk, 
for if I stepped on it 
little stone I would 
almost faint. One 
day I did faint and 
my husband was 
sent for and the doc- 
tor came. I was ta- 
ken to the hospital 
and stayed four weeks but when I came 
home I would faint just the same and 
bad the same pains. 
A friend who is a nurse asked me to 
try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Com- 
pound. I began taking it that very day 
for I was suffering a great deal. It has 
already done me more good than the 
hospital. To anyone who is suffering 
as I was my advice is to stop in the first 
drug-store and get a bottle of Lydia E. 
Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound before 
you go home.” — Mrs. W. C. Brown, 
2844 W. I2th St, Cleveland, Ohio. 
mm GENIKAL RAILROAD 
BELFAST AND BURNHAM. 
On and after Oct 1. 1916, trains connecting 
at Burnnamand Waterville with through train, 
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and 
Boston, will run as follows: 
FROM BKLFAST 
AM PM PM 
Belfast depart. 7 05 12 20 2 20 
Citypoint. t7 10 fl2 25 t2 26 
Waldo. ... t7 20 tl2 36 t2 35 
Brooks 7 32 12 47 2 41 
Knox. »7 44 12 59 t2 69 
Thorndike. 7 50 1 05 3 06 
Unity. 7 68 113 3 13 
Winnecook. *8 08 11 23 *3 23 
Burnham, arrive. 8 20 1 35 3 35 
Bangor. 11 45 3 00 6 05 
Clinton. 8 39 5 11 
Benton. 8 48 6 20 
Waterville. 8 54 3 29 6 26 
Portland. 11 50 5 50 8 26 
Boston, pm. 3 20 8 00 
TO BKI.FAST 
PM AM AM 
Boston. 10 00 3 C0 8 50 
PM I 
Portland. 12 00 7 00 12 25 
AM 
Waterville. 7 16 10 02 3 15 
Bangor. 7 00 1 60 
Benton. 10 08 3 24 
Clinton. 10 17 3 34 
Burnham, leave-- 8 35 10 30 3 50 
Winnecook. i8 45 J10 40 4 00 
Unity 8 64 10 55 4 09 
T* orndike. 9 02 11 05 4 17 
Knox. *9 10 til 15 <4 26 
Brooks. 9 25 11 35 4 40 
Waldo. t9 35 til 46 \4 50 
Citypoint. *9 45 *11 55 t5 00 
Belfast, arrive. 9 50 12 01 5 05 
tFlag station. 
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at 
$5.25 from Belfast. 
H. D. WALDRON, 
General Passenger Agent. 
G. C. DOUGLASS, 
General Manager. Portland Maine. 
TRUCKING 
I am prepared to do all kinds of trucking 
Furniture and piano moving a specialty. 
Have just added to my equipment a 2-tor 
Acme auto true kmade by the Cadillac con- 
cern. Leave orders at the stable, corner of 
Main and Cross streets, and they will re. 
ceive prompt attention. 
Telephone connection. 
W. W. BLAZO, 
i.» 
126 Waldo Avenue, Belfast. 
I 
Daisy Baker’s Mother Says if 
For Economy’s Sake } 
Use More Flour ; 
and Less Meat 
A 24^-lb. sack of William Tell 
Flour contains more real food 
; value than 38 lbs. of beef sir- 
loin or 31 lbs. of pork loin. 
The beef sirloin at 28 cents a 
pound costs $10.64; the pork 
loin at 25 cents a pound costs 
$7.75. The flour, even at $11.00 
per barrel, costs only about 
$1.40. 
i I don’t suggest flour as a sub- 
stitute for meat, but these com- 
j parisons, based on government 
figures and average market 
prices, certainly prove that it is 
economy to use more flour. 
You can do your part toward 
cutting the cost of living by' 
ordering a sack of William 
Te 1 Flour and doing your own 
baiting. 
Ycu’ll save in actual cost per 
loaf, and the bread will taste 
so much better that you’ll eat 
more of it ard thus save on j 
meat and other more expensive 
foods. Try it and see. j 
Use WILLIAM TELL Flour 
l Sold under a triple guarantee. Guaranteed under the Ohio 
Better Flour Label, bv the Ansted & Burk Company, who 
l make it. and by the grocer who sells it. 
■ ■ ■ 
Swan-Whitten-Bickford Co., Wholesale Distribursot. 
Belfast-Rockland Auto Service 
SPRING SCHEDULE. 
ON AND AFTER MAY 1, 1917, 
LEAVE BELFAST, Windsor Hotel, I ARRIVE IN ROCKLAND About 
8.00 a. m. I 2.00. p. m. | 9.30 a. m. I 3 30 p. m 
LEAVE ROCKLAND, Hotel Rockland j ARRIVE IN BELFAST About 
10.00 a m. | 4.00 p. m. j 11 30 a. m. | 5.30 p. m. 
SPECIAL CARS FOR SPECIAL lRIPS 
I HE MAINE TRANSPORTATION COMPANY, 
ToLnbnnn 1 316-3 ORRIN J. DICKEY, Manager, PvtHrti R'cck, Pelfast, Maine, leiepnone m 18ff 
"■ —. ...... ■ ■ 
New $100 Oliver Typewriter 
FOR SALE. 
This machine will be sold for S75 cash. Machine 
is perfect in every particular and has never been used. 
If you want a bargain in one of the best typewriters 
made,'apply at The Journal Office. 
PRESTONS 
Livery, Boarding and transient Stable. 
IS SITUATED ON WASHINGTON STREET, JUST OFF MAIN SIREET. 
T have Mnele and double Miches, buckboards, etc. C irMul diweis if desired. 
Your patronage i. |4M T*P,. 
Quarries, j 
Factory 
Locations j 
Mill Sites, Farms,Sites j 
for Summer Hotels | 
and Camps 
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE 
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD | 
give opportunity to those desiring, to 
make a change ir location for a new start 
in life. 
Undeveloped Water Power 
Unlimited Raw Material 
AND 
Good Farming Land 
AWAIT DEVELOPMENT. 
Communications regarding locations 
are invited and will receive attentions 
when addressed to any agent of the 
MAINE CENTRAL, or to 
| INDUSTRIAL BUREAU 
MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD, 
PORTLAND. MAINE. 
GEO. t. JOHNSON, 
Attorney at Lai 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
Practice In all Courts. Probate praciict 
a specialty. 2ft 
All -The-Way-By-Water 
BANGOR LINE. 
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast 
and Camden 
Leave Belfast Mondays. Wednesdays Thurs- 
days and Saturdays at 2 p. m for Camden, 
Rockland and Boston. Leave Belfast Tues- 
days, Wednesdays, Fridays and Saturdays at 
7.30 a. m. for Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport I 
and Bangor. 
RETURN leave India Wharf, Boston, Mon- 
days, Tuesdays, Thursdays and Fridays at 5 p. 
m Leave Bangor Mondays, Wednesdays, 
Thursdays and Saturdays at 11a.m. for Bos- 
ton and intermediate landings. 
FRED W. POTE, Act. Belfast, Me. 
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS 
TOP nACKACHE KiCNEYS AND BLAODEP 
^360 PICTURES 
360 ARTICLES 
EACH MONTH 
ON ALL NEWS STANDS 
-x 
' IS Cents 
'J popular] 
MECHANICS 
^ MAGAZINE 
£ WRITTEN SO YOU CAN UNDERSTAND IT 1™ All the Great Events in Mechanics, 
Jg Engineering and Invention throughout 
the World, are described in an interest- 
s' ing manner, as they occur. 3,000,000 ^ readers each month. 
Shoo Notes 20 page* each issue tells easy f\ ** ana better wtiys to do thing* in 
the shop, and how to make repairs at home. 
f Amateur Mechanics “jgj-IJSSJSiSJ 
P sport* and play Largely constructive tell* 
> how to build boat*, motorcycle*.wireless, etc 
S FOR SALE BY 35,000 NEWt DEALERS 
J Ask your dealer to show you a copy; if not eonvAiient 
fa to news stand, send $1 50 for a year's subscription. 
'Jj or fifteen cents for current- issuo to the publishers. 
I Catalogue of Mechanical Books freo on request. 
POPULAR MECHANICS MAGAZINE 
^ f 8 North Michigan 
Avsnus, Chicago ^ 
Popular Mechanics offers no premium*: 
does not join in clubbing offer*and 
employs no solicitors to secure subscription• 
E. H. BOYINGTON. 
Eye-Sight Specialist 
OF THF 
Bu\iN(iTOiN Oi'TiGAL CO., 
44 South Main streot, Winteroort. Maine 
OFFICE DAYS. MONDAYS AND TUESDAYS 
Seth W. Norwood, 
Attorney at Law, 
BROOKS. 1/4/VE 
WOOLENS 
Dress materials and coatings direct from 
the factory. Write tor samnles and 
s'ate garment plained. 
F. A. PACKAMU, BOX B, 
CAMDEN. PAINE. 4m9 
Eyes Examined. ulasses fitted. 
Frank F. Graves, 
Registered Optometrist, 
Belfast, Me.. 1. O. O. b. Bldg 
For Sale 
0/\ ACRES OF LAND situated at Long 
Cove, Sears port Land is in fine con- 
dition and would make a splendid farm. There 
is, also, in addition to this, a large amount of 
standing wood. Terms reasonable. For full 
particulars address 
mrs. Kate c. closson, 
4w21p Searsport, Mane. 
DISTRESS ENDS, 
E. HOLDEN MAN 
TELLS DRUGGIST. 
Bis Food Was Not Peing Digested, Ihis 
Well Known Blacksmith Explains. 
“I used to have the worst distress after 
eating,” said C. B. Shephard, black- 
smith, of East Holden, Me., "but now 1 
can eat practically anything without dis- 
tress,” he added. 
This Maine man was telling a Tanlac 
story. There have been thousands of 
others just like it told here. This East 
Holden man is a worker and it is neces- 
sary that he keep physically fit for the 
daily tasks. He sought the best known 
remedy and chose Tanlac. 
“1 suffered from stomach trouble, he 
explained. "After meals I would be an- 
noyed by a full, heavy feeling and then 
by gas and bloating. 1 knew my food 
was not digesting and that 1 needed 
something to tone up my stomach before 
the condition became serious. I heard 
so much about Ta lac that 1 decided to 
try it. After three bottles I could eat 
anything without distress.” 
“I don’t BUppose there is a single town 
in Maine in which Tanlac, the ne w recon- 
structive tonic and system purifier has 
not been endorsed, said the Tanlac Man. 
It is the Master Medicine for stomach, 
liver and kidney ailments and catarrhal 
affections. Tanlac is being specially in- 
troduced in Belfast at the City Drug 
Store- Tanlac agents in nearby towns 
are: A. R. Pilley, Brooks; Ames Co., 
Stockton Springs; L. C. Dow & Co., 
Prospect. 
SEARSPORT. 
« 
Barge Herndon sailed Sunday for Phil- 
adelphia. 
Storey Trundy caught a 6-pound salmon 
at Swan Lake Saturday. 
Frank Ryder is visiting his old home in 
Union for a few weeks. 
William B. Worcester purchased a Ford 
runabout the past week. 
Frank Stairs has moved into the Mos- 
man house on Main street. 
John Carlson returned Tuesday from a 
trip to Boston and Lynn, Mass. 
Samuel Peterson returned Saturday 
from a business trip in Rockland. 
Mrs. J. H. Montgomery of Bucksport 
was in town Monday on business. 
Richard Swift has gone to Thomaston 
to work in Dunn & Elliott shipyard. 
Barge Herndon arrived Thursday with 
3000 tons of coal to the P. C. and W. Co. 
Fred M. Harris of Dorchester, Mass., is 
spending a week at Marden’s at Swan 
I.ake. 
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene T. Savage and 
two children were at the Searsport House 
Sunday. 
Mrs. S. J. Pattee left Monday on a visit 
with relatives and friends in Boston and 
vicinity. 
Mr. and Mrs. John Sullivan arrived 
Saturday from Dorchester, Mass., for the 
summer. 
Mrs. Oliver C. Atwood and mother, 
Mrs. E. S. Dolliver, left Thursday for Dor- 
chester, Mass. 
Barge Cumru arrived Sunday from 
Philadelphia with 3000 tons of coal to the 
P C. & W. Co.’s. 
Dr. William B. Curtis, wife and child 
arrived Friday and are at the Curtis 
homestead for a few weeks’ stay. 
Arthur Young, who has been in I.os 
Angeles and Kansas City for the past 
three years, arrived home last week. 
J. F. Spellman has a crew of men re- 
pairing the planking and other minor re- 
p„ rs on the Eastern S. S. Co., pier. 
Mrs. W. H. Blanchard arrived last week 
from Brooklyn, New York, and has open- 
ed his house on Main street for the sum- 
mer. 
J. P. Walker and daughter, Miss Alice 
Walker, spent Sunday in Bangor return- 
ing Tuesday to their cottage at Pleasant 
Cove. 
Alphonso Wagner has arrived from 
Boston for the summer and is at work at 
the Hubbard Fertilizer company at Macks 
Point. 
Harry and Carl Carlson of the General 
Electric Co., Lynn, Mass., arrived Tues- 
day to spend a few days at the Searsport 
House. 
Miss Ethel M. Nichols teacher in the 
Bangor High School spent Sunday with 
her parents, Capt. and Mrs. C. M. Nichols 
on Water street. 
Capt. and Mrs. A. M. Koss and Mrs. 
Frederick F. Black and son Freddie, left 
Tampa, Fla., May 24th on their way to 
Searsport for the summer. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johonnett and 
daughter of Newton Upper Fall are 
spending a week at Mardens at Swan 
Lake for the fishing season, 
Steamer Ruth, Capt. Briggs, arrived 
Friday from Newport News with 4700 
tons to the P. C. and W. Co., finished 
discharging Sunday and sailed for Nor- 
folk. 
Mrs. J. F. Park, who has been spending 
the winter in Winchester, Mass., and 
Hartford, Ct., returned home last week 
and has opened her home at Park for the 
summer. 
Capt. Nathan F. Gilkey in command of 
a ship in a foreign port has been charter- 
ed to load for Boston. The freight for 
the trip is $125,000 loaded and discharged 
and port charges paid. 
Clyde Bagley who has been in the em- 
ploy of M. F. Parker in his barber shop 
has bought the outfit in a shop at Stockton 
and moved there Saturday,| where he 
will continue his business as a barber. 
The ashes of Mrs. Mary A. Park who 
died in Boston June 6, 1916, and her hus- 
band Frederick W. Park who died in Bos- 
ton April 2, 1917, and were cremated, ar- 
rived here Saturday and were buried in 
the family lot in Bowditch cemetery. 
Capt. James N. Pendleton has sold the 
James H. Pendleton estate in Park to the 
Stockton Shipbuilding Company. This is 
one of the oldest homesteads in Sears- 
port, and has been in the possession of 
the Pendleton family for more than 100 
years, and has always been kept in good 
repair. 
FOLEY KIDNEY PILLS 
Nl BACKACHE KIDNEYS AN0 BLADDER 
STOCKTON SPRINGS. 
Mr. J. H. Gerrish, Sylvan street, went 
to Greenville last Saturday to enjoy a 
few days fishing. 
Mr. H. L. Hopkins, Church street, ar- 
rived home May 22nd from a week’s busi- 
ness tarry in Boston. 
Mr. and Mrs. McLane of Old Town 
have recently moved into the Ellis cot- 
tage on Church street. 
Miss Maude Merrithew, Church street, 
went to Thomaston last Saturday to re- 
main until Tuesday, returning by jitney. 
Mr. S. B. Merrithew, treasurer of the 
Stockton Springs Trust Co., was a busi- 
ness caller in Bangor Monday afternoon, 
going up in his automobile. 
William Smith has sold his pair of 
heavy truck horses and bought a single 
horse, being unable because of sciatica to 
do his usual hard trucking. 
Mr. J. E. Littlefield of Brewer, was a 
business caller in Stockton, May 22nd. 
Our shipbuilding interests are beginning 
to loom brightly on the horizon. 
Dr. and Mrs. Harold E. Small and babe 
Winston were in Belfast last Saturday 
and motored to Monroe Sunday, spending 
the day with the doctor’s parents. 
Miss Gladys Cole, daughter of Capt. 
and Mrs. Charles Cole, School street, ar- 
rived home last Saturday after spending 
the winter in Bridgewater, Mass. 
Dr. H. Everett Hichborn, after a ten 
days’ visit in town, the guest of his 
cousin, Harry R. Hichborn, left last Sat- 
urday for his home in Cambridge, Mass. 
May 23d brought Stockton a heavy 
thunder shower, the electrical display be- 
ing brief but exceedingly vivid, the cur- 
rent affecting many citizens very per- 
ceptibly. 
The Ladies’ Aid Society of the Univer- 
salist parish will be entertained this, 
Thursday, afternoon by Mrs. Simeon F. 
Ellis at her hill-top home. Church street. 
All are cordially invited. 
Mrs. Albert C. Colcord, East Main 
street, left May 21st for Portland, to visit 
relatives and represent Bethany Chapter 
O. E. S. as a delegate to the Grand Chap- 
ter in its annual session in that city. 
Capt. Edmund Hichborn returned Sat- 
urday from Bath, where he is watching 
the completion of the new four-masted 
schooner, Maude M. Morey, which he 
will command as soon as ready for sea. 
Mrs. Willard M. Berry, Gilmore street, 
left Friday for Caribou, where she will 
remain the guest of her daughter-in-law, 
Mrs. E. H. Doyle, during the business 
errand of the latter’s husband in New 
York. 
The Auxiliary Aid of the Universalist 
society will meet tomorrow’, Friday, after- 
noon with Mrs. Edgar M. Colcord, Mill 
street. All the young lady members are 
invited to participate in thisw’ork of will- 
ing hands. 
Mr. Frank W. Collins of Rockland ar- 
rived May 22nd, to look after his hotel 
property, The Stockton, relative to spring 
regulations, in conformity with the 
wishes of the present proprietor, Mr. f. 
S. Humiston. 
Mrs. Walter Creamer of Dedham, 
Mass., is at present the guest of her 
friend, Miss Mabel F. Simmons, School 
street, having arrived Saturday night by 
train for a few days’ visit with her Cas- 
tine classmate. 
Our neighbor, Mr. George H. Hopkins 
seems steadily recuperating from his re- 
cent operation for appendicitis and at this 
writing, Monday, is able occasionally to 
walk from his father’s home, Church 
street, “down street.’’ 
Miss Esther Ellis arrived last Thursday 
by Boston boat from a two months visit 
with her sister and husband, Mr. and Mrs. 
Harry E. Winslow of Quincy, Mass., and 
is with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon 
F. Ellis, Church street, for the summer. 
Samuel E. Rendell, West Main street, 
last week sold his business block now 
occupied by L. A. Gardner as his hard- 
ware store—and the small plot of land in 
the rear to P. L. Hupper (a Main street 
grocery merchant) who buys the property 
as an investment and will plant a garden 
on the land this season. 
Capt. Elden S. Shute, Sylvan street, 
arrived home May 22nd from his business 
trip to Providence, R. I., leaving again 
Thursday for Gloucester, Mass., to take 
command of the4-masted schooner Jack- 
sonville, belonging to the firm of Miller & 
Gurney of Providence, this being the third 
vessel which he has sailed for this com- 
pany. A compliment to our neighbor. 
Work at the Stockton shipyard is 
steadily progressing, the blacksmith ■shop 
is already completed and the blacksmith, 
Edward Batchelder of Frankfort, is in 
town. A large quantity of timber is on 
the ground and more expected soon and 
quite a large crew of men is at work in 
the woods, all of which promises a launch- 
ing in the not far distant future. 
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde Bagley from Sears- 
port moved into Hopkins’ block last week 
taking the northern rent, on the second 
floor. Mr. Bagley is a barber by trade 
and will occupy the room recently vacat- 
ed by Mr. Cox in Hopkins’ Block. He 
already has his chair in position, but will 
do a little interior renovating to enable 
him to keep a first class tonsorial apart- 
ment. 
Mrs. J. L. Lancaster of Cambridge, 
Mass., arrived last Saturday to visit her 
parents, Capt. and Mrs. Horace M. Grif- 
fin, Middle street, and the parents of her 
husband, Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lancaster, 
West Main street, for a week or two, her 
husband being just now located in the ex- 
treme northwestern part of Massachu- 
setts near the Vermont line, where pres- 
ent surroundings are not desirable as a 
home for her. Later she expects to join 
him for the summer. 
Mrs. George S. Ward well of Boston 
arrived by train Saturday night, to join 
her husband at The Stockton for her first 
visit since his present business, in con- 
n ection with the Stockton shipyard, he 
being the designer and superintendent of 
the building of the vessel under construc- 
tion by our new firm, Hopkins, Morrison 
\ 
& Gardner. Mr. and Mrs. Wardwell left 
Sunday morning by jitney for Rockland 
to call upon relatives in their former 
home before returning to Stockton, Mon- 
day morning. His former schoolmates, 
who are enjoying his presence in the vil- 
lage, hope the lady, a stranger here, may 
find surroundings sufficiently pleasant to 
enjoy being in his childhood’s home. 
Albert M. Ames, Church street, afte'i 
communicating with the State Commis- 
sion for Shore and Fisheries, relative to 
stocking our harbor with lobster fry, has 
been informed by said official that the 
matter has been taken up with the Booth- 
bay hatchery and that very soon a supply 
of these young crustaceans will be de- 
posited within our waters. These little 
fellows are very small—about as large as 
a fly—and will not be grown enough for 
eating for six or more years. Mr. Ames 
served on the committee for fisheries 
during his late term in the State Legis- 
islature, thus familiarizing himself with 
the matter. Stockton rejoices in this 
evidence of his efforts in the interest of 
his constitutents and the prospect of 
future lobsters. 
A pleasant home wedding occurred last 
Saturday evening at the residence of Mr. 
and Mrs. M. R. LaFurley, West Main 
street, the occasion being the marriage of 
their oldest daughter, Miss Luella. LaFur- 
ley to Mr. Robert Andrews of this town. 
The ceremony was performed by Rev. 
Mr. Henry, with the bride’s sister, Miss 
Alice LaLurley, acting as bridesmaid and 
her brother, Mr. Leonard LaFurley, act- 
ing as best man. The bride was becom- 
ingly gowned in pink crepe de chine. 
Only the immediate families and a few 
intimate friends were present. The new- 
ly married couple will live in the rooms 
in LaFurley’s block. Mr. Andrews is em- 
ployed at Perkins’ mill at Sandypoint. 
Congratulations and best wishes are ex- 
tended to these young people. 
Last Sunday evening a stirring patriotic 
address was delivered by Rev. A. A. Blair, 
in the Universatist pulpit, draped with 
ihe Ampriran flatf. as a Memorial Dav 
service, which appealed deeply to the at- 
tentive audience, all earnestly dwelling 
upon the serious aspect of our National 
allairs in these days of participation in 
this world-wide war. Rev. Mr. Blair has 
resigned his pastorates in Belfast and 
Stockton to take effect June 11th, he 
having accepted a call to Livermore Falls. 
Stockton will miss his able sermons. We 
are hoping that someone of equal calibre 
may soon be found to fill the vacancy. 
He will he here for two more Sundays, 
speaking at 7,30 in the evening, Swan- 
ville desiring him for the afternoon. The 
Universalist Sunday school will be re- 
sumed next Sunday at 11 a. m. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Willard Griffin of 
Alameda, California, arrived last Friday 
afternoon for a brief visit with his pa- 
ternal and maternal relatives, Mrs. Angie 
G. Mudgett, Everett Staples, and Mrs. 
H. L. Hopkins and several cousins in the 
village. They made headquarters during 
their stay with his mother’s brother and 
wife, Mr. and Mrs. Everett Staples, 
Church street, leaving Monday after- 
noon by auto for Bangor, having engaged 
reservations on the night train for Bos- 
ton. Mr. Griffin is a native of Stockton, 
being a son of the late Mr. and Mrs. Wil- 
lard M.,Griffin, who left town with their 
family—turn little sons—in 1874. The 
said boys have succeeded their late father 
in his extensive raisin and fruit packing 
business in San Francisco, their products 
being sold throughout America and in 
times of peace, throughout the whole 
world. All relations and old friends ex- 
tend a hearty welcome to Mr. and Mrs. 
Griffin, wishing their stay might have 
been longer. 
Ci ETERMOUTVI LLE. 
Mrs. Frank Whitcomb of Waldo is 
visiting her daughter, Mrs. Ernest Foye. 
Mrs. Jennie Boulter of Knox has been 
visiting her nephew, Clifton Morse, and 
family. 
Miss Georgia Gray is at home from 
Rockland for a few weeks’ visit with 
friends and relatives. 
Mr. and Mrs. Fred L. Gay and Miss 
Edwina Berry spent Sunday in Albion to 
visit Mrs. Gay’s little grandson. 
ixuucit vJ a y ui icwnauuij, maoo., 10 
spending a two weeks’ vacation with his 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Elijah Gay. 
J. W. Bean and family of Fairfield have 
hired the J. A. Sprowl place for a year, 
with the privilege of buying if suited. 
Miss Mary Bennett spent the week- 
end in Freedom with her sister Lura, who 
is a student at the academy, and attend- 
ed the concert Thursday night. 
Volney Thompson and crew are finish- 
ing [up new carriages at his shop and 
have a good supply of groceries, wagons 
and light riding carriages on hand. 
Quite a delegation, a dozen or more 
from this place, attended the concert and 
dedication of the new church organ in 
Freedom Thursday night, May 24fh. 
Volney Thompson has bought the farm 
property of Mrs. H. E. Ramsey for his 
wards, Clarence and Ethel Thompson. 
Their aunt, Miss Etta Thompson, will 
still have a home with them. Clarence 
has bought a cow and calf of Chester 
Cushman. 
SEARSMONT. 
Mr. Grover C. Rolerson, of Lewiston, 
made a short visit in his old home last 
week. 
Mrs. Emma Hills has bought the home 
place of Mrs. Jennie F. Caswell and plans 
to move in soon. 
Miss Susie Hanson of Belfast was a re- 
cent guest of her father, Mr. L. Hanson 
and sister, Miss Fannie Hanson. 
There will be revival meetings held in 
the Methodist church every evening be- 
ginning June 3d, and lasting over the 17th. 
These meetings will be conducted by the 
evangelist, Felix Powell. 
Miss Mary Cobb has returned from a 
visit with friends in Boston andWollaston, 
Mass. She met her sister, Miss Helen 
Cobb in Boston, who is returning home 
from Littleton, N. C., where she has 
taught music in Littleton College for the 
last year. 
Mull ROB. 
Clifton Stevens of Bangor was a Sun- 
day visitor in Monroe. 
Ice formed here during the nights of 
May 25th and 26th. 
I. F. Cook has built a garage and ex- 
pects his car to be delivered soon. 
Mr. and Mrs. Marshall Rand came from 
Br.igor to spend Sunday at their home 
here. 
Earl Rand has a good position in Ban- 
gor, and will remain there when his par- 
ents return here about the last of June. 
The County Convention of the W. C. 
T. U., will be held in the grange hall on 
June 6fh. The principal speaker will be 
Mrs. Livingstone, and she will deliver an 
address at the evening session. All are 
cordially invited. 
Memorial services were held on Sunday 
afternoon, the Rev. Frank Dolliff deliver- 
ing the sermon. The church was appro- 
priately decorated with flags and potted 
plants, and the stirring and patriotic ad- 
dress was much appreciated by the vet- 
erans and their friends. 
At the annual meeting of the W. C. T. 
U. held on May 17fh, the following offi- 
cers were elected: President, Mrs, Croc- 
ker; recording secretary, Mrs. Evie 
Twombly; corresponding secretary, Mrs. 
Annie Conant treasurer, Mrs.Eflie Cronk- 
hite. The next meeting will be held on 
Friday, June 1st, with Mrs. Evie Twom- 
bly. 
A Red Cross auxiliary is to be organized 
here very soon, and it is hoped that all 
who are interested will attend the meeting 
For that purpose, the date of which will be 
announced later. Every one can and 
should help in this [most important work. 
Several ladies are knitting socks and 
bandages for the Red Cross, and other 
kinds of work will be taken up in the near 
Future. 
SWANVILLE CENTER. 
E. H. Littlefield was in Bangor Satur- 
day on business. 
Mrs. Ann Webb has recovered from tl^ 
grip and is as well as usual. 
Mrs. H. P. White w^s the guest Satur- 
day of her aunt, Mrs. Levansellar of Win- 
terport village. 
Charles Stevens, while prying out a 
large rock, received a blow from the 
crowbar which seriously bruised his side. 
No ribs were broken, but Mr. Stevens is 
still unable to do any hard work. 
Mrs. E. A. Robertson entertained the 
L. A. S. in a very pleasing manner and 
served refreshments of ice cream and 
cake. The Red Cross work was discuss- 
ed and it was decided to take up the work 
in this town later. 
The little daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Lewis Murphy has been recovering from 
pneumonia, but having taken a severe 
cold is now again ill with the same dread 
disease. She is under the care of a train- 
ed nurse and of Dr. F. C. Small of Bel- 
fast. Hopes are had of her recovery. 
Mr.Gamage and a gentleman friend of 
Portland, were week-end guests of Mr. 
Thomas Berry. Saturday evening they 
called on the family of Raymond Mar- 
den, and while standing in the carriage 
house door, Mr. Gamage slipped and 
broke both bones of his leg. The fracture 
was reduced by Drs. Tapley and F. C. 
Small of Belfast, 
LIBERTY. 
Walter I.udwick has bought a new car 
to use on his mail route. 
Mrs. Walter Young was a business 
caller in Belfast one day last week. 
Mr. Charles Phillips of Cambridge, 
Mass., delivered the memorial address 
here Memorial Day. 
Mr. Follett of Camden has moved into 
town and gone into the blacksmith busi- 
ness in the Cargill shop. 
Mrs. Blaisdell is passing a few weeks 
in town, a guest at the Twitchell home 
and at Marlton Knowlton's. 
Mrs. George Dow and Mrs. Ernest 
Bowen of Morrill visited their parents, 
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Knowlton, recently. 
Mr. Donald Mathieson spent the week- 
end in Fairfield, where he was united in 
marriage to Miss Jane C. Edwards. Mrs. 
Mathieson is a graduate of Brunswick 
High school, Bates College and Columbia 
University, with the degrees of A. B. and 
A. M. She has been instructor of Latin 
in the High school at Clearfield, Pa., for 
three years. He returned to Liberty with 
his bride Sunday evening to finish his 
year's work in the High school, which 
will close June lst. 
UNITY. 
Elmer Bagley bought a horse recently. 
Farmers are very busy getting in their 
crops. 
Paul Mosher has bought an automobile. 
It is a Ford. 
J. K. Kidder is in Plymouth painting 
for Elmer Works. 
Mr. Horace Chase of Connecticut was a 
recent caller in town. 
Miss Laura Hunt was home from her 
school in Waterville this week. 
Mrs. Susie Pendleton was the guest of 
her daughter, Mrs. Pearl Reynolds Thurs- 
day. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Ames were in 
Thorndike Sunday calling on their son, C. 
F. Ames. 
The Drama “Katy-Did” will be presented 
at Adams Hall June 1, 1917, by the Arts 
and Crafts Society. 
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Ames, Jr. and son 
were in Thorndike Sunday, calling on Mr. 
and Mrs. Knott Cates. 
Mr. and Mrs. Willis Murray of Newport 
were Sunday guests at the home of Mr. 
and Mrs. O. J. Murray. 
Heal Skin Eruptions. 
Painful eczema ia more active in spring 
when the blot d ia over-heated, the burning, 
itching torture is unbearable, relieve it at or ce 
and heal the eruptions with Dr. Hcbson's 
Eczema Ointment. This antiseptic remedy is 
pro mptly effective in all skin troubles. Pim- 
ples, blackheads, sene, tetter, ring worm, 
scaly blotchy skin, all respond to Dr. Hobson’s 
Eczema Ointment. Get it today at yourdrug- 
gists, 60c, guaranteed. 
Dodge Brothers 
MOTORCAR ' 
Were they so disposed, Dodge Brothers could not 
lower the quality of this car. 
They are no longer free agents,because public opinion 
has established a standard for everything bearina 
their name. 
They dare not fall below the high estimate that ha- 
been formed of them as motor car manufacturers, 
It will pay you to visit us and examine this car. 
The gasolene consumption is unusually low. 
The tire mileage is unusually high. 
Touring Car or Roadster, $835; Winter Touring Car or Roadster. $1003; Sedan or Coupe, $ 
(All prices f. o. b. Detroit.) 
B. O. NORTON, 
Tel. 307 BELFAST. .'HIM 
NORTHPORT. 
—•— i 
The Waquoit was open to guests Sun- 
day. j 
Mrs. Freeland Harlow of Brewer has 
arrived and opened her cottage. i 
Mrs. Nellie Hazeltine of Bangor is at 
Bay View cottage for the season. 
Arthur Ferguson of Waterville has j 
bought the Kahl cottage on the South 
Shore. 
H. J. Banton has built a garage at the 
Barlow cottage, which he bought last1 
year for rental. 
Mrs. Warren Knowles and daughter j 
Jennie of Bangor have arrived at their 
cottage for the season. 
Mrs. Mary Smith has arrived from Bos- 
ton, where she spent the winter, and is 
at her South Shore cottage. 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Richardson with 
Mr. and Mrs. Wiley of Clinton are at 
Snug Harbor cottage for an outing. 
Mrs. Elizabeth Hart, who spent the 
winter in Taunton, Mass., has arrived for 
the summer with Mr. and Mrs. Chester 
E. Perkins. 
Notwithstanding the cold weather on 
Sunday there was a large number of 
; motorists in town and many cottagers 
; came from a distance for the day. 
Eighty-five members of the Eastern 
State Normal School and faculty of Cas- 
tine were in town on Saturday for the 
day, making the trip on the Golden Rod. 
They were accompanied by Mrs. Myra 
Ferguson, matron of Richardson Hall and 
a picnic was enjoyed at her cottage. A 
visit was paid to Hillside Farms and to 
j the Country Clubhouse. 
KNOX. 
Several of the farmers’ in town, are 
sowing wheat this spring. 
School began at the stream, May 28fh, 
after two weeks' vacation on account of 
measles. 
Mrs. James Vickery, of Unity, has been 
visiting her sister, Mrs. J. F. Bryant the 
past week. 
Bert Ladd, of Bath, is visiting his par- 
ents, Mr. and Mrs. William Ladd of 
Montville. He has enlisted in the army. 
The drama and dance given by the 
Brooks Students, at the grange hall, 
Knox Station, Friday night, was well at- 
tended and much enjoyed by all. 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for The Journal. 
PRODUCE MARKET. PAID PRODUCER. 
AppleB.per bbl,2 00a 300 Hay, 12 00 
dried, per lb., 7 Hides, 18 
Beans, pea, 10 00 Lamb, 16 
Beans, Y. E„ 9 50 Lamb Skins, l.OOal 60 
Butter, 38a40 Mutton, 8 
Beef, sides, 9a9J Oats, 82 lb„ 90 
Beef, forequarters, 9al0 Potatoes, 3 00 
Barley, bu, 00 Round Hog, 16 
Cheese, 32 Straw, 8 00 
Chicken, 20a22,Turkey, 26aS0 
Calf Skins. 36Tallow, 2 
Duck, 20 Veal, 12al3 
Eegs. 36 Wool, unwashed, 88 
Foal, 20 Wood, hard, 6 00 
Geese, 18 Wood, soft, 3 50 
RETAIL PRICE. RETAIL MARKET. 
Beef, Corned, 18 Lime, 1 10 
Butter Salt, 141b., 18h22 Oat Meal, 7 
Corn, 179 Onions, 9 
Cracked Corn, 1 74 Oil, kerosene, 14al6 
Corn Meal, 1 74 Pollock, 10 
Cheese, 32 Pork, —4 
Cotton Seed, 2 60 Plaster. 113 
Codfish, dry. 10 Rye Meal, 6 
Cranberries, 11 Shorts, 2 60 
l Clover seed, 24 Sugar, 9* 
I Flour, 16 50al7 76 Salt, T. L, 1.00 
H. G. Seed, 8 26 Sweet Potatoes, 00 I Laid, 26 Wheat Meal, 7 
F 
AND 
■ 
This company owns 5.000 Acres of rich 
and Proven Oil Leases in the Allen County 
Field of Northern Tennessee and Southern 
Kentucky. Room; for 2,000 wells on the 
company’s own land. Has now 17 produc- 
ing wells with 8 more being drilled. Com- 
pany’s own pipe lines bring oil from pro- 
ducers within 60 miles radius direct to the 
company's storage tanks and cars. 
Refinery 
The company owns the only refinery in 
the district, a complete modern refinery of 
1200 barrels per day capacity, and all out- 
side producers are under contract to deliver 
and sell their entire production to this com- 
pany at a very low rate. Also in Kentucky 
and Tennessee the company has exclusive 
and Perpetual rights to the modern Landis 
Process of refining, which with contracts, 
etc., gives 
General Refining and 
Producing Co. 
A COMPLETE MONOPOLY. 
This company’s stock is immediately 
going on at least a 12 PERCENT DIVI- 
DEND basis which makes it an exceptional- 
ly desirable investment. 
WE OFFER 
a limited amount of stock at par, $1.00 per 
share, as market' will surely advance ma- 
terially upon formal declaration of JUNE 
DIVIDEND. 
SEND YOUR ORDERS AT ONCE 
and take advantage of the present low price. 
Maine Brokerage Company, 
335 Water Street, 
Phone 129 AUGUSTA, MAINE. 
ADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE. The sub- 
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been 
duly appointed administrator of the estate of 
NAHUM E. CLARY, late of Waldo, 
in the County of Waldo, deoeased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having 
demands against the estate of saia deceased 
are desired to present the same for settlement 
and all indebted thereto are requested to make 
payment immediately. 
ISAAC B. CLARY. 
Livermore Falls, May 8, 1917.— 22 
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATOR’S NOTICE.— 
Thejsubscriber hereby gives notice that he has 
been duly appointed public administrator of 
the estate of 
JAMES LEWIS DUNCAN, late of Montville, 
in the County of Waldo, deceased, and given 
bonds as the law directs. All persons having 
demands against the estate of said deceased 
sre desired to present the same for settlement, 
and all indebted thereto are requested to make 
payment immediately. 
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE. 
Belfast, April 10.1917-3w22 
carOT thanks 
I wish to thank the friends and neighbors 
for their kindness to my daughter Frances 
through her long sickness. Also for the beau- 
tiful flowers sent to the funeral 
MRS. MARY NORTON 
p AND FAMILY. 
W. B 
NUFORM 
CORSETS 
Provide a ityle 
a price for everv purs I 
$1.00 UP 
MISS HILTONS 
WAIST AND SP^( 
Journal Bui! i j 
B< '1 
Carpenter. In !’t I 
and Mrs. Raymond J 
De Forest-. 
Carroli. In Cam-! 
Mrs. H. A. Carroll, a j 
Hussey. In Freed 
Mrs. Samuel Hussej, \ 
Pierce. In Propp* j 
and Mrs J. A. Piei 
Rogers. In Bel fat- j 
Mrs. Raymond F. Roy 
Shuts. InStockt 
and Mrs. Arthur sh. -- 
Todd. In Portland 
William N. Toed, a j 
IV1 A1 ! 
Andrews-LaFi R1 : j 
May 26, by Rev. James j 
and Miss Luella Lai 1 
Springs. ; 
3ove Mingo. In 1 
Jones, Guss H. Gove < 1 
B, Mingo of Calais. ! 
Hillman Barker. ,;j 
Wpv A F. Wriirht 
Evelyn Barker, both \ 
Hall-Pendleton. 
J. A. Pendleton, L- 
Rockland and Mian L 
boro. 
Lucas-Goodwin 
Rev. William G. K 
Lucas of Orono ami 
Searsport. i 
Mathieson-Edw ai ii 
Donald Mathieson 
C. Edwards of Fairti- 
Ryder-Cross. In B' 
W. E. Streeter, Rex’ 
Miss Inez Ethel Croat-. j 
Wentworth Rumn* 
by Hodgdon C, Buz*-- j 
worth and Maude G 
Burgess. InSeamm j 
aged 71 years, 2 monti 
HLARIN. In Knox j 
aged 89 years, 9 month- s 
Hutchins. In N i 
Clarence Hutcnins. | 
Page. In Buckspnrt, j 
Page, aged 73 years. j 
Proctor. In Appl**1 
Proctor, aged about >' 
E. H. B0YING1* 
Eye-Sight Spec 
OF Tilt 
B0Y1NUT0N I" 
■ 
<(i 
44 South Mail' Strn 
OFFICE DAYS, MOM 
I WILI. HI 
Forest House, Morr 
June 6th. | 
York’s Hotel, Brooks $ 
The Hotel, Thorndik* ,/ , 
Central House, Unity 
Bellows’ House, Freed* 
June 9th. 
WAN! L 
A capable girl <*r i 
general housework 
No. 14 High Street 
